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suittME*

This thesis gives ail account of a longitudinal

study of fch© effect® of different verbal teaching styles

on the learning of physios by 14-16 year old students

following an *0* grade course for* the Scottish Certificate

of education*

The verbal teaching styles of six experienced

physics teachers are identified on a contmuum

ranging from open-ended to expository using the Glanders

interaction analysis technique. According to the X/D

ratio, two teachers are identified as extremely open-ended,

two as extremely expository, the other two being

intermediate between these extremes* The extent to which

teachers classified aa extreme merit this ueucriptlon Is

tested by comparing coded observation data for these

teachers with that obtained for two criterion teachers

described respectively as extreme exponents of the

open-ended ana expository styles of tenoning physios in

the country as a whole according to the subjective

judgments of expert©* The comparison Indicates that the

six teachers studied here represent the full spectrum of

styles of teaching physic® in Scotland* An interview

with each teacher i® tape recorded and the transcripts

assessed by judges to find how a degree of authoritarianism

on the part of the teacher is related to his vernal teaching

style*

The effects are studieu of contrasting verbal

teaching style© on the attainment Say students of
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educational objectives in physics in the cognitive and

affective dona ins* At various stages over a period of

two years students taught physios only by these teachers

are given tests of attainment of the cognitive objectives

specified for the course. To evaluate student development

in the affective domain an attitude questionnaire comprising

Liicert scales is administered on different occasions

throughout the two year period.

Analyses of variance and covarlance are used to

equalise the 'between styles' differences in 10, and social

status of students which are regarued as important

independent variables affecting achievement outcomes.

These statistical techniques are also used to adjust for

the effects of 'between styles' differences in initial

strength of attitudes as evidenced by initial scores in

the attitude questionnaire.

The results suggest that in the cognitive domain

the open-ended style of physics teaching aay be more

successful than the expository style in assisting students

to achieve the more complex objectives, out that students

taught in the expository mode may achieve more consistent

results. The aspect of verbal teaching style investigated

here does not appear to uiarkedly influence development

of student attitudes towards physics.



CHAPTER 1

CLASSROOM BEHAVIOUR

INTRODUCTION.

What Uiaices for a good education? Is it the quality

of the teaching, the characteristics of the students or

the excellence of the school buildings and facilities?

To the .perceptive observer the learning situation is

characterised by subtle interactions among different

human beings exxgagad in a complex activity in the course

of which they relate to one another and to tueir

surroundings. The quality of the total educational

process, however it is juuged, inevitably uepends on

matching the activities of teachers and students with the

conditions in which these activities occur# despite the

complexity of the teaching and learning milieu and the

consequexxt difficulty of analysing it into its constituent

parts, some attempt njust be t-ade to find how an activity

which consumes massive human resources and a ^reat deal of

.oxxey, can be wade to function most effectively#

There are many criteria by which the effectiveness

of the educational process may be judged. Some of these

are uaBed on social or political values about which there

way be no general agreement among educators. The

criterion common to most agreed value judgments about

what constitutes an effective educational strategy la

that its implementation leads to certain levels of

achieve;mit oy the students. However, substantial

disagreement about what these levels are and how they



are best achieved is not uncommon. Are certain teacuing

strategies mora successful in promoting desirable

educational goals? If so, are there certain identifiable

teacher behaviours or recognisable teacher characteristics

associated with these strategies? Are these teaching

strategies effective with all kinds of students when used

oy all kinds of teachers; or is a method which is best

for one kind of teacher teaching a particular kind of

student less successful in other circumstances? Is the

learning environment an important factor? does a

specific teaching strategy require for its fulfilment a

particular type of physical environment? Do students

learn better in s...nll ^roups than in large ones? Will

they succeed in a new school building when they would

have failed in an old one? How important are students'

experiences outside school altogether in determining

achievement levels?

Attempting to devise research strategies which might

provide evidence on any one of these points is futile

unless some way can be found of dealing with the ..-any

concomitant variables surrounding it. The multiplicity

of variables influencing student outcomes and the

impossibility of identifying some of them makes it

impossible to control variables in educatio ial research

in the way that one might expect to do when carrying out

research in the physical sciences, for example. Writing

about research in physics education <lton (1.-72) says,



"In all good research experiments are designed on the

basis of a framework of ideas and theories, and the

scientist who denies the existence of such a framework

has merely failed to make his presuppositions explicit

and is the least likely ever to recognise their

limitations or the point at which experiment proves them

false. To the extent that frameworks in the social

sciences are more subjective, less generally agreed and

more lively to be challenged than In the physical

sciences, a greater part of the intellectual effort of

research in the social sciences goes into the framework

itself lather than in what one does within the frame* ork.K

He continues:-

"The second aspect which is common to all good

research is the verification of theory by experiment and

the willingness to alter a theory, if experiment does not

support it. .... an experiment should be designed in such

a way that any conclusions reached are unequivocal.

Unfortunately, this is easier said than done in the social

sciences where it is rarely possible to isolate a single

variable without trivialising the problem and wnere the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle works on the
, 7 .

macroscopic scale of people. These are inescapable

facts."

kany attempts have been made during the past sixty
/' ' •*"
/ u>

years to isolate variable# in the learning situation which

affect student achievement. Much of that research has been

a study of classroom behaviour. It has been c>..-noerned with
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different aspects of the behaviour of students and of

teachers and more recently with the way in which teachers

and taught interact with each other. Son® studies,

however, have focused on other aspects of the Learning

environment. Most have beexi bedevilled by the

difficulties described by SIton.

The investigation described here represents another

attempt, particularly important at the resent time

because of recent curricular changes in science teaching,

to Identify specific tea her behaviours which affect

learning outcomes.

In view of the large annual investment in the

education of teachers it Is clearly important to Identify

such variables if they exist and as far as possible to

deploy the new knowledge thus obtained In more effective

teacher education. For example, If research were to

confirm that student learning is improved when the teacher

increases the intellectual freedom of his students by

ashing open-ended questions then teachers in training

should be encouraged to ask open-ended questions.

The problem.

One aspect of teacher behaviour that has been

highlighted, by the recent curricular changes referred to

above amI described elsewhere in this thesis (p. 39),

is the verbal style adopted by the teacher i-u dealing

with the class. The problem considered in the research

reported here deals with the effects of the physics

teacher's verbal style on the success of student learning



in physics and in shaping student attitudes to physics.

XHDXHSKBSRS VARIABLES AFFECTING QTJD3HT ATTAINMENT

Before erecting the framework within which this

problem can be tackled it is essential to consider the

other independent variables in the learning situation which

might influence the dependent variables to be investigated.

Such independent variabl & > :«y be classified la three main

groups; (A) student characteristics* (h; teacner

characteristics, and (0) other variables associated with

the learning environment. Each of these is capable of

further sub—division.

A. student character-Is tics.

These .ray be grouped into three sub-categories*

(a) intellective factors, (b) personality factors, and

(c; sociological factors.

(a) The effect of intellective factors on student

attainment has been very thoroughly researched over a long

period. Studies using either a single overall measure of

intelligence or a battery of .oeaaureo each determining

a single aspect of performance arc numerous, in most

cases the research design requires achievement at soma

educational level to be correlated with the ...eae.*re or

measures of Intelligence. Many such studies cu.ploy

intellective factors as predictors of later attainment.

Some of the more important uf these are discussed by

Lavin (1965, pp.47-65). Dir.ce intelligence is generally

recognised as being related to problem-solving
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abilities and as these abilities are useful in academic

achievement it is hardly surprising that most studies of

tiie effects on student achievement of student intellective

factors related to intelligence yield positive results.

More recent investigations in this area show a concern

for the iclea of intellectual 'style' rather than level

of intellect as an important factor in student

achievement. A study by Oropley and Field (1969), which

exemplifies this trend, is discussed later (p» 82 )•

(b) It is generally accepted that intellective

factors account for less than half the variation in

student achievement. Among the non-intellective factors

that have been considered in past investigations are those

related to student personality, such as motivation,

anxiety, study habits, neuroticisconformance and

independence. t.any of these studies have at oest

indicated only a weaic relationship between personality

characteristics and educational attai uoent. The uae of

the personality inventories devised by yseuc c and Oattell

has often resulted in conflicting results. Vorlcing with

undergraduates Furneaux (1962) reports that 'neurotic

introverts' are less lively to fail academically; while

among school children Hallworth (1964) shows that

'suable extraverts' have superior school attainment.

A study by ontwistle and Cunningham (1968) of aoout

three thousand 13 year old students, finds that girls

who are 'stable extraverts' and boys who are 'stable

introverts' snow the highest school attainment. It ^ay



be that the comparative lack of success in finding

important student personality factors related consistently

to student achievement is a result of investigating these

without taking account of the social and other factors

surrounding them. An Interesting study by Gardner(b)

(1975) discussed in more detail In chapter 7 considers

the interaction between individual pupil and teacher

personality characteristics and how these affect student

achievement of durational goals. It may be that the

interaction of personality with social factors has an

important bearing on academic attainment.

(c) The third group of student characteristics

that are of interest in considering etcdent achievement

consists of sociological factors such as socioeconomic

status, and social relationships both within the learning

environment and beyond it. By far the most widely

researched of these is the students' social and economic

status. Many studies of this kind re:ort that social

status varies directly as academic performance. The

J.C.C.A. statistical supplement to the report for

1967-6 shows that of candidate© accepted for admission

to university through the JCOA scheme in October 1968,

44 per cent oelonged to the upper parental occupation

groups (administrators anu managera; professional and

technical workers) although only 14 per cent of

economically-active males aged 45 to 59 in Great

Britain belonged to that group. On the other hand, although

64 per cent of the male population is shown as belonging



to the ■occupation group designated as *manual and

agricultural' this group accounted for only 23 par cent

of the student intake in 1968# Levin (1966, p. 149) after

reviewing studies concerned with the effects of social

factors on student achievement concludes: (i) that socio¬

economic status and achievement are related at all

academic levelej (ii) that measures of student social

acceptability are related to attainment as are signs

of warm family relationships; and (iii) that the student's
academic attainment is improved where his values and

attitudes are shared by the teacher* This last factor

reinforces the well documented fact that students whose

parents belong P.< due lower social and occupational

prestige groups arc less lively to bs academically

successful^ docoins Keporfc (1965).

B. Teacher characteristics.

It is perhaps appropriate to classify teacher

characteristics into three groups; (a; characteristics

associated with the teacher's knowledge, professional

qualifications and experience, (b) teacher personality

factors either as perceived by the teacher himself, by

his students or by an independent observer, and (c)

overt teacher behaviours associated with teacher

performance in the classroom.

Sharp (1966) reporting on a study of characteristics

of high school biology teachers states that teachers'

subject knowledge, years of teaching experience, and

academic qualifications do not appear to oe related
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to student attainment* Rothman, Welch and Walberg (1939)

also report that in their study of 35 male teachers of

physiosi there is no significant relation between teacher

e*periencef preparation for teaching or subject knowledge

and student cognitive or affective attainment* Yager

(1966) regards teacher attitudes towards biology as an

important factor in influencing student outcomes although

his report does not indicate which aspects of student

cognitive achievement are affected. The attendance of

science teacher® at a summer in-service course is

reported by Thelen and Llteki (1972) to have had an intact

on subsequent student attainment as measured by tests of

knowledge. Their study does not attempt to control some

concomitant variables which the a thoro concede restrict

the generality of their findings*

Among teacher personality factors regarded as

important by Gage (1972) is 'wemih'. Quoting Haider,

Gage (p*52) argues that "Warn teachers arc perceived by

students as liking than, and the students tend to

reciprocate the affection." Gardner's study referred

to above finds some physics teachers rated highly by

their students in warmth. These teachers are regarded as

being intellectually stimulating--end are reported as

being successful in teaching intellectually intense

students and la promoting enjoyment of physics in most

students. The study by Kothman, Welch and Walberg

mentioned above indicates that the value systems and

personality of the teacher do influence- both cognitive

and attitude attainment In his students. The most
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Important trait identified By these warxar-s is the

heterosexuality of the teacher. In a later study by

Rothraan (1959) concerning 31 physics teachers, the affects

on student development of teacher personality factors and

aspects of teacher preparation are investigated. Kothman,

Sugg -sting that the previous study by Rothwan, Welch and

Wei berg might be faulted for bias in the sa.aple of

teachers used, reports that while 70 per cent of the

variance in student cognitive development may be attributed

to teacher personality only about IS per cent seems to be

related to teacher factors connected with qua!ifications»

experience and so on, .,e reports in teres iingly that

although students seat;, to learn beat from well qualified

teachers with a good understanding of physios such

a to.dents scc-n. quicily to lose interest in pijysica. She

sa = e writer is unable to identify significant personality

trails but states that die teacher's neeu for

heterosexual!ty although now significant in that study

ia nor 3 strongly related to student learning titan other

factors, thus repeating the finding of the earlier

research, lie argues that this offset may be explained

in terms of ml-.: student identification with teachers of

this hind.

In a review of researon carried out between I960

and 1S66, into teacher effectiveness, P landers and hi toon

(1970) report that a study oy lleil and washburne (296S)

indicates ax, interaction between different teacher types

and different student types. Ihe three teacher types

investigated oy these workers are labelled*, impulsive#
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controlled and fearful. The student types identified are

ealled conforraers, opx>osere, waverers and strivers. As

with Rothraan, Flanders and Simon stress the need for

research which Involves the matching of student types with

teacher types.

Commenting in the same review on process-product

studies into the effects on learning outcomes Flanders

and Simon conclude that 65-75 per cent of all talk is

teacher talk and that most student talk is in direct

response to teacher questions. They conclude that a more

respo isive pattern of teacher verbal behaviour would lead

to higher student attainment. In another report

reviewing research into teacher behaviour variables

Rosenahina and Purnt (1971) contend that among the

variables which seem to be related to student achievement

are: (i) clarity of teacher's presentation, (il) teacher's

use of a variety of teaching strategies, (iii; teacher's

enthusiasm, (iv) businesslike behaviour by the teacher*

and (v) student opportunity to lean the v .st ..nterial.

It is suggested that there is so fat little evidence

to suggest that teacher approval or praise or certain,

modes of verbal teaching style including -besa

investigated in the research to bo described in tuis

thesis, are important in affecting student acnieve;.iant.

The authors end their review with a plea for nore

w©ll-des1.gned research into the effects of particular

kinds of teacher behaviour on student learning outcomes.

Rosenshine (1971, p. 61) having revieweu. research
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related to the use of criticism concludes that "...there

is no evidence to support a claim that a teacher should

avoid telling a student that he is wrong, or should avoid

giving academic directions. However, teachers who use

a great deal of criticism appear consistently to have

classes who achieve less in most subject areas." He

again states the inconclusive nature of the relationships

between student achievement and such things as teacher

praise, the use of students' ideas by the teacher and

ratio of teacher approval to teacher disapproval

statements. Dealing with what he calls 'teacher cognitive

behaviours', Eosenshlne surveys studies of achievement-

oriented oehaviour by the teacher anu concludes that

teachers rated as tasK oriented or ousinessliice are

successful in promoting student attainment. Writing about

research into clarity of presentation by the teacher this

author quotes a study by Wright and Huthall (1970) which

indicates that teacher statements containing only one

question are significantly related to student achievement

while statements containing two or more questions along

with teacher information are negatively related to

achievement. It seems reasonable to comment on this

point that successful teachers probably as& questions

clearly and only have to asx a single question as a

result. Hosenshine (p.107) claims that "...results on

clarity are most consistent and significant, particularly

in contrast to the results of other variables." On

perceived student difficulty of the lesson the results

' '

1 k '
/ 3-

11
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are inconclusive. Another factor which that review

indicates might oe significant is the degree of

structuring oy the teacher before and after a question

is eased. Bosenshlne, citing the worjc of Wright and

Nuthall again, regards this as an important area for

future research. Among the other cognitive teacher

behaviours referrea to are pacing, diversity of purpose

by the teacher and teacher's cognitive response to

student statements, .because the evidence on these

matters is mixed it is doubtful if firm conclusions

can oe drawn. A review of research into the flexibility

of teachers' cognitive behaviour and the variety of the

classroom activities indicates that such factors are

significantly related to stuuent achieve, .ent. Kosenshine

notes tnat several studies relate student achievement to

tne opportunity afforded earlier to learn material of a

similar type and involving similar cognitive processes.

He goes on to say that such studies, including the

largest, the X3A study of mathematics achievement

(Husen, 1967), show consistently high bivariate

correlations. It would indeed be surprising to find

otherwise since the 'practice effect' is well established.

It could indeed be argued that some cognitive processes

nay become different processes when they are no longer

unfamiliar.

Eatings on teacher enthusiasm are usually related

to some aspect of student attainment. Unfortunately,

as kossnsnine suggests it is difficult to agree about
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the behavioural correlates of enthusiasm* The studies

reviewed by Roeenshine (1970, pp.148-152} generally

interpret teacher enthusiasm in different ways, roaming

any firm conclusions hard to draw.

Qj—Characteristics of mi-3 iearnla,., environment.

hany studies of learning effectiveness have

indicated that much of the variation in atuaent

attainment cannot oe attributed to specific student or

teacher characteristics. In this situation it is

perhaps inevitable that researchers wiix focus their

attention on factors associated witu the physical

environment of the learning milieu and with the socio-

emotiooal climate in the classroom.

Among factors of this Kind that have ueen studied

are teaching duration. The amount of teacning time used

in instruction and its relation to student achievement has

been studied for many years. Jiarly research suggested

that time spent bears no relation to student attainment.

A much more recent study is that of Welch and dridghara

(1968) who conducted an investigation of 41 teachers and

about 20Q0 students over a period of one year. They

report that in the harvard rroject Fhysics course neither

achievement gain nor student ability as measured using a

test of mental ability is significantly related to teaching

duration. Two conclusions drawn from these findings are;

(i) that it is prooably unfruitful to omit part of a

course in order to spend additional time on the remainder,
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and (ii) that time spent in teaching at a particular stage

may be related to the habits or interests of the teachers

rather than because of a perceived student difficulty.

Both the ISA mathematics study indicated above and the

more recent ISA science evaluation study by Co*aber and

Aeeves (1973; show the variable 'time devoted to all

homework * yielding higher correlations with student

achieve; ant in mathematics or science than either of

the variables; 'time devoted to mathematics homework',

or 'time devoted to science homework'. It might be

unwise to regard 'time spent in homework' as an important

learning variable.

A recent investigation of the impact of

environmental factors on student achievement is that of

Walberg (1959). One of the fourteen scales used deals

with such aspects of the learning milieu as the number

of books end amount of science equipment available. The

study is concerned with eleventh and twelfth grade

students following a Harvard Project Physics course.

Walberg reports a significant correlation between scores

on the 'environment' scale and student achieve ent scores,

iu&ieating that the level of provision of s ch learning

resources as books and equipment • ay be vital factors in

influencing student learning.

Perhaps one of the most important studies of the

social climate of the classroom and its effect on student

learning is that of Anderson and Walberg (1968). In their

study, designed to relate class gains in understanding,
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achievement and attitude of twelfth grade physics students

to group perceptions of classroom climate, these workers

use a classroom climate questionnaire comprising statements

to which students are asiced to respond on a five point

agreement-disagreement rating. The scales cover such

factors as Disorganisation, Social heterogeneity,

Formality, Strict Control, and Friction among class members.

Tests of science understanding, physics achievement and a

semantic differentials scale of affect are used as criteria

for student achievement. An IQ, test is also used in an

attempt to estimate the amount of criterion variance due to

IQ alone. Multiple correlations for the classroom climate

variables with each of the criterion variables enow that

only in the case of the physics achievement test is the

correlation significant. Further investigation of the

separate classroom climate factors snows that high

levels of Disorganisation, Formality and Social

Heterogeneity are not conducive to achievement. When,

the three criteria of student achievement are considered

collectively the results suggest that high scores on

some climate factors - Friction, Personal Intimacy

and Strict Control - and low scores on others -

Disorganisation, Stratification, Subservience end

Formality - indicate conditions favourable to student

learning. It must oe said that the opposite loadings

of Strict Control and Formality cast doubts about these

conclusions. The authors admit a correlation of 0.56

between these factors. The finding that gains in physics

achievement are negatively correlated with gains in
if : -
I j-
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science understanding is diffic ilt to comprehend* It is

not easy to agree with the authors* conclusion that the

kind of claaarooia climate which promotes physics

achievement discourages scientific understanding and

interest in physics. The promised replication of this

investigation should show whether 'classroom climate as

perceived by the students' is an iraj>ortant factor In

student learning. Perhaps the different student and

teacher characteristics which shape the classroom climate

are the more important elements*

In this survey of independent variables of the

learning situation which could be regarded as Important

in determining learning outcomes, the weight of research

evidence suggests that among student characteristics

which ought to be controlled are eneral intelligence

and social status; and that among teacher characterlatics

the teacher's subject knowledge and professional

qualifications warrant consideration ae factors lively to

promote student learning. The bulk of research supports

the view that teacher behaviour does influence student

learning although investigation has not so far led to

the identification of the crucial teaching acts.

Liuch of the research so far carried out into

teacher behaviour has been concerned with various aspects

of verbal uehaviour in the classroom. The study

described in this thesis deals specifically with the

teacher's verbal behaviour. Regarding possible variables

connected witi the learning situation, of these looked
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at only the quality of the physical environment seems to

matter. In the experimental work about to be described

steps are taken to control the most important student,

teacher, and learning environment variables.

ANALYSIS OF CLAS8IO0M BKHAVIGblt

One of tiie earliest studies of classroom behaviour

is that of Stevens (1912) who found by analysing type¬

scripts of lessons that teachers' tal£ amounted to two

thirds of all organised talk in the classroom. ^orrison

(1927, p.103) writes that "The major elements in the

learning situation are motivation and attention," and

goes on to describe motivation as M».. a desire to

laarn." He sees the key to effective teaching and

learning as the ability of the teacher to hold the

attention of the wnole class during a period of exposition;

this teacher skill is called group control. The capacity

to maintain group attention is called sustained attention.

Morrison refers to the need to set up teaching objectives

which he defines as mastery of parts of the course. lie

concludes that "...while poor control technique always

means poor teaching, good control technique does not

necessarily mean good teaching." The methods of

measuring group control and sustained attention using a

stop watch which Morrison reeouaends must be among the

earliest forma of observation of behaviour in the

classroom* More recent attempts to understand the

classroom situation are also based on the collection of

classroom data by an observer.
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A different approach to the problem of interpretation

of the learning sit ation is that described by Anderson

(1959) who studied the adult-child relationship in terms

of 'dominative* and 'integrative' behaviour* Domination

is described as the w*.♦behaviour of a person who is

inflexible, rigid,•*•who disregards the desires or

judgments of others*.while integrative behaviour Is

described as "*..noncoercive; it is the expression of one

who attempts to understand others*..It is consistent with

the scientific approach, the open mind** Anderson shows

the effect of domlnative-integrative behaviour on the

number of teacher-student contacts per hour, and

demonstrates its influence on student behaviour and on

the capacity of the students to learn* Since hie study

involved the observation of children of kindergarten age

it might be unwise to extrapolate the findings to older

students. As Flanders (1965) points out, this dimension

of teacher behaviour laid the foundation for the recent

development of interaction analysis techniques,

especially those which concentrate on 'direct* and

'indirect' teacher behaviour (p. 102 of diesis)*
A famous study of patterns of aggressive behaviour

and how these are influenced by the social climate is

that carried out by Lewin, nippltt and White (1S39).

Although in this case the 10 year old children were

observed away from a classroom environment the study is

of interest since it demonstrates how the behaviour of

the leader (teacher) affects that of the group being
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led (students).

A further stage in the development of observational

techniques for classroom use is that reported by Withall

(19^9) who devised a system of classifying a teacher's

verbal statements into seven categories} three learner-

centred, three teacher-centred, and one neutral,

Withall shows the technique to have cross-observer

reliability and to be valid when tested against teacher

beh viour categories previously devised by Anderson and

Brewer (19^5) • he uses this technique to discover

patterns of teacher verbal behaviour and to assess the

social emotional climate in the classroom, Withall's

procedure cannot properly be regarded as an interaction

analysis technique since it does not take account of

student verbal behaviour. It is nevertheless the

forerunner of sxich analytical techniques as that used in

the present investigation. Withall did not attempt to

measure the effect of teacher behaviour patterns on

student learning.

In 1951 Bales and Strodtbeck used a twelve

category system In analysing problem-solving techniques

as developed in group discussion.

By about 1958 users of classroom observation

techniques were fully aware of the extent to which

student behaviour and student learning is affected by

teacher beh; viour, A study by Anderson (i960) suggests

that •dependent-prone'students have
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expectations of teacher behaviour which are different from

those of independent-prone* students#

The realisation that teacher behaviour raay affect

student behaviour and vice versa caused researchers to

develop observation systems for use in the classroom which

record student statements as well as those of teachers.

One of the best known of these interaction techniques

is the system developed by Flanders (I960) and described

in uetail in this thesis, (chapter 5, pp.99 - 1°9), This

system measures what is called 'direct* and 'indirect*

teacher influence where these terms correspond closely

to the earlier 'dominative' and 'integrative' ideas of

Anderson.

Since 1964 a large number of observational systems

of interaction analysis have been developed, Some of

these involve analysis of the verbal components of

activity, others the non-verbal behaviours of teachers

and students. Each of these systems employs 'episodes'

daring which observations are made and the length of an

'episode* varies frora a few seconds to a period of

several minutes. In some caseB continuous recording is

essential, in others not. Simon and Boyer (l970j

describe 67 systems suitable for use in the classroom.

TheBe include those which focus on interaction oetween a

single student and the teacher, and those which

concentrate on interation between the teacher and the

whole class. Some of these systems are Intended for use

in a particular subject area. Others are regarded as
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being more widely applicable.

The nee of these aysIsms permit® patterns of

interaction to be identified and allows different

teaching oehaviouro to be related to student learning.

Among recent studies of this kind is that of Allen (1969)

who, investigating the effects of the teacher's verbal

behaviour on number development in first-grade students,

reports that the frequency of teacher questions and of

teacher-student interactions, appears to be related to

their achievement in mathematics.

A RSSilAROH STRATEGY

The complex nature of classroom behaviour has been

amply demonstrated. It is clear that designing a

satisfactory framework within vrnich to analyse certain

aspects of the learning situation is a very difficult

tssic. The multiplicity of independent variables which

may have to be controlled makes it difficult to use the

traditional process-product study. Ideally within this

paradigm students are subjected to certain 'treatments'
and their scores in some post-test of achievement

compared either with one another or with those of a

'control' group who have not received the treatment.

Such a research strategy results in dubious findings

unless it can be shown that the groups being compared

are similar as regards all other variables which might

conceivably affect achievement. There are two methods

of ensuring that such conditions exist. One is to
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wars with very large groups and allow chance to take oars

of the extraneous independent variables# However» the

use of very large group® le usually impracticable on

grounds of coat as well as of administrative difficulty#

Its use in the study being described here would have

entailed the involvement of e large number of school®,

teachers and students as ©ell a© additional researchrrs

thereby greatly increasing the ooet#

The other suothod la to control these variables#

But uers the problem arises that in the analynir. of

classroom behaviour it is not always possible to identify

still leas to control all such variables. v.'bf.t is

per/1ops feasible for the educational researcher is to

seel to identify the xaoat Important of the extraneous

variables surrounding the partic lar proble . of interest

end to formulate c strategy to control these#

It is hare that the anthropological research

paradigm proposed by Pnrlett and fte&lltou (1 72} »©e?ns

appropriate# Describing the organisation end method of

this strategy the authors (p. 16) say that the

researcher is concerned to familiarise hi: mlt

thoroughly with the day-to-day reality of the setting or

settings he lc studying# •••he «axss no attempt to

manipulate, control or eliminate situational variables

tut takes en given the complex scene he encounters. Bio

chief tank is to unravel it} isolate its significant

features; delineate cycles of causa and «•'fact; and

comprehend relationships between beliefs and practices,
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ana between organisational patterns and the response of

individuals* ...there is a definite etaphasie both on

•observation at the cluasroon level and on interviewing

participating instructors and students."

The research strategy advocated oy these writers

could bo employed during the initial stages of an

investigation such as that described here in order to

better understand the cultural, social, institutional

anu psychological variables which comprise the learning

milieu. Where the proeess-prodaot study is preceded

by srx exploratory investigation of this xiad the

researcher should be in a better position in placing his

research design to formulate tie right hypotheses and

identify the important variables.

This anthropological research paradigm, is employed

albeit in an imperfect fashion in the investigation

described in this thesis. In this instance the teachers

whose verbal style is the subject of the study are

interviewed towards the end of the investigation and

not at the beginning. It Is claimed that their purpose

in this case is to provide post-hoe evidence of the

veracity of some of the earlier postulates.

The sole use of what P&rlett and Hamilton call

'illuminative1 research might be faulted on the grounds

that the admittedly highly subjective judgments of the

researcher may adversely affect the acceptability and

generality of th findings since these would rest

entirely on the investigator's perspicacity and on his
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integrity, unsupported by experimental data.

It would appear that both research strategies

could be advantageously employed in studies of classroom

behaviour. The anthropological method could be used to

explore the teacher-student interactions, the habitB of

thought and actions of the participants and the

institutional factors in the learning milieu. This

exploratory study would then allow the investigator to

focus on the crucial issies. He is then better able

to devise a research procedure capable of yielding data

likely to lead to findings not invalidated by initial

failure to identify all facets of the problem.
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GHAPTSR 2

SCIENCE TEACHING

INTRODUCTION

Tile earliest systems of mass education were based

firmly on the ideas of 'instruction'. In Plato's

Republic the subordinate managerial class were instructed

in a body of doctrine conveyed as dogma open to no doubt

or uncertainty; and this was the spirit in which

educational strategies were conceived during the

nineteenth century. During the latter part of that

century science was taught as the acquisition of a

specific body of knowledge comprising a series of final

unchallengable truths about the universe. The sudden

explosion of new discoveries, especially in physics,

during the first quarter of the twentieth century,

although it shattered the tidy framework erected by

nineteenth century scientists, made little or no impact

on the teaching of science in schools which continued

unaltered. Schwab (1962) suggests that by this time,

when scientific knowledge and theories had begun to

change rapidly, textbooks for use in schools were no

longer being written by professional scientists but by

school teachers who were not themselves practising

scientists. In consequence, the contents of textbooks

resi>onded to changes in the scientific poisition only

very slowly and thus 'real' science and the science

taught in schools drifted apart. This proposition would

explain the static condition of the school physics
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syllabus in this country from 1890 to 1960; a matter

referred to later in this thesis (p. 76 )• Perhaps the

concern of the universities with mathematics as a

preparation for the study of classical physics also

contributed to this situation. Among other factors

preventing new ideas from reaching the school curriculum

was doubt about their basic truth - scientists kept

hoping that they would be superceded by an all embracing

'true* theory. It is sometimes said that English

scientists at that time were obsessed with 'models',

particularly atomic models, and were reluctant to

believe in an idea which could not be represented by

a 'model*.

DISCOVERY LEARNING IH SCIENCE

Schwab points out that the gap which existed

during that period between the current state of

scientific knowledge and the body of scientific

knowledge being taught in schools was accompanied by

an equally wide gap between the experimental procedures

of professional science and the reflection of these in

the then current methodology of school science. He

goes on to point out that while by its very nature

scientific investigation suggests doubt about the

finality of research findings in science, the

experimental practices in school science laboratories

had become exercises in the experimental verification of

previously established principles presented as inalterable

truths. In claiming that science was presented to
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students in a way that stressed the importance of problem
y

solving and the mastery of specified laboratory techniques,

Schwab claims that the essential element of enquiry and

discovery which characterises the work of real scientists

was ignored; and that science was offered in a way which

appealed only to the docile learner, laught in this way

science is seen as a process of theory leading to facts

whereas in reality scientific theories lean not to facts

but to other more complex or more general theories which

themselves stimulate further experimental investigation.

Perhaps a major deficiency in the traditional

style of science teaching is apparent when it is

realised that scientific knowledge acquired at school

rapidly becomes obsolete as it is overtaken uy current

developments in science. It therefore seems reasonable

to adopt a teaching strategy which will lead the student

to recognise that the criterion of scientific success is

not the possession of many items of scientific

information but the ability to display competence in

methods of scientific enquiry.

In accordance with this aim the element of

discovery must always oe present in the science classroom.

Work performed in the laboratory should oe designed to

allow the student to discover for himself by foil .wing the

processes of scientific enquiry, rather than as a means of

verifying what has already been established. In the

former instance it is argued that the discovery strategy

requires the student to seek to put alternative
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interpretations on experimental data whereas under the

expository procedure the student's aim is to seek the

'correct'-according to theory-answer. It is contended

that the discovery method leads to discussion between

teacher and students since different interpretations of

the data will suggest not a 'right' but simply a more

probable answer.

On the other hand, heislar and Shulraan (1966,

P. 189) pose the question >t whether the students of a

discipline in studying the subject matter ought to follow

the activities of the practitioners of that discipline.

These authors also point out that scientists do not spend

all their time discovering and that in fact a large part of

the professional time of the scientists is spent acting as

the recipient of an expository learning process; for

example by reading professional journals, listening to

lectures and so on. There is much to be said for this

point of view. In any event it is difficult to see how

successful scientific discoveries are to be made unless

scientists have already become familiar with the current

state of knowledge. This knowledge is in the main

acquired either as part of the scientist's formal education

or by reading reports of research carried out by other

scientists working in the same field. It does not s eera

to be either feasible or necessary for all science

education to involve the student in a discovery situation.

A further drawback of discovery leeruing in science is

that while the doubts and uncertainties identified with
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scientific discoveries aay be accepted as part of the

game by the mature experienced and recognised, scientific

practitioner they ioay create a sense of insecurity among

young students especially since it is unlikely that such

students will be required to "discover' the prescribed

body of learning in their other subjects. There is

surely a case for teaching science using a mixture of

the discovery and expository strategies so that students

experience all the activities of science and not only

these which typify the scientific revolutions - see

p. 76 - but also toe activities which precede and

succeed these 'breakthroughs'• The need for moderation

in this matter is all the more important since there is

no clear research evidence to indicate that the

discovery method is superior when achievement outcomes

are considered.

An important study of the efficacy of the

discovery mode of teaching is that of Kay (1961) who in

a carefully regulated investigation compares the method

of directed discovery teaching of micrometer- principles

and axilla with the method of direct instruction working

with ninth grade boyB in junior high schools. Kay

describes how three treatment groups of comparable IQ,

are tested in their ability to use a micrometer caliper.

One group is taught in the traditional 'tell and do'

method, a second group by a method of directed discovery

while a third control group receives no teaching. No

significant difference is reported on initial learning
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between the two taught groups when tested immediately

after the pe iod of learning. All students are tested

again one weeic and six weens after learning. Analysis of

the test results shows that although there is again no

significant difference between the discovery ana instructed

groups after one wean, the group taught in the discovery

mode achieve significantly higher scores in the later test.

Tests of transfer of learning are also given to the

students after one and six weens respectively. These

snow the discovery method to be superior on both

occasions, isach treatment group is subdivided into

three Ig levels J when the interstion of teaching method

with intellectual level is examined no significant effect

is discovered leading hay to conclude that the discovery

method although superior as regards retention and

n transfer of learning is not superior as & process in

establishing initial learning, he also concludes that

these results are not affected by student intellectual

level.

Another noteworthy investigation of this problem

is that of dabiician (1971) who compares three methods of

teacning scientific concepts$ an expository method

involving no laboratory worxj a laboratory method in which

the students proceed to verify experiraaa-ally the

concepts previously presented oy the teacher} and a

discovery method in which the students have to uiscovex*

the concept for themselves by following a prescribed

experimental procedure* This third method is similar to
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that followed in moat modern science syllabuses, such as

those discussed (p. 39 ). The three student groups in

Baoijiian's experiment are stated not to differ

significantly from one another in 10, and other factors

which might affect achievement outcomes. After stating

his findings based on criterion tests of overall

achievement,verbalisation of concepts, recognition of

concepts, and the application of concepts to numerical

problems, the author concludes that the expository and

laboratory methods are significantly more effective than

the discovery method in respect of all these measurea.

Babikian points out, however, that the students may have

been unfamiliar with the discovery strategy,

A characteristic common to both these-studies is

that all treatments were administered by the same

teacher - the investigator in each case- - end it is

conceivable that the outcomes may reflect teacher

preference for a partic lar method; a teacher whose bent

is essentially expository may teach badly when employing

a discovery mode. The research being described here, by

allowing the teachers to teach according to their natural

preference excludes tills bias but replaces it with

another aspect of teacher variability. An effective

expository teacher may be compared with an incompetent

discovery one or vice versa. A second similarity

between Bay's study and that of Babikian is that they

concern eighth or ninth grade students of ages 12-13

years; such students should be responsive to the

discovery style. It is sometimes argued that older
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student© cannot 'discover' what the.* have already learned

in another way and that the natural curiosity of the

younger student becomes suppressed in adolescence#

A study by nereh (1963; involves teaching special

rules of addition using the methods of guided discovery,

directed learning and rote learning with similar groups.

The criterion measures used in this study are (a) recall,

and (b) transfer, botn tested at periods of three days,

two weexs and six week© after learning. He reports

rote learning to oe superior to the other methods in all

respects, harsh does not state whether the treatment

groups are pretested for comparability and it may oe

that the learning taa& selected for this investigation

is loaded against a discovery strategy.

In an essay on the relation of discovexy learning

to science teaching, bibergall (1966; quotes the

advantages claimed b; druner (1961J for discovery

learning. It is claimed that; (a; it increases the

learner's ability to learn related Material, (b; it

fosters ixxterest in the activity itself rather than as

a reward for learning, (c; it develops in the learner

the ability to approach problems in a way lively to lead

to a solution, and (d; It tends to aid retrieval and

reconstruction of learned material. Listing the factors

which might be used in assessing th© success of discovery

learning dioerga11 concludes that although not ail

Lruner's claims can oe supported, there are situations

in science teaching where its use can oe recommended.
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Tisher (1359) comments on discovery learning in aoianeff

and agrees tentatively with other researchers that

discovery learning tn science may lead to a ©tronger

student motivation.

the Investigation being described here deals with ,

one aspect of the discovery method» an open-sailed style

of verbal interaction between teacher and otndents.

CURRM;L3i* DSVhLu* 1.: mOX i.%*

Schwab (1952)§ argued that there are «*ioy factors

which influence decisions about curriculum development and

that these &ay be grouped in four categories, fheee are:

1. social factors; reflecting the needs of society in

general

2. learner factors; concerned with the indiviuual needs of

the stuaenta

3. teacher factors; related to the require! cats and

limitations of teachers

4. subject matter factors; caused ay tie nature of the

subject itself.

It follow© that curriculum development is b object

to the pressures and constraints of these factors.

Curriculum development in science over the *aet decade

or more has undoubtedly been influenced by auoh

determinants as these described above* Reference is

HRtifafe In chapter 4 (p. 76 ) to some of tho ranges

embodies in the new physios curric la* It ia clear for

exai.pl* that an updating of physics content is

necessitated by the requirement for all educated men and
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women to have an. awarenees ox the environ. en tal impact

of physics, inclading, for example, the industrial

implications of nuclear physics. Consequently a school

physics curriculum which stops historically at 1890 is

not reflecting social aeeus. It may be anally true that

school students require to be acquainted with nuclear

physics to facilitate their understanding of school

cnemistry# There may oe several factors from different

categories pointing x,o the ueeu. for curriculum development

in a certain direct! oza &t a given, time.

During the decade starting in 1960 physics

curricula in schools underwent drastic changes in many

parts of the world. Pour of the major curriculum

projects are described, briefly below.

A. Physical Science Study Committee, (iIPO)

It was revealed in 1955 that only 4 per cent of

American high school students studied physics. To rectify

this state of affairs a radically different course was

devised. This was designed to aeal with the large Ideas

of physics. Flnlay (i960; discusses the virtues and

disadvantages of such an approach and goes on to say that

"The structure of science is one of explanation. The

explanatory systems of physics and how they are made

have much more forward thrust as educational tools

than the individual application and the discrete

unconnected explanation." Iha same writer points out

that topics wnich do not fit into this general

framework are exciuueu from *550.
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The coarse is designed as a one or two year course

for American high schools where it is studied by students

ages 16-17 years, many of whom have a relatively poor

background in mathematics, Friskopp (1972), Flnlay and

others writing about the course emphasise that a

principal aim is to develop students' abilities to

M»,,learn how physicists work and how physics snowledge

is built up% as Prlskopp (p.309) expresses it. It is

central to this aim that students learn tu ask questions,

plan experiments, collect and analyse data and draw

sensible conclusions. To allow students to acquire new

scientific knowledge and solve new problems the PSSC

course is designed to give students real insight into

the topics covered. Finlay explains that experimental

work is intended to contribute to understanding of

physical principles and the role of experimentation in

science. The course is discovery orimted, the student

being expected to deal with open-ended problems both in

the laboratory and in the classroom.

The P38C course was a forerunner of ..any others.

Adapted for use in Scandanavin, Australia, Hew Zealand

and elsewhere; it also forms the basis from which are

developed tire Scottish and Nuffield courses in the United

Kingdom.

B. Scottish physic a syllabus.

Established in 1962, the Scottish syllabus derives

its fundamentals from P3SG. The Scottish course, however,

is designed as a six year course, eoaoyelie in nature,
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for students between 12 and 10 years. A few theses each

as energy, the small scale nature of -natter, and the use of

models in physics form the essential core of the course

which consists of three cycles each of two years duration#

Like the other new physics syllabuses it

incorporates many of the modern concepts in physics. It

also stresses the importance of open-ended experimentation

and the use of a strategy of directed discovery. Students

are encouraged to uevise their own detailed experimental

procedure and to interpret their data with only minimal

guidance from the teacher. Textbooks use- are designed

to encourage the student to induce the general physics

principle from experience of a series of specific

instances of it which he may have discovered in the

laboratory. Examinations are constructed to tost the

student's ability to tackle open-ended problei o for which

there is no tidy prescribed solution, as well as to test

his knowledge of some important principles in physios.

Writing about the dsottish physics course iitchic (1972)

states that the second cycle "...emphasises the physics

important for the future of the educated layman.#, and

is designed to assist teachers to encourage (students)
in developing their own attitudes of inquiry a.,d c

sympathetic understanding of their environment." The

research being described her© is concerned .vita the

verbal style of Scottish physics teachers ana the

achievements of their students during the second cycle

of this course.
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P.. Nuffield Physics Project,

The Nuffield *0* level course Is designed as a

five year course for students aged 11-16 years who are in

the top 25 per cent of the ability range. It has been

described as a laboratory based course with the emphasis

on student learning by inquiry and thus has much in

common with other modern science syllabuses. The

Nuffield 'Af level course? more recently developed, is a

two year course for students aged 16-18 years, mainly in the

sixth form of British secondary schools. Many of the

students who follow the 'A* level physics course proceed

to higher education courses usually requiring a further

study of physics. Lewis (1972, p.554) estimates that

about half of the students who ta.ue the course are in

this category. The same author enumerates the course

objectives as (a) preparing students for later studies;

(b) assisting students to learn to take..."constructive,

relevant steps towards the solution of problems for which

they have not been given complete explicit rules of

solution"; (c) aiming to improve students' abilities to

"...discuss and reflect cogently upon the , recess of

enquiry In physics"; (d) encouraging the s i i lent to learn

to enquire; (e) increasing student awareness of the

practical and social ira lioatlons of paysi s; and (f)

increasing the students' interest in and enjoyment of

physics.

D. Harvard Project iii.vBics.

Launched in 1964, this course has much in common
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with the P3SC course which preceded it. It is organised

around six basic units which are intended to comprise a

course lasting from six to eight months. As in the case

of PS30 the physics topics dealt with in the basic course

are those which are regarded as being of the essence of

physics, all embracing and enduring. Harvard physics

emphasises the humanistic and technological links

between physics and society, A feat re of the course Is
t

the widespread use made of the devices of educational

technology. This is in keeping with the course

directors' aim of making the course as flexible as

possible to meet the needs of different students. Many

supplementary units have also been developed to assist

this objective. The organisers claim that, again to

quote A^wis (1972, p.336), the course assists ".... the

preservation and exploitation of individual differences»

both in teachers and in. students, as a way to motivate

the study of subject matter."

CLASSROOM 3PFi3CTS OF ITSW PHY3IC3 SYLLABUSES

It ia clear from the foregoing account of recent

syllabus changes that the ner courses share n>rch in

common. They ai*e similar in that they

1. are built around the basic overarching ideas in

physics

2. have the aim of helping the student to see how

physics works In explaining a coherent picture of

the universe.
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S. are designed to let the student see the relevance of

Physics in modern society from the standpoint of the

non-scientist

4. present experimental work in an open-ended way

allowing the student to plan his own procedures to

some extent

5. expect the student to learn how to structure and

analyse the data he has obtained and to draw

conclusions from these data

6. employ multi-media learning aids

'7. encourage directed discovery by the students.

fhese changes in teaching strategy suggest a

funda.nental change in the role of the physios teacher who

must develop different skills and employ different

teaching tecmii'iues from those used by his predecessors.

A study carried out by Spore (1952) had the aim of

identifying the professional competences of the science

teacher in the secondary school. A list of sixty

operational axilla was eo .piled and suomitted to four

groups of judges who were (a) teacher ©due tors in the

fluids of professional suojects, (b) teacher educators

in science .uetnodology» (o) practicing science teachers,

and (d) administrutora of science teachers*

dpore reports that aiuong the thirty dampen tences

ranged uighest by the combined judgments of the four

groups arc the ability to;

\ij "be alert to the latest scientific developments,

continuously revising lesson plans and materials to

neep classroon. experiences up-to-date
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(11) guide students to sources of date and

experimentation useful In the solution of their

problems

(ill) guide students to discover and structure problems

so that they nay be analysed by logical means

(iv) develop in studexits a critical understanding of

differences in conceptions of truth and methods of

formal inquiry in science."

it is interesting to note thai among im.i-.le not

rated highly by die judges is the ability w

"evaluate. •.now tne student reacts... in a ^robiera

situation requiring the application of

generalisations drawn from classroom and otner

learning experiences.1'

A somewhat similar study oy farmer (if54) of the

image of the science teaoner also involves the rating

of certain competences by teachers, administrators,

science advisers, and science lecturers in colleges of

education. The abilities rated highest oy u.ese groups

in order of importance nrej (a) effective use of

laboratory worx, (b) onill in handling students'

questions, and (c) the stimulation of class discussion.

The ability to provide experimental experience for the

student and to help the student to select hie own is

rated eleventh out of twelve.

when the resuita of ynese studios arc compared

with the novel features of the new physics curricula

specified earlier (p. 39 ;, it is noteworthy that in
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Spore*s investigation the evaluation of Btudent reaction

to what appears to be an open-ended situation is regarded

ae relatively unimportant; while neither study mentions

the ability to organise directed discovery or skill in the

use of mult-media learning devices. These are certainly

vital skills for teachers working with the new syllabuses.

It is also surprising# in view of the research findings

previously discussed (p. 11 ), that neither Farmer's nor

Spore's list of teacher competences include such specific

teacher acts as clarity of exposition which has been

shown to be an Important factor in determining student

achievement outcomes. An up-to-date specification of

physics teaching skills would surely include a number of

identifiable verbal snills such as the ability to

constimet open-ended questions designed to stimulate

student thought in a new direction. Farmer's study shows

a slight trend in this direction.

As the longest established modern physics course

it is not surprising that P8S0 should be the subject of

several comparative studies. One of these by Petit

(1969; is an analysis of teaching behaviours and their

effects on student achievements. The behaviour of four

P3SC teachers is compared with that of four aon-PSBC

teachers using three measuring instruments; (a)

interaction analysis (a tern explained on p« 21 )#

(b) analysis of teachers' questions, and (c) analysis of

students' perceptions of classroom activities. Petit

reports that the PSSG teachers ask more questions and
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spend more time in hypothesislag and lees time in

defining terras. He finds little evidence in either case

of real enquiry learning and concents that most orderly

talk in tire classroom is teacher talk whichever course is

being taught. Two criterion instruments of student

achievement are used} an attainment test and a 'processes

of science1 enquiry. The P3S0 students are reported as

superior at all attainment levels but no significant

difference is recorded between the groups on the

'processes of science' questionnaire. This latter result

is to be expected in the light of the previous

observation that little inquiry seems to tana place

although the students of the P3SC teachers feel that

there is more freedom in the classroom.

A more recent comparative study of cognitive

performance of P33Q and non-PSSG students is that of

Waslk (1971). Using an achievement test instrument which

it is claimed is not biased in favour of either strategy,

the author reports that when general scholastic ability

is covarianced out, the P3S0 students' performance is

significantly better than that of the other students in

items which involve analytical skills but inferior in

knowledge iterns. Wasik cautions that in both eases

though significant the differences are small and concludes

that they laay be due to the PS8C st dents having spent

more time than the others in developing analytical skills

and less time than the non-Pr;30 group on activities

likely to encourage the learning of knowledge. Since
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both groups spent the same time in learning this seems a

plausible explanation. Among other process-product

studies of the effects of new physics courses are these of

Mao ,ay (1971) which are discussed later (p. 69 & p. 73 ).
The research of Petit and others has shown that one

of the chief effects of the introduction of .;*>dern

physics curricula is a change in the verbal behaviour of

the teacher. The new strategy puts the physics teacher

in a new role compelling him to interact with the

students in a different way, verbally and otherwise# A

number of studies recently carried out have paid close

attention to the verbal style of the so lance teacher#

Investigations of this hind include these of Snider

(1985), Sharp (1966), La Shier and testraeyer (1987),
Cook (1967) and Paneratz (1987). Some of these studies

are considered In mora detail later In the text.

There are three different methods of identifying a

teacher's verbal style. The first is an observational

technique in which what the teacher actually says to the

class (end perhaps also what the students say to the

teacher), Is recorded at the time of speaking, either by

having an observer present In th© classroom or by tape

recording the lesson. The teacher's statements are then
>

classified and coded. These are 'low inference'

procedures. An observation procedure of this kind is

used in the research being described hare.

Alternatively toe teacher'© verbal style raey be

assessed by eliciting his students' perceptions by means
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of a questionnaire or interview. Jungwirth (1971) reports

a study in which eleventh grade biology students are asiced

to comment on sora® aspects of their teacher's style. A

third method that might be used depends upon the teacher's

self-perception of his own style. The use of both of these

'high inference' techniques to provide a "teacher's image"

is discussed by Jungwirth and Tamir (1973), who suggest

that in the case of the students' perception of the

teacher's image, the measure represents the class-mean of

student perceptions and may therefor® be more reliable

than that oased on the decisions of one or two neutral

observers. They point out, however, that the use of

teacher self-assessment, as expressed for example in

interview, may be hazardous since the teacher .*ay not

always behave in the way he says or thinxs he does.

One aspect of the present research concerns a

comparison between sharply contrasting veroai teaching

styles of physics teachers when teaching a modern

physics syllabus.
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CHAPTER 3

ED!CATIONAL OBJECTIVES AMD THEIR EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION

Specific aspects of teacher behaviour are

frequently of interest in the context of an evaluation

study where it is desired to find how effective a new

teaching programme has been. Are the teachers* aims

being achieved? Are the goals specified for the

students being reached? In studies of this kind it is

important to pay attention to what the teacher thinks

the students should be learning. It is this concern

with learning goals that leads to the concept of the

educational objective. Bloom, Hastings and Madaus

(1971» P* 8 ) point out that education is a process of

change and that it is the function of education to

bring about desirable changes in the students.

In setting out the aims of the course the

curriculum innovator should consider how the terminal

behaviour of the students will be changed as a result

of taking the course. Furthermore it is important

that as far as possible the changes that do occur in

the learner should be desirable changes. it is

perhaps inevitable that any teaching programme however

carefully considered will result in some undesirable changes

in the students. The changes
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desirable or otherwise which do occur are unlikely to

affect all students equally# The extent of change will

be related to individual differences among the learners

in ability, enthusiasm, interest, motivation and so on.

An estimate of this variation in expected changes is one

of the central aims of any evaluation procedure. Bloom,

Hastings and lindane (1971, p. 8 ) state that

"... evaluation... is the systematic collection of

evidence to determine whether in fact certain changes are

taking place in the learners as well as to determine the

amount or degree of change in individual students."

If it is accepted that education implies changes

in individuals and that some such changeB are desirable

and some not, this raises the question of what is

desirable and what is not. Similarly if some learners

are more susceptible to certain changes than others, the

question mast be asked: what changes are possible? It is

the implicit purpose of all teaching acts to promote

changes in the learner. Consequently, any evaluation

of the effect of teacher behaviour must be concerned

with measurement of some of these changes. To specify

in verbal terras a series of desirable, and in the

circumstances, possible student changes is to state

explicitly the goals of the education process. These

goals are called educational objectives.
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&DUCATIOUAL OB#) &CTIVPS

Vager (1962»p#3) says that# "An objective is an

intent communicated by a statement describing a proposed

change in a learner - a statement of what the learner is

to be like when he has aucce&sltally completed a learning

experience#" He contends that educational objectives

must not only be stated in behavioural terms co that

the outcomes can be measured but that the conditions

under which the behaviour will occur must be specified#

Xn other words a minimal performance la described# It

is the view of .any such writers that to be useful on

educational objective cast be specif! *& in terms that

requires the eindent to demonstrate that he has achieved

the objective# The rang© of specificity with which

objectives ;.ay b® expressed Is demons tinted by

contrasting: 'To be familiar with Newton's law of

universal gravitation* and 'The ability to apply

Newton's law of universal gravitation to o. put* data

about satellites in orbit around the Earth'# In the

first instance It is riot clear how 'familiarity with

the law* is to be judged; the terminal behaviour is not

stated. Evaluation of objectives is difficult where

there is a. lack of precinion about the terminal behaviour

that is expected, to result#

Xn writing about the variables in discovery

teaching* Glaoer (1966} points to the distinction

between learning by discovery as a teaching technique
and learning by discovery as a behavioural objective#
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Ha shows that there are two things which characterise

discovery as a teaching process. Firstly, it involves the

inductive process in which the learner establishes concepts

and principles by generalising from experience of specifics.

In physics a student .measures the quantities of momentum

for different parts of a physical system at various

stages of the interaction of one part with another,and

eventually becomes aware that the total quantity of

momentum Of the whole system is not affected when

different parts of the system exchange momentum with one

another. The second aspect of discovery learning Sleser

calls 'errorful learning' meaning that inevitably the

student will spend much time exploring blind alleys and

may not in fact discover what it is intended he should

discover but instead discover something different.

Glaser goes on to argue that in many learning situations

the objective specified requires a certain level of

performance and that this level is most effectively

achieved in a situation where the student has to respond

with increasing precision ©s he heads towards mastery,

i.e. towards attainment of the educational objective

specified for him. Glaser does not regard the discovery

method as being appropriate in the attainment of this

kind of objective, and suggests also that teaching of

associations may not require inductive or errorful

learning. On Hie other hand he agrees that where the

objectives are concerned with establishing rules and

principles, inductive learning is more appropriate.

\
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Glaser concludes that the discovery method of teaching is

likely to be more successful in helping the learner to

reach some objectives than others. It is interesting to

note that Glaser consi ere it likely that"...discovery

behaviour is specific to the subject domain In which

discovery takes place". This would seem to indicate that

if 'learning to discover* is an objective specified for a

science course Its achievement by a student does not mean

that he is likely to be proficient in discovery in sorae

other area; say, when researching for a television

programme on a matter of current public concern. On the

other hand it is conceivable that the learner who has

ac uired the habit of looking for conservation laws in

physics may find this habit helpful in a non-scientifio

context. It is noticeable, incidentally, that

taxonomies of educational objectives in science rarely

include discovery as a terminal behaviour.

Cronoach (1966, p. 90) points out that discovery

teaching may not be suitable for all students and

suggests that perhaps the successful response of

individual students to the discovery method depends more

on personality than on ability. If Cronbach is correct,

then an important independent student variable, namely

student personality, has been omitted from the present

study. The decision to exclude this aspect was taken

on grounds of uncertainty about the identification of

the appropriate personality factors.

Groabach avers that there is need for long terra
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research Into the consequences of discovery teaching on a

range of oatcome variables ^pp.66-90; some of these are

behavioural objectives such as 'Application* which he

describes as "...the ability to solve problems where the

discovered rule is relevant"..., others relate to wider

changes in the intellectual style of the learner such as

*Rationale' which Cronoach defines as "Understanding of

the consistency between this principle and other concepts

in the diecii>lineu. Such outcomes are referred to in

this thesis (p. 53 ) as educational objectives in the

cognitive dOnsain. Cronoach also includes among his

outcome variables objectives such as 'interest' described

as "Concentration or voluntary effort at the time of

training", and 'Valuation' or "Andoring interest, desire

to study in the field, appreciation of the value of

Knowledge in the field". These latter objectives are

regarded here as oeing iu the alloc wive noma in vp. /9

In so far as the present investigation has been

successful in identifying contrasting styles of physics

teaching which exemplify the discovery and didactic

methods, the results reported in cnaptera 6 and 7 may be

expected to add to the existing state of knowledge of

outcomes of these teaching styles, since the dependent

variables of this study are included in the range of

outcome variables specified by Cronbach as being among

the criteria by which discovery teaching should be

judged.

It might be argued that there is an essential
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contradiction aatweeu the opccifi oation of a terminal

behaviour la the form of an educational objactive and the

opaa-eaded approach of discovery teaching. It should not

be overlooked, however, that observation of open-ended

learning oehnvioura my lead to the Identification of

objective© which are those sought by the learner when

placed, in the open situation* Unfortunately, this

process can lead to a situation in which what happens is

ta^en to be wnat ought to happen. A realistic appraisal

of the dilemma leads to the conclusion that objectives

must oa so formulated, that different learning strategics

can be employed in reaching them.

A taxonomy of educational oo.lect' u .

The need to specify the educational goals for the

learner and to communicate these goals makes It important

that any strategy which facilitates these processes is

utilized to the full* Bloom et al (1956/ classify

educational objectives which involve intellectual tasks

into a taxonoqy of objectives, while Arathwohl, Blooia and

Kacie (1964j do the same for objectives which deal with

feelings and attitudes. Buch classification helps to

remove the confusion and ambiguity which often surround

the formulation of educational goals and hence greatly

assists communication. These writers specify three broad

areas in which change or development of the learner

oco ra as objectives are reached* These areas are called

domains and the three domains identified and described by
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them are; (a; the cognitive domain, lb; the affective

domain, and Icj the psychomotor domain. In this

classification system educational objectives are regarded

as being in the cognitive domain when their achievement

means that the students have developed intellectual skills

or abilities: for example, the ability to solve a

quadratic equation. Objectives concerned with changes of

attitudes on the part of the learner, such a® an increase

in awareness of, or liking for a subject are called

objectives in the affective docjala. These latter

objectives are concerned with feeling or emotion and Bhow

the extent of acceptance or rejection of a commitment to a

policy or- to a set of values.

In the taxonomy of objectives for each of these

dOuUaina the objectives are set out in a hierarchical

order. In the cognitive domain Bloom et al propose a

taxonomy which classifies cognitive objectives into six

categories:

1. AnowlecU;ei the ability to recall specific facts, of

terminology, of conventions, of treads, of classifIcationB

and categories, of criteria, of methodology, of principles

and generalisations, of theories and structures.

2. Qo-^rehenslon: the ability to translate presented

material into a more meaningful form, interpretation and

classification.

Application: the ability to apply a scientific or

social science principle to concrete problems.
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Ana lye is: the ability to break down the eleraents of

the presented material, recognising their relations and

organisation.

Synthesis: the ability to synthesise elements and

parts to form a whole.

Evaluation: the ability to evaluate in terms either of

internal or external criteria.

Described in this way educational objectives

specify in operational terras the required terminal

behaviour of the learner. '1'he subject content, however,

is not indicated so that to be useful in a subject

context such objectives must be interpreted by the

subject specialist in precise subject terms* i'or

example, it is the tasK of the linguist to decide

what is mean by 'application1 in the learning of a

language,

She detailed taxonomy of Bloom and others

sub-divides each category into more specific categories

and indicates examples of test items that might be

used in the evaluation of each. It can be argued that

there existB within each category an internal

structure or hierarchy in the sense that, for example,

the recall of specifics is less complex than the recall

of theories and structures, The hierarchical order of

the main categories is also primarily one of ascending

complexity from knowledge to analysis, synthesis and

evaluation (,called by Bloom the 'Highest Abilities').

Knowledge is placed lowest in the hierarchy because the
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others depend on It, Before knowledge can be Interpreted

or a principle applied the knowledge or principle has first

to be recalled or recognised. Objectives which represent

more complex intellectual tasks are above those which

represent straightforward thinking processes.

In the affective domain krathwohl, Bloom end

Laeia (1964) state this taxonoay of objectives:

1. heceiving: an awareness and willingness to receive or

recognise a stimulus and later to becotae selective in

attention.

Responding: compliance as a result of a stimulus,

willingness to respond and displaying satisfaction as a

result of response.

Valuing* display of attitude which recognises the

value of Dalief, a willingness to be identified with it

and a commitment to the belief.

4. Organisation: seeing how a value held relates to other

values ana building the frewewor-c of a value system, so

that a consistent set of values results.

5. Characterisation by a value or vaiuo complex: the

individual acts consistently within his developed value

system and is able to revise his value judgments in the

light of new evidence bo that a consistent overall philosophy

of life develops.

Here, as in the cognitive domain the objectives

form a hierarchy wnich represents the development of

attitudes from the level of bare awareness to the point

where they form a consistent set of deeply held values
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which nay guide op control a parson's actions. The

learner has to receive a attmains before he can respond

to it so that 'responding* Is above 'receiving* In the

Hierarchy. Again* these objectives are expressed In a

content-free way. As with the cognitive domain each

category Is divided Into sub-categories which themselves

constitute a progressive develop:-ant of attitude. These

categories and sub-oategorlas along with Illustrative

examples are described b, Krathwohl, Bloom and ilaala.

6indent devolo went In the cognitive and

affective domains are evaluated in the present study

using educational objectives of the type discussed above*

specified in terms of physics, (e tars 6 and ?)♦

Among the objectives evaluated are several which may be

considered to straddle the boundary between the

cognitive and affective domains. It could be argued

that 'objectivity learned from physics' has a cognitive

component in that such an awareness probably requires

a measure of analytical thinking for its foundation.

The third domain not so far discussed, the

psychomotor* Is regarded by Bloom and his collaborators

as "... the imnlpulattwe or motor skill area*. There

exists at the present time no detailed taxonomy of

objectives in this dotmln and student development in

the peychOMjotor area la not considered in the present

study.
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sDGCATIOP!AL OBJECTIVES Hi aCIEtfCis

Early studies of attainment in school science used

the method of factorial analysis. r'awley (1937) carried

oat an investigation into the abilities involved in the

learning of chemistry by 18 year old gra.«aar school boys.

He identified three factors; (a) a general intelligence

and verbal ability factor, (b) c spatial factor, and (e)
a practical factor which he regarded as being not

mechanical. Berridge (1947) found that in learning

mechanics and hydrostatics four factors were important!

the ability to reason by analogy, verbal ability, number

ability and apax-ial ability. On the other hand log (1955),

who studied the factors underlying the ability of Form V

gruutar school boys to learn physics, considered that the

general intelligence factor is oy far the most important.

Among other minor factors Jog identified a verbal factor

as well as one which he described as 'practical-

tnec .anical-spatial * in a study which was not concerned

with practical work. Two investigations of faotox'6

entering into the ability to learn biology, by Janes

(1951), and by Lamb (1954) both regarded a "g" or

general intelligence factor as being the most important

factor identified although Lar.b reported that in his

case a large part of the variance was unexplained by any

factor. In ail these studies the tests used were tests

of student attainment of abilities connected with rote

learning and the recall of specifics.
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The first sign of concern about the narrow range of

abilities being tested in science was a report of the

Science Masters Association (1938) which pointed to two

main components of scientific ability; the 'acquisition

of scientific information and knowledge* and the

'development of scientific modes of thought*. This

second aspect of scientific ability was related not to

knowledge but to scientific method and an important

investigation carried out by Keasier- ( 1945) resulted in

a list of cen elements of scientific method validated by

the Judgments of practicing research scientists. This

list was then refined to produce a list of the elements

of scientific method suitable for school students.

Aeeslar concluded that the elements of scientific method

are definite and arc recognised by scientists. It is

interesting to note that Aeeslar's elements of scientific

method ante-dated much of more recent toinking by being

expressed in behavioural terms.

Among the oehaviours included in scientific method

are some which Burke (1949) regards as specially

important aa outcomes of science teaching and, quoting

Bewey, goes on to identify an ability which he calls

'critical thinking'. Burke argues that it is possible

fcu define in operational terms what is meant by critical

thinking and maintains that such a definition per its

tests of critical tninking to be constructed. The

fifteen oehaviours regarded by Burke an oeing exhibited

by a person with ability in critical thinking in
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physics are all stated in behavioural terms and include

(a) 'Criticises faulty deductive reasoning', (b) 'Selects

data which are pertinent to a problem*, and (c) 'Recognises

what assumptions, beyond the data, have to be made in the

formation of hypotheses'* Those abilities would be

classified in the taxonomy on p. 53 as among the 'Highest
Abilities'. Bux^ke omits the formulation of a hypothesis

and the devising of experimental proced res from his

definitive list* he regards these an creative and not

critical abilities. He '.rakes the point that critical

thinking must be a prescribed outcome for science

teaching and emphasised the importance of making an effort

to overcome the difficulty inherent in the construction

of test Instruments for this purpose.

Mary Burmester in 1952 also refers to the earlier

work of Keeeiar in a study which involves the

identification of skills required in scientific thinking

and the definition of appropx»inte behaviours. Starting

from the elements of scientific method proposed by

Keeslar she derives a list of behaviours consisting of

eight main categories of ability, each of which is sub-

classified. These are;

n 1. Ability to recognise problems.

2. Ability to delimit a problem.

3. Ability to recognise and accumulate facts related

to the solution of a problem.

4. Ability to recognise a hypothesis.

5. Ability to plan experiments to test hypothesis*

■)
/
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6. Ability to carry oat experiments

7. Ability to interpret data.

8. Ability to apply generalisations to new situations."

Ifedelsky (1949) in a notable paper discusses the

formulation of objectives in the physical sciences. He

specifies three factors as being vital in curriculum

design*p.,"the objectives to be achieved, the subject

matter or content to be taught, and the method of

instruction to be used," Like Burke and Aesslar,

Hedelsky also emphasises the desirability of an explicit

statement of objectives and gives as reasons* (a) guidance

in choice of content and of learning experiences, (b) help

in test construction, and (c) commentcation between

teachers and students, between teachers and teacherb and

between teachers and evalusters. In his paper he

contrasts two methods of arriving at the formulation of

objectives, 'fh© first method is to state the general

objectives for a coarse, to move in to the more specific

objectives in terms of expected student behaviour and

finally to select subject matter and teaching taethods

designed to achieve th&ee specific objectives.

Hedelsky's second procedure starts from a consideration

of what the subject is and allows the behavioural

objectives to be thereby defined. Physics has to do

with subjecting theoretical predictions to experimental

verification, 'therefore the ability to test theoretical

predictions against experiment is a terminal behaviour.
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He argue® that both methods are necessary. The idea of a

two dimensional content-objective grid described later in

this thesis (chapter 6, p.151 ) is suggested by fledelsky

who draws an interesting distinction between topics of

two kinds: one which is important in itself; and one

which has the purpose of assisting the st ident to acquire

(for example) the ability to 'select data which are

appropriate* - for which purpose another topic would have

served just as well.

In specifying what amounts to a taxonomy of

behavioural objectives for physical science, Wedelsky

points out that behavioural objectives, no less than

content topics, must be classified for a physical

science course.

itfedelsky's list of objectives may be surmaarised

as:

A.nowledge: of laws and principles, of theories, of

facts, of technical terms, symbols, units, dimensions,

etc.; of relations or patterns in science; of the

nature and structure of science.

2* Ability to use the .mqthpda, of scieuc-e; in abstract

situations; in "academic" situations new to the student,

and in situations outside the classroom.

5. AftUJrlff „%P x^aci, ..scientific literature?: to read a book

or long article; to read a passage; to interpret tables,

graphs, drawings, etc.

4. Pyopqy antitrades and habjta: proper estimation of;
the value of data; the power and value of science; the
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value of experiment or observation} a tendency away from

prejudice or preconception and towards habits of thorough

learning*

A comparison of this taxonomy with the general

taxonomy described earlier (p, 53 ) reveal© a remarkable

similarity in nmygr respects* The first two categories

listed above correspond closely to the knowledge and

application categories previously stated. The ability

to read scientific literature incorporates in part soma

of the higher abilities of analysis, synthesis* and

evaluation} while Ne&elskyfs fourth category is partly

in the cognitive and partly la the affective domains of

the more general taxonomy. Ability to use the methods

of science in abstract sit ations corresponds directly

to category B specified for the Scottish physics

syllabus (p. 146; and is one of the objectives evaluated

In the present investigation. Situations which

hedelsky define© as new to the student and outside the

classroom (sub-classifications of hie second category)

describe precisely the category 0 objective* also a

subject of Interest in this study (see chapter 6), The

ftodelaky category relating to habit© and attitudes is

concerned in part with the attitude evaluation undertaken

here and described In chapter 7.

Nedelafcy concludes his paper by describing five

criteria for formulating objectives?

1* 0o-q;j'inicebillty: they taist be stated unambiguously^
2. Importance: they mast be important by concensus

view of experts.
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®> Teachability: they roust be feasible In the learning situation.

Testability; they must be capable of being evaluated.

5. Comprahenaiveness; all important objectives iiiust be

included.

These criteria are markedly similar to the ones

specified by later writers and discussed previously in

this chapter. It seems clear that much of the recent

development in the field of educational objectives

must be attributed to the pioneering work of iMedelsky

in physical science. Certainly the basic structure of the

educational objectives with which the present investigation

is concerned derives directly from his work.

This review of the development in science education

of an awareness of the importance of specifying course

objectives started with a discussion of early attempts to

find a factor common to achievement in science using

factor analysis. It is therefore appropriate to conclude

by referring to an investigation carried out by Lewis

(1967) in which he used objective tests in physics,

chemistry and biology designed to measure student

attainment of cognitive educational objectives as well

as tests of numerical, verbal and spatial ability. A

factor analysis showed that a general scholastic

achievement factor was linked to the lower cognitive

abilities such as knowledge and application. There

seemed to be also an aptitude or reasoning factor

comprising spatial and numerical ability associated

with student attainment of the higher cognitive objective
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of evaluation in all three sciences, out especially in

physics. Lewis found that while the learning factor©

concerned with attainment of objectives classified as

Knowledge, comprehension and application in the taxonosty

of Bloom et ai (p. 63 j were similar this was not so for

objectives classified as evaluation. The results of

Lewis' study reinforce the decision taken to attest to

investigate separately the attainment of the higher

auilities - categories C and D in the Lcottish taxonomy

(p. 146 )• This aeelsi on was taken despite the difficulty

reported by newis and others of soaking clear cut

distinctions between the objective categories ascribed to

test items; © difficulty encountered in the present study

and discussed further in chapter 6 (p. 162 jm

EVALUATION OF SUUeATIOsiAL GBdSCTIVSS IN SOIkHOiS

Formative arid aui^Uye evaluation.

Lost workers concerned with for alating educational

objectives have stressed the importance of specifying

objectives so that the expected terminal student

behaviour can oe evaluated, Uedelaky (1949) points out

that the t?valu©tion of abilities in physics, such as the

ability to apply empirical generalisation to specific

phenomena, may depend both on the principle and on the

phenomenon chosen In the test situation. v'here this is so

the reliability of a test comprising items of this sort

is doubtful. It is generally agreed that educational

objectives provide a focus on the goals of educational
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strategy and way influence that strategy# Bloom, Hastings

and lladaus (1971,p.20) explain,.."that evaluation should

be both foriaative and sunaaatlve in its scope." These

writers argue that making this distinction helps to bring

the "evaluation process closer to the teaching and

learning processes". The purposes of suramative evaluation

are to establish a rank order among students,to judge the
effect of the teaching and to allow curricula to be

compared. It is a terminal evaluation procedure and

should take place at the end of the teaching and learning

processes. Purinative evaluation is intended to determine

the extent of mastery by the students and help to

pinpoint difficulties for the teacher. Such evaluation

procedures must occur during the teaching and learning

process so that the results can lead to improvements in

the teaching and learning strategy.

¥/hich kind of evaluation is intended should

influence the kind of test instrument employed. Where

formative evaluation is attempted the test describes the

degree to which the testee has attained some specified

criterion performance. Such tests are called 'criterion-

referenced*, Tests used in sumuative evaluation relate

the testeefs performance to the performance of a

reference group and are called 'norm-referenced* tests.

The attainment tests used in the present study and

detailed in chapter 6 are essentially sumraative both in

scope and in purpose. They are 'norm-referenced' testa.

This matter is discussed by Bloom, Hastings and Ladaus

(1971,pp.91-92).
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Evaluation. in the cognitive domain.

Attainment of educational objectives in the

cognitive domain tnay be evaluated in one of three ways

as Nedelaky (1967,p. 132; points out: by using (a) oral

tests, (b) written tests, and (c) performance tests. As

a test instrument, although flexible and penetrating,

the oral test is notoriously unreliable due often to the

personal interaction affect between tester and testae.

In discussing per for. .ance tests in science Nedelsity

(pp.145 et seq) warue of the difficulties that

observation of the students performance introduces. lie

concludes that performance testing should only be

resorted to whan the course objectives oaitnot be

evaluated in any other way. Neither oral or psrformanee

tests are used in toe research being reported here.

This leaves the written test as the only instrument

available in the present eirc instances. There are two

main groups of written tests of student achievement;

(a) the objective or fixed-reaponee test, and (b) the

essay or free-response test - to use the description due

to Ferris (1960). As Ferris and others, including

Houston (1970,p.38), show the use of the term 'objective*

is unfortunate. An objective test is one in which the

marking (scoring) process is objective in so far as

the marker is not allowed to exercise judgment In

marxing. To quote this author. •» "it is only the

marking process of &u objective test which is objective.
I

The decision about the correct answer ib a matter of
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subjective judgment on the part of the writer of the

item, as is the decision about which items from those

available will be used in a particular test..,. Only

the marking process is oojective and it is this

objectivity of marKing which distinguishes objective

testing from ail other forms of testing."

The same author goes on to say that...."tests

consisting of oojective items are also objective in

another sense. Because the accepted answers are agreed

upon in advance it is possible to construct these itetas

so that to obtain the correct answer the candidate must

exercise one or more abilities in physics."

"Where these abilities are represented by

educational oojectives, the candidate in answering the

items correctly shows that he has developed these

abilities. The test is therefore a tool which is being

used to evaluate the achievement of desirable objectives.

It is however, wrong to suppose that only objective

items - in the sense of those which have marking

objectivity - can be used to evaluate educational

oojectives. Any type of examination can do so, if it is

devised witn this tasx in mind...."

"Whichever type of test is used,., .it must

evaluate educational oojectives which are deemed to be

important...it Is merely easier to use objective testing

to evaluate accurately a specified list of objectives.

The term 'objective test' is misused when talcen to

indicate a test which evaluates objectives. An 'objective
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test* is one in which the inarming process is not

subjective, that Is all,*

Houston goes on to discuss the benefits and

limitations of objective testing for educational

evaluation in science; a matter also discussed by Ferris

who in indicating that free-response tests have a place

in evaluation of objectives, warns that such tests,

although apparently easy to construct, may well be

unreliable unless a structured analytical marxing

procedure is used.

These writers and others also stress the importance

of test validity, Ferris deecrioes validity as the

extent to which a test actually measures what it purports

to measure and points out that "Validity implies some

criterion outside the test itself which serves as a

basis for comparison". A test which is reliable without

being valid is consistent in its measure of the wrong

quality.

In describing how objective tests ma. be employed

in the evaluation of the attainment of cognitive

objectives a number of other writers, among them

Dunning (1949), Kruglax (1966) and Ha&alaxy (196?,

pp.81-117;149-184) also emphasise die need for test

criteria based on itera data derived from adequate

Pretesting procedures. These writers emphasise the need

to have regard for test reliability and validity. The

validation proced res applied in the present study for

teste of attainment in the cognitive doujaia are
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described in detail in chapter 6.

A number of recent investigations are concerned

with student evaluation in the cognitive domain; some of

these, such as that of Oorober and Keeve®, are referred

to elsewhere in the thesis, A notable study is that of

Mackay(a)(1971) who describes a longitudinal study of

271 physics students in secondary schools in Victoria,

Australia, during a two year study of physics, using

objective tests consisting of multiple cnoiee items

Mackay reports that over the period stuueat scores show

significant gains in the achievement of cognitive

objectives concerned with:

U; the development of certain cognitive processes

such as 'the ability to aia^e logical preaictions

based on a model'

(il) the development of understanding of the nature of

physics, and

(iii) the development of qualitative unaerstanding of

fundamentals of physics, and ability to apply

knowledge to unfamiliar sit.tat ions,

lao&ay's findings are confirmed by those incidentally

obtained in the study being reported here (p. 176 )»

Evaluation in the affective domain.

In their comprehensive treatise on formative and

suGimative evaluation of student learning Bloom, Hastings

and kadaus (1971,pp.225-245) deal with evaluation

techniques for affective objectives. Taay discuss some

of the reasons for neglect of affective outcomes and
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list among them fear of indoctrination and the uelief

that attainment of such objectives may take many years,

Rejecting s ch anxieties Bloom, Hastings and Madaus

dispute in particular the belief that attainment in the

affective domain is a long term goal and aver that many-

affective objectives can be achieved In the short term.

It perhaps ought to be stressed that some such attitudes

may as quickly be lost - a point made elsewhere in this

thesis.

These writers, admitting that affective evaluation

has many difficulties not encountered when cognitive

evaluation is being attempted, go on to describe methods

of evaluating affective outcomes. Among the tecaniques

reviewed in that work are; (a) the use of interviews,

(b) open-ended questioning, (c) the use of questionnaires

consisting of attitude scales, which may ne constructed

in several ways. These include the semantic differential

technique described by Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum

(1967); and the method of sunitiated ratings devised by

Likert (1933).

The advantages and disadvantages of interviewing

as a data-collection technique are discussed in chapter

5. Its use in gathering information about affective

outcomes of science teaching is restricted by a number

of factors. Amongst theso is the difficulty of

persuading the student that he is not using orally

examined and graded. Where the student suspects this

he may tend, to respond in a favourable maimer and conceal
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his true feelings. This problem Is overcome to some

extent where the interviewer follows a detailed

interview schedule, which specifies the questions asked,

and perhaps also lists a set of fixed responses to each

question# When this procedure is used interviewer

bias is less likely to distort the situation# Selmes

(1969) reports an experiment In which a group of IS/13

year old students were encouraged, in the absence of

their teacher, to talk freely about their attitudes to

school science. The discussions were tape-recorded and

subsecjuently transcribed. From an analysis of the

transcripts Selraes concludes that a stereotype of a

scientist exists in the st dents* . duds and that they show

little knowledge or sympathetic understanding of the work

of scientists or of science as a method of Investigation#

The open-ended question which require© the

respondent to answer by writing a statement does not

appear to have been used very frequently as a tool in

the evaluation of student attitudes to science, although

its use in the measurement of attitude structure and

socialisation is widely recorded#

A third method of affective evaluation not

mentioned oy Bloats, Hastings and V.a&aus is that of

direct observation of student behaviour. This, being

a low inference method, may bo thought to be the most

reliable. Here the development of attitude is judged

by changes la student behaviour. Enthusiasm for science

is measured by the extent of the student's iavolvmeat in
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science-based, hobbies or attendance at a school science

club, or by the choice of science subjects beyond the

stage at which they are compulsory. One of the

Important disadvantages of this technique is the fact

that many unobserved variables may operate. A student

enthusiastic about science may be unable to attend

meetings of a school science club because of some

financial or domestic commit(sent. On the other hand

another student may opt to continue with science subjects

for reasons unconnected with his Hieing for science;

such subjects may be essential for entrance to e. chosen

career not directly related to science.

The most prominent measuring instrument used to

evaluate affective develop: tent is unquestl onably the

attitude questionnaire. The use of questionnaires in

attitude measurement and the construction of attitude

scales is fully dis<fussed by Oppenheim (1966). Writing

about the techniques of attitude scale construction,

Edwards (1967,p#9) claims that "A well-construeted

attitude scale consists of a number of items that fave

been just as carefully edited ana selected in

accordance with certain criteria ae the items contained

in a.iy standardised psychological test". The attitude

scales constructed and used hers in th*; fashion

described in chapter 7 consist of items (statements)

intended to estimate the intensity of affective response

6y requesting the student to indicate the strength of his

agreement or otherwise with each statement. Such
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attitude scale©, called wluert scales, are dieeaesed. by

oppenheim tibdO,pp* lod~143>• Their us® in tola research

is dcacriosd in detain later Crr*193""9;*
ormerod {197%) desoriocs an iarea ligation into

affective development in science and ia student

awareness of the social implications factor* hnaered

usee hikert scales consisting of and & statements

raspec Lively on a five point scale? w u.aaurej v*J

lining of science as a school suoject and vhj.the social

implications of science for hod hoy a and girls iagaft

15-14 years) of toe upper level of anility* he reports

that w .«n student scores in (a; and {s) shove are

compared with the another of science options the student

ui&Aa&t the aucjeut scores are mot-o wrongly iiuued with

the hamoor of options than are the social scores, when

hoya and girls are considereu separately it is found

that while for soys there is no significant relation

setasen scores on the social implications of science*

scale ana die humour o. science options utere Is a

significant relation in the case of girls*

wan inhuren* weakness of hi ^.cruu's study*

ooafeaaad sy the author# is die pooling of schools in

the sample since different acnocls operate different

constraints in the anoico Ox sahjeot options offered*

Another study in which «2Uer w scares are used is

tiiat of ouacutaybiihVi,, involving furtTtllitii secondary
school students taking a two year course in rood

physics* The aim of the Investigation is to evaluate
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affective changes in the aindenta during this time. The

four objectives measured here are:

Hl, The student should come to view physics as an

important activity for himself: ha becomes committed to

actively searching for an understanding of physical

phenomena and gains enjoyment thereby.

2. The student should come to view physics as an open

rather than a closed process which is by its nature

dynamic, creative, uentativo and unfinished,

3. The student should view sciea-h m as normal,

active, fallible human beings who are different only in

the area of -heir special training,

4. The student should view the process of physics

learning as a non-authoritarian situation in which

students are s simulated to think. about physical

phenomena, encouraged to 'discover' physical relation¬

ships fox themselves and to participate in the

development of experimental and theoretical methods

for solving problems,"

The attainment of each of these objectives is

measured using a scale consisting oi 10 statements

administered at different stages in the study - a

research design somewhat similar to that employed In

the present study and described in chapter 7, whore some

of the results of maexay's study are further discussed*

Another study by m&cxay (1970; into teacher

characteristics affecting student changes on T3SC

objectives max.es ace of a Linert ncale to measure
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teacher attitudes about the physics course. Teachers*

responses are correlated along with other teacher data

against their students1 scores from the evaluation of

affective changes in students carried out by the same

researcher and con sented on earlier (p. 73 ). In this way

Mackay identifies teacher characteristics which seem

likely to promote development in the affective domain*

None of the teacher behaviours investigated by Mackay

is related to that studied here: verbal teacning style.

It must be remetoared too, that the method Mackay

employed to identify teacher behaviours - questionnaire -

deals only with what teachers say they do and not with

what actually happens in their classrooms*

A recent study by aarunei(bj(1373) into personal and

environmental influences on student attitudes to physics

uses an instrument consisting of eight scales. Each

scale relates to a need selected from the Activities

Index of Stern (1958). This index, derived from the

needs-press model propounded by Murray (1338), is an

instrument identical in forn<at to a Linert scale. Some

of Gardner1a findings using the needs-prose scales are

considered in chapter 7 (p. 225 ).
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CilAPTSfc 4

lilVSOTIGATIOH

UfTEODUCTIOS

The changes la school physics teaching accompanying

curriculum development ia physics over the past decade

have two aspects.

The first Is an extensive change in syllabus content

intended to take account of a massive development in the

field of physics knowledge since 1890. As kuhn (1968)

points out* scientific investigation presupposes a

conceptual framework accepted by the scientific community.

When current scientific problems cannot be resolved within

the accepted paradigm, a "scientific revolution" occurs

and. as a result a new framework emerges Inside which the

current problems can be resolved. The forty years from

1890 - 1950 was a period of scientific revolution.

by 1985 the long standing ideas of classical

physics had been extended by Einstein's theories of

special and general relativity« dohr's quantum theory

of atomic structure, and lielsenoerg's theory of wave

aiechanice. In the 1930 *s the fundamental concepts of

nuclear physics were established. Yet until I960

physics was still oeing taught in schools as though

these developments had not taken place. The new

physics syllabuses, among them the Scottish physics

syllabus came into existence
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around this time and show that attempts have been made

to rectify this omission. As Barr (1966), writing about

the alms of physics teaching in Scotland says, "Today's

child is born under a satellite, grows up with

transistors and will oe curBed or blessed by the nuclear

atom. We cannot continue filling his head with dull and

dated facts.., we must give him some basis for a

rudimentary understending of modern scientific

developments and for appreciating the relevance and place

of science in his life and in society."; or Maddox

(1966) who, in descriDlng the aims of liuffield Science

stated that "... in the late fifties ... many ... were

concerned with the quality of education and had become

dismayed by the static character of the... curriculum.

For those were still the days of Nicholson's hydrometer,

the density bottle and lielrnholtz galvanometer." Maddox

asserts that ..."too little was being taught about the

new and more exciting developments in physics.,.".

The second factor was the radical change in the

methodology of teaching the new material. The old method

was cased on teacher demonstrations of routine

experiments the main aim of which was to confirm a

previously specified relation between physical

quantities. These experiments were often described

by the teacher in the for® of detailed dictated notes?

the experimental emphasis was on obtaining results

corresponding as closely as possible to the expected
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values. On the other hand the new syllabuses are designed

to be accompanied by a teaching methodology which stresses

pupil experimentation, Pupilti are expected to discover

for themselves the operational concepts of physics in

open-ended learning situations. They then report their

findings in their own words. As Ritchie (1970) says

"The approach in secondary therefore progresses towards

the heuristic as the pupil grows older... The discovery

approach is atage—managed in the early years and then

the props are gradually removed until the individual

pupil is left largely on his own towards the and of the

course." This new methodology represents a move in

science teaching in the direction of discovery learning

and away fro;*. the traditional expository learning method.

The two learning methods have been contrasted by

Glaser (1956) and are discussed here (p. 27 J. A recent

statement on the techniques of teaching physics appears

in Lewis (1972;. Here it is said that although

"There is no single best way of teaching... There is,

however, an identifiable atmosphere in a classroom in

which physics is oeing learned, no .ratter what teaching

technique is being applied. In most classes like this

the teacher is not telling the students by lecturing

nor prooing students' minds by questioning but is

himself thinking out loud and drawing students' thoughts

along. His questions invite their participation, his

statements challenge their intelligence, his handling of

chalk and apparatus is such as to demand student

involvment in his own thoughts. When this is achieved
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physical facilities, equipment, texts and even the

syllabus become mere auxiliaries and the human interaction

between teacher and students is the central operation of

the learning process."

This research is concerned with the methodological

contrast between open-ended discovery learning and the

direct instructional sequence used by the expository

teacher. If the ...'human interaction between teacher

and students is the central operalion of the J earning

process'... then it should be possible to specify this

open-ended-expository dimension in terms of a technique

which describes the classroom interaction between

teacher and students. Various interaction analysis

techniques are referred to elsewhere. The one used

here is the ten category system of Flanders (1970)

described In Chapter 5 (p. 99 ).

The variables which might affect student

achieve;:ient include several observable and identifiable

teacher behaviours. This investigation is concerned

with one of these, namely that of the prevailing style

of verbal interaction between teacher and students,

and its effect on student achievement of cognitive

and affective educational objectives in physlCB.

1XPERIMMTAL VARIABLE

In Chapter 1 the possible factors are discussed

that might conceivably be important in determining

student achievement in science. In this investigation
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1J Teacher variable©: (I)

<u;

(in)

2) Student variables; (1)

(it)
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chosen ares-

Verbal style as identified by

an observational technique of

classroom interaction analysis

Qualifications,

Years of teaching experience,.

Intellectual style as measured

by I . scores,

Social status as indicated by

father's occupation measured

on a scale of occupational

prestige c

(111) Sex„

5) Learning ■ ,dl tions variables;

(ij Type of school

(II) hiae of classes in science

(iii) Type of area served by the school

(iv) Level of provision of text books, laboratory

assistance, apparatus, etc.

(v) Total number of hours per week spent studying

sci ence.

Recent research has indicated that some of these

variables may be decisive in influencing student

attainment in science.

Comber and keeves (1973) in their report on the

Internatianal Association for the Evaluation of

Educational Achievement Investigation into science

education in nineteen countries contend that in the

case of fourteen-year-olds the most important factor
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in accounting for variation in achievement in science

between students from different schools is the home

background of the students. They also state that the

provision of ancillary laboratory staff is important
in countries where practical work is emphasised. The

evidence on the effect of teaching methods and textbook

provision is on the other hand contradictory as between

countries.

In that part of their report on students in their

fiaal year of secondary schooling, Comber and keeves report

that achievement in science may tentatively be related to

such variables as type of school, provision of anciliiary

staff and whether the soience teachers have been trained.

At this l.rvsl biers is little evidence to support the

idea that touching techniques cased on discovery methods

are superior to those baseu on drill methods.

Their investigation did not Indicate that size of

class or size of school were important factors

associated with attainment levels in science.

James, k.k. (1972) in comparing group and Individual

instructional techniques in science found that except in

the case of a course on 'a knowledge of the methods and

aims of science' where the class taught by the

individual strategy performed better, there was no

significant difference In cognitive attainment brought

about by the two instructional techniques.

kscent studies by helntosh and kackaill (1971)

in the achievement of 17-18 year old boys and girls in
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Scotland on an advanced one year coarse found that while

there was no statistically significant difference between

the sexes in the case of chemistry, the girls achieved

significantly better grades in physics than the boys.

On the other hand, in the international study already

referred to, Comber and beeves found that for all

countries, boys showed a more favourable attitude to

science than girls and also displayed evidence of

greater acnieveatent. They also found evidence to suggest

that this sex difference in attainment increases with

age.

Cropley and Field (1969) discovered evidence to

suggest that there seemed to exist cognitive variables

in addition to IQ but more indicative of intellectual

style than of intellectual level and contend that these

additional variables may influence science achievement.

James and Pafford (1973) found no significant

difference in achievement between the children of

professional fathers and those of non-professional

fathers either in 9th grade general science or in

physics at 12th grade. It was suggested, however, that

since many children of non-profeseioaal fathers were low

in science achievement further down the school and thus

did not contin.e with science, the children of non¬

professional fathers in the study were a very highly

selected group. On the other hand, juavin (1965)

commenting on research findings of investigations into

socioeconomic status as a determinant in the prediction
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of academic pei fortaance, concludes that social status is

usually found to be positively identified with attainment

at High School and quotes the work of Bresea (1957);

Coster (1959); Travsre (1949) and others. At the same

time this writer points out that where the sample

includes students from the very top social classes these

findings are apt to be reversed# He goes on to discuss

the research of Davie (1956> and others who found this to

be the case and suggests that this inconsistency may be

explicable in terms of social values and motivation to

achieve academic success#

The studies of Campbell (1971) j Ivany and

Oguntonade (1972); holder (1965); and Tislier (1968) were

specifically concerned with vorbau aspects of the

teaching raode and their effect on science achievement.

Campbell found that Junior High School students taught

for a period of one year by teachers whose verbal style

was 'indirect* showed significantly more favo rable

scores on both a scale of scientific attitudes and in a

scientific curiosity Inventory than did students taught

in a 'direct* wa$# Flanders* 1/d ratio was used in

, Identifying teachers* verbal styles. The some result

was obtained in respect of a test of cognitive attainment

in science# Ivany and Oguntonade in their study of the

explanatory style of 14 High School physics teachers

by analysing the verbal communication through whioh

teachers Interpreted physics to students# found that

about 80 per cent of all teacher utterances could be

classified ae leetarlag and that less than 10 per cent
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were related teacher questioning or responding to

students * ideas. This finding is broadly confirmed by

the findings of Snider (1965) and Tisfcer (1938).

The research design used in the present

investigation required that the teacher variable related

to verbal style be considered the independent variable

and that all the other background variables also

enumerated above be controlled as far as possible. It

is realised that there may be many other teacher

behaviour variables which are important; several of

these are referred to earlier. It is clear that the

teacher's verbal style is not necessarily characteristic

of his total behaviour in the classroom! it may not

even be the most important aspect of teacher behaviour,

nevertheless, in the writer's opinion it is a central

feature of the teaching strategy, a view shared by

Lewis (1972, p. 79;. The Investigation dascrioed here

is an attempt to relate a particular aspect of verbal

teaching style to the discovery-expository dichotomy

in physics teaching and to assess its effect on student

outcomes.

EXPSRliiiNTAL CRITERIA

Consideration of the aforementioned variables

leads to a range of criteria to oe employed in setting

up the investigation.

Certain criteria were specified in the selection

of (l) a local authority area, (2) schools within that
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area, (3) teachers of physics within these schools, and

(4) pupils taught by these teachers. In eseh case the

criteria employed are stated as are the methods of

applying them.

1. Local authority area.

A local authority area was sought within daily

reach of Edinburgh since much of the field work involved

visiting schools in the area to observe lessons. It was

considered preferable that the area chosen should be

large enough so that all inves&i ational wor* could be

carried out in the schools of only one local autnority.

This was desirable for two reasons. Since the provision

of text cooks, apparatus and aaciiliary assistance

such as laboratory technicians is a local authority

matter it is probable that the level of provision in

these matters among schools will be similar. This would

not necessarily be so oetween schools in different local

authority areas. Approval of the Director of »d cation

was necessary before headmaster® and physics teachers

in the schools concerned could be approached and asked

to co-operate in the study. It might have been difficult

to obtain approval for an investigation the results of

which could invite comparisons among schools under the

jurisdiction of different local authorities.

When these matters had been carefully considered

an area was selected which it was hoped would satisfy the

criteria specified for schools, physics teachers and

students. With the prior written approval of the Director
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of Education, head teachers in all secondary schools in

the area which seemed lively to meet all these criteria

ware approached and asked to allow a request to be made

to their physics staff to co-operate in the study* In

every case except one the physics teachers concerned

agreed to participate after discussing the matter fully

with, the investigator# Subsequent investigation showed

that the area Initially chosen adequately fulfilled the

criteria set down, for schools, teachers and students.

2, Schools

A. school facilities. In order that comparisons between

students in different schools ae not vitiated "ay

differences between schools in such learning conditions

variables as textbooks, apparatus, etc# schools selected

were such that the level of xirovlsiori in these respects

was similar.

l.vpe of area served. As one of the student outco»«s

it was proposed to investigate was changes in students'

attitudes towards physics, it was felt that schools

involved in the study should serve a mixed community

which would be neither totally rural or totally urban,

since environmental factors in pupils lives outside the

school might Influence student attitudes to physics. In

an industrial area student attitudes towards physics

would be reinforced in soiiie cases by parental

involvement in especially a science based industry.

On the other hand, in an essentially agricultural
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community a different cultural emphasis would manifest

itself in the students' homes and this might be less

favourable to physics. It is often said that one of

the reasons for the claimed lower achievements of :irls

in science is their awareness of a different social

expectation. It would seem likely therefore that social

factors of this kind should be equalised as far as

possible among schools. The schools selected here are

all considered to oe similar to one another as regards

catchment area. Each contains within its population

students from both urban and rural communities.

C. Staffing provision. In a Ion, itudinal study it is

essential to ensure 83 far as possible that the

experimental conditions will remain fairly stable during

the proposed period of the investigation - in this

instance three years. It was important therefore to

select schools which were not suojoct to an abnormally

high turnover of physics teaching staff.

All the above criteria in reelect of area and

schools were applied by making judgments, in

collaboration with her Majesty's School Science

Inspectors about the area and schools within the area

that had boon provisionally selected. In relation to

staffing provision, however, three data-based criteria

were also used. These were for each school;
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X (i) Mean hamoer of candidates for 'h' grade physics

in 1970 per physics teacher.

X (ii) Bean dumber of candidates for *0* grade physics

in 1970 per physics teacher.

X (iiij teee.ii Dumber of physics teachers in 1970

(X Data provided by the Scottish Certificate of education

Examination Board and by the beoutleh Education

Department on a confidential oasis./

These data (i), (ii) and (iiij, for all schools in

Scotland, were compared with data for schools in the

area in which it was proposed to carry oat the study.

D. School academic record in physios. As one of the

outcome variables proposed in the study was student

achievement in the Scottish Certificate of Education

Ordinary grade examination in physics in 1973 it was

considerea appropriate that schools involved should in

the recent past have had a record of success in the

national examinations in physics which did not vary

much from one school to another ana also that each

school should have had a success rate close to the

national average. For this purpose the success rate

in 1970 of schools in the area selected was compared

with that of all schools in Scotland. The details

of performance criteria used were;

X Civ) Mean percentage pass rate in B.C.B. '0' grade

physics in 1970, and

X (vj Mean percentage pass rate in B.C.JS. Th' grade
physics in 1970.
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(R These data wore provided by the Scottish Certificate

of Education Examination Board on a confidential

basis.)

The criteria specified above in relation to schools

were employed to ensure that findings should bs as widely

generalisable as possible and not restricted to

particular circumstances.

3. Teachers.

When the criteria applied In the selection of a

local authority area and of schools within that area

wei's satisfied the group of teachers from which would

be drawn the teachers Involved in the study was therefore

defined. It remained to be seen whether there existed

within the schools in the area selected a group of

Physics teachers wno would satisfy the oriterla

specified for teachers, laeae are set oat below#

A. hanue of voi-bal tenoning styles. It was an essential

pari of the research design to study a spectrum of

different verbal teacning styles ranging from physic©

teachers whose verbal style implied a teaching strategy

which was heuristic and open-ended to those whose

verbal style seemed to be identified with a teaching

mode dogmatic and expository. A list was compiled of

all pjiy sic a teachers who had agreed to participate in

the study and visits arranged to watch each teacher of

Physios wno seemed to meet the other teacher-criteria

to establish whether there existed in that area an

adequate range of teaching Btyles. nine teachers in
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seven schools were observed by the author teaching a

variety of physioB lessons to students in Third Year,

that is fourteen-year-olds. All classes in this and

other parts of the research were mixed boys and girls.

Flanders* system of interaction analysis in the

classroom was used in the way described in enapier 5.

Prior to recording these visits the experimenter had

practised using the appropriate coding technique for a

total period, of approximately eight hours as reco mended

by Flanders (I960;, This practice was carried out by

observing teachers and students not involved in the

experiment.

As a result of these preliminary visits, of the

original nine teachers one was excluded from the study

at this stage because it was felt that he was unsuitable

since his level of class control waa so low that it

seemed inadvisable to attempt to speculate about his

style or to measure student achievement outcomes, of

the eight physics teachers remaining, on the basis both

of an interpretation of interaction analysis scores and

of a subjective judgment by the experimenter, two

teachers were regarded as being very open-ended in their

vernal mode and two as being extremely expository in

style, The retaining four teachers were estimated to

occ py intermediate positions on the spectrum of styles

thus established* Two of these teachers subsequently

transferred to posts in other areas and so were

excluded from the study at an early stage. Details of
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the interaction analyses data relating to this part of the

experiment arc displayed in Tables 2 and 5 y>#H5j,
In order to ehecx the extent to which teachers

described as extreme In the study merit this description

in the country as a whole, interaction analysis data

ware obtained for two reference teachers wno, in the

opinion of the experts, are exponents respectively of the

moot open-ended and of the moat expository styles of all

physics teachers in the country♦ These data ere also

shown in Table 6 (p.l24^«

B. Years of teaching service, it seams prooaole that on

entering teaching some teachers at least will change

over the first few years and develop their style as they

gain in confidence and professional expertise. As the

design of experiment assumed a fairly stable

teaching profile over a ±/eriod of tares years it was

decided to exclude from couaideration any teachers of

less than five years teaching service.

c* Training. Since all secondary school teachers la
Scotland are required to attend a fall-time course of

teacher training before entering service in schools all

teachers in the area satisfied this criterion, hone

admitted to having heard of interaction analysis during

their period of training.

D» dualtfleatlona. All teachers in the study are

graduates who include at least two recognised

graduating courses in physics in their curriculum

vitaai this being the minimum requirement for the
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teacher to be awarded® qualification allowing hisa to

teach physics In a Scottish secondary school#

4

Xh© identification of schools and teachers

a itojaatieaily identified also the pupils concerned In

the investigation; six classes In the schools concerned

were so identified; 160 students in ail, This number

was reduced to 100 by the end of the investigation#

The requirements of the experimental assign meant

that students involved in the study were to be taught

by the same physics teacher for a two year period.

Headiuasters of the school© were aeuted to give an

assurance that a© far as possible classes would be

organised so that this requirement was fulfilled during

the main part of the investigation#

The following criteria were specified for student®

concerned in the investigation#

A# Hoi.-iogqqqltr of ^ sogreg. When the student groups
had been defined an IQ, score was obtained for each

student from the ©ehool records# This referred to a

test ta&en by the students in their primary school at

aged 11 years# For students who had attended a primary

school outwith the area in which the research was

carried out an Ik score was not usually available#

Since maeh research has indicated that IQ Is a

significant variable in predicting student achievement

the attainment outcome® of such students were not

included in the subsequent analysis#
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To permit comparisons to be made of attainment

outcomes between the six student groups steps were taken

to estimate the degree of homogeneity in respect of this

variable. Where homogeneity was suspect, differences

were taken into account in the statistical procedures

adopted in the analysis of outcome data. Details of

those procedures are discussed, in chapters 6 and 7.

B. Homogeneity of social status. In the same way as

in (A) above, data were obtained about the father's

occupation of all students in the study* These data

were obtained by asking each student to describe his

father's occupation in a special form supplied. Where

the written description of occupation was considered to

be Inadequate for the purpose of classification,

students were asked verbally to supply further details.

Each student was then classified according to the social

status of father's occupation as indicated by the

Hall-Jones Scale of Occupational Prestige for Males,

Hall and Jones (1950).

As social status Is also regarded as an important

variable in relation to educational achievement it was

also considered necessary to take steps to ascertain the

extent of homogeneity between student groups in this

respect. As before, where the level of homogeneity of

social status was shown by statistical analysis to be

below prescribed levels this variable was also

controlled in the analysis of data related to student

achi everaeat.
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G. Common coarse. Since it is generally assumed that

syllabus content is an important factor in determining

achievement it was considered essential that all

students in the study be following a common course in

Physics so that a valid comparison could be made at

the conclusion of the experiment between different

student groups as regards attainment levels. It was

also considered desirable that the students should be

following a modern syllabus so that the findings would

be widely applicable in the future.

Since ail students in the investigation were

following the Scottish physics syllabus (p. 36 ) it was

considered that this criterlonwas satisfied.

D. Appropriate age range. It was decided that the

students participating in the study should be in their

Third and Fourth Years (ages 14 - 16 years) of secondary

schooling during the period of the investigation.

Students in First and Second Years were rejected on the

grounds that the science studied in these years is not

examined at Ordinary grade and consequently all students

at that stage do not follow a common course.

Students In Fifth and Sixth Years were also

rejected because it was felt that teachers often feel

constrained to lecture to s teh students on the grounds

of their greater maturity# Consequently the spectrum of

teaching styles raight have been much narrower.
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CHAPTER 5

ASSESSMENT OF VERBAL TEACHING dTYLE

INTRODUCTION

One aspect of the science teacher's verbal style

amongst those various aspects discussed in chapter 2

which it is appropriate to study at the present time

is that which might seem to link the discovery learning

versus expository teaching dichotomy with recent

curriculum developments in science of the kind outlined

also in chapter 2. A teacher whose verbal interaction

with the class includes asking lots of questions in such

a way as to stimulate the students to think for themselves;

one who prompts his students to explore experimental

situations in an open-ended way and generally to exploit

fully the learning situations he has devised for them, is

likely to be more in line with the discovery mode of

science teaching which is at the core of Nuffield and

other modern science syllabuses than a teacher in the

expository mode, Sutherland (1970) in contrasting

Nuffield physics teaching with Traditional physics teaching

for 12 and 13 year olds found that for students of above

average ability, Nuffield teaching led to greater

undorstanding of physics concepts than did traditional

teaching methods. He observed that 'The Nuffield

students struggled hard throughout the discovery process

to formulate their findings in a strictly scientific way*,
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Harr (1966) writing about the Scottish Physios Syllabus

states that "...certain experiments are intended to ue

of the 'open-ended' type, not just in the senior classes

but well down the school. In these there is no final

'conclusion*; one answer found leads to the raising of

another question to be solved by further experiment and

critical judgment is called for. Iujagination and

initiative are encourages, in the use of apparatus and

the design of suitable experiments to solve a problems

indeed pupils may oe encouraged to produce their own

theories, explain observations, test these by experiment

and revise them. Their attention will frequently ue

drawn to the limitations of their theories, their

experiments and apparatus, and the value of an

experiment that fails will be pointed out.
(

dy contrast, the expository dogmatic teachers

verbal style must be predominantly a lecturing style.

He will speak for long periods to the class, telling

them about science, instructing them carefully Defore

allowing them to engage in any practical work, ask

questions which require only a closed response from the

students and will, in general, control the verbal

behaviour of the class quite closely.

Invertascn (1966) in a study involving Junior

High behool students found that there was no significant

difference either in achievement or in attitude between

a group of students using a teacner-dtreeted methodology

of problem-solving in science anu another group who being
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self-directed used their own methodology of problem-

solving. Marin (1968) compared the performance of two

groups of High School physics students, one group given an

open-ended laboratory course and the other a laboratory

course closely directed by the teacher. He found that

when tested in (a) understanding of physics concepts,

(b) laboratory performance, and (c) problem solving

achievement; there was no significant diffsrence between

the groups.

In this investigation an attempt has been tuade to

identify sicilied teachers of each of these verbal

teaching styles as well as teachers whose verbal styles

appear to be intermediate between these extremes.

The principal instrument used in this identification

is the well known procedure for analysing classroom

behaviour described by Flanders (1970). In the present

research teachers are placed on a continuum

according to how the verbal component of their activity

varies between open-ended (indirect; and expository

(direct). In classifying teachers' verbal style in this

way two assumptions are made.

(i) The aspect of verbal style thus identified is content

free, That is, a teacher's style in this respect is not

dependent upon the physics topic or kind of lesson taught.

It is assumed that a teacher who is expository in

presenting a new topic to his students will display the

same basic style as he would if discussing examples in a

problem-solving class. Since it was not practicable to
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observe different teachers dealing with the same topics

in this investigation the validity of this assumption

was tested by the reliability of the observational data

for the same teacher on different occasions: see Tables

h and 6,

(ii) The teacher's verb 1 style as recorded for episodes

during a verbal interaction between the teacher and the

class as a whole is a significant component of his total

verbal style, and is characteristic of that style. This

would appear to be a dubious assumption since a much

closer personal contact arises during student experimental

work between the teacher and a small student group or

between teacher and individual student,* In the present

investigation such interactions were not recorded; not

because they were considered to be unimportant but merely

because of the impossibility of doing so without

disturbing the learning environment to such an extent as

to risk distorting or inhibiting what was taking place.

In the investigator's experience the general noise level

in the classroom at such times is high whilst teacher and

students converse in general in a low voice when the

teacher is discussing their experi ental work with a

small group. lor this kind of interaction the teacher

is usually in close physical proximity to the students.

Attempts were made early in the investigation to record

such episodes but after subsequent discussion with the

teachers these attempts were discontinued.

S In actual fact, there is a relatively small amount of

small-group 1nt <•> raction.
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MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (t)
* Classroom ooservatlon.

The procedure used is the ten-category system known

as the Flanders Interaction Analysis Technique. This

technique requires the observer in the classroom to record

the verbal activity of teacher and students. Every three

seconds, or more frequently if the character of the verbal

behaviour changes, he notes which category uset describes

the veroal oehavlour during that period. The result is a

continuous record of tnese parts of a lesson (or episodes)

which have been recorded. The final tally of numbers may

then be analysed either in terms of the relative

frequencies of different kinds of teacher and student

verbal behaviour or by using a two dimensional matrix

system of interpretation, tiecauea of statistical

problems related to the interdependence between one

category, the next category to occur and the one

preceding it, Flanders (1970) recommends this system

where mechanical data processing facilities are at hand

since the joatrix display allows a search to oe made for

recurring interaction patterns between teacher and

students. Since interaction analysis was ueing used In

this research to identify teachers' styles it was tnought

to be less important to study Interactionpatterns and the

method of analysis of relative category frequencies was

fudged to be adequate.

Each of the ten categories is descrioed below. The

first seven represent teacher talk, categories 8 and 9
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represent student talic will© category 10 is a residual

category.

Category li (Accepts feeling). The teacher accepts and

clarifies an attitude or the feeling tone of a student.

The teacher may sometimes predict or recall the feeling.

Category 2: (x-raises or encourages;. Teacher talis which

praises or encourages student action or verbal behaviour.

Teacher ^o&lng to release tension but not at the expense

of another student. It includes gestures which aiia to

encourage the student.

Cate .ory 5; (Accepts or uses students' ideas;. Teacher

clarifies or extends ideas put forward by a student.

Initial teacher extensions of students* ideas but

excluding teacher's own ideas.

Category 4t (As,-;a questions). Teacher asics a question

about content or procedures based on the teacher's ideas

with the intention that the student should answer.

Rhetorical questions are excluded.

Oategory 5 s (Lecturing). Teacher addresses the class or

part of it stating facts or opinions about content or

procedures. The teacher is expressing his own ideas

giving the teacher's explanation or citing ©n authority

other than a student.

Category 6: (ilvIn-, dlrectionei. Teacher gives

directions, orders or co -mends witn the intention that

the student will obey.

Sa&e&SIE ,7,» (OrIt iq, 1S \n, (jor,t fy \im, , an 11 o r \ ty) ♦ Teacher
talis intended to alter student behaviour from unacceptable
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to acceptable behaviour; teacher reprimands student;

teacher explains his own action to the class; extreme

self-reference.

Category 6; truant talk-response;. Student talk which

is in response to teacher's initiative. Student answers

teacher's questions or responds to the teacner's

invitation to couiaeat on a situation within Hie framework

suggested by the teacher.

yats. .ory Bi (otudent tal*-inltiatioa„. 2alfc ty students

whicn is initiated by them. The student asks the teacher

to explain a topic outwitn the immediate structure, or

develops his own opinion or line of argument.

Category 10: (silence or confusion;. A residual oategoxy

which includes short periods of silence or periods of

confusion during which there is no identifiable veroal

behaviour.

Ground rules

While using this procedure in the present

investigation the foil ;wing ground rules were observed:

1, ho periods of continuous category 1U were recorded for

longer than one minute.

2, Where there was doubt about categorising a particular

episode the prevailing balance of teacher initiative

or teacner response was »eucen into account.

5. Where more than one Kind of behaviour oec rred inside

a three second period both were recorded since it 1b

desirable to maximise information by recording a shift

of emphasis from teacher-talk to student-talk or from

teacher-initiative to teacher-response.
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There are several ways in which the tally of

relative category frequencies can be aaalyseu depending

on whicn aspect of the interaction is of central

importance. Some of these are described below.

(1) hatio of student talx to teacher talk: This is

calculated from the ratio of total frequencies within

categories 8 and 9 to the total frequencies within

categories 1-7 inclusive. This index gives an

estimate of the dominance of the teacher since a teacher

who monopolises the talking time most probably controls

the dialogue.

(2) I/D ratio: This index is described as the ratio of

total frequencies within categories 1+2+3+4 to the total

frequencies within categories 5+6+7. This ratio, lixe

the one following, provides information about the

balance of teacher initiation (5+6+7; and teacher response

(1+2+3+4;. A teacher who frequently usee categories

5, 6 and 7 is said to oe teaching in a 'direct' style.

He is lecturing or directing the sIndents. On the other

hand, a teacher wno maxes mare frequent use of

categories 1,2,3 and 4 and relies less on categories

5,6 and 7 is regarding as teaching in an 'indirect'

style. The verbal style of such a teacher involves

questioning the students, respo iding to their replies

and encouraging further student idees. He ie letting

some of the initiative in the learning situation pass

to the students. The I/D ratio is intended to reflect

the classroom cliinate resulting from the balance
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between 'Indirect1 and 'direct' teacher influence.

Flanders (1964) wrote that by 1958 it had been

established that "...all teachers employ a combination

of statements, some that restrict freedom of

participation and some that expand it. divan an extended

period of observation, a fairly stable proportion of

balance of indirect and direct statements can be

identified for each teacher."

1/d ratio: This index is similar to the I/D ratio.

It is the ratio of total frequencies within categories

1+2+3 to the total frequencies within categories 6+7.

dlnce most teacher talk occurs in categories 4 and 5

an i/d ratio may consist of very few tallies and can

become abnormally end possibly adventitiously large when

only a few snort visits are made to observe a particular

teacher. The l/d ratio is, however, sometimes preferred

to the I/D ratio because it is lass dependent on subtest

matter.

4. Teacher question ratio ('£ h\ j: This index indicates

the tendency of the teacher to use questions in dealing

with subject content. It Is the percentage of

category 4 and 5 statements which is classified as

category 4. That is TOR « 4 x 100. It usually
4+5

involves a high proportion of the total teacher talk

recorded which would seem to increase the reliability of

the score. It is ameasure of one aspect of the

teachers' verbar style but ignores data which may be

strongly characteristic of the teachers' overall verbal
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style sucii as his reapoxise to students' Ideas

(category 3).

j*landers and Oiwion (1970) concluded, after

reviewing research reported between i960 and 1966 into

teacher effectiveness, that this factor in the

interaction pa-tern of students and teacher is directly

related to student attitude and achievement outeouies.

kosenshine (1970) reached the same conclusion after

reviewing process-product studies reported before 1970,

6. leacher response ratio ifkn) is a measure of the

teachers teudexicy to respond to the ideas and feelings of

the students. It is compiled by adding the frequencies

of categories I»2 and 3 and aividing uy the sum of

categories 1+2+3+6+7 and expressive as a percentage.

thus XSM * 1+3+3 x 100, As In the case of
1+2+3+6+7

the 1/d ratio it excludes the most frequently occurring

categories 4 and 5 and may therefore be erratic for

short observation periods.

All of these indices can be obtained from the

final tally of relative frequencies of categories and do

not depend on the matrix form of data display mentioned

earlier.

Consideration of the indices described above shows

that the I/D ratio ana the teacher question ratio seem

moot linely to distinguish, between the verbal styles

related to extremely open-ended and to extremely

expository teaching modes according to the argument
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developed, in the introductory part of tills chapter* It

was thought to be expedient to maxe use of indices of

teacher influence which had been generally recognised and

used by other researchers in similar studies so that

comparisons could be made* The 1/u ratio had been used

in tois way by Cashier (1965; and Wragg (1973) whose

research is discussed elsewhere la this thesis.

Table 1 shows a tally of relative category

frequencies for a lesson observed during the preliminary

stages of this investigation.

I'Adii-gi 1

Typicai, , i?elatlve,categoxy frqqusnciea ,i;pi_ousgryeq Iqsson.

Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total

Frequency <11 13 27 203 283 62 30 157 12 230 1017

Specimen calculations fori

I/D ratio:

I/D = 1+8+5+4 a 0+13+27+205 = 243 » 0.649
6+6+7 283+62+30~ 375

1\1K ratio t

TQB « x 100 « 2Q£ x 100 » 42,«
4+5 <185

Advantages of the Flanders tutor-action analysis technique.

(1) It has been established since about 1960 and has been

shown to be a useful technique in identifying a range of

important aspects of teacher style and of describing

teacher-class interaction at all stages of schooling.
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(11; It is easy to learu to use.

(ill; It has been used in inny other studies of the effect

of science teacher* oehaviour variables on attainment and

attitude outcomes, such as the worK already commented on

in this thesis and the recent work of Wragg (1973) who

studied the classroom behaviour of 100 graduate student

teachers of many subjects including physics. Wragg

obtains an 1/u ratio of 0. 27 for 21 542 tallies from 37

physics lessons. He reports that observers found the

Flanders system difficult to use in tills subject because

of the laboratory nature of ui® lessons. He describes

how the usual lesson structure in science to some extent

dictates the verbal interaction patterns ooserved

regardless of tae teacher's style.

The recurrent use of the Flanders interaction

system in other studies permits ready comparisons to oe

made between their findings and those of this

investigation.

(iv; Tiie categories are defined in such a way that the

extent of direct teacher influence may be estimated from

observation data in a straightforward uj&un&r*

(v; The system is reputed to give high cross-observer

reliability between trained observers, iiolroyd (1973)

however, reporting on the observation of ^eaehers in

technical education cites reiiaoility coefficients

between observers of only 0.53 using doott's

coefficient calculated in the manner uescricud by

Flanders (1960) wno declares that a dcott, coefficient
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of 0.85 or higher should be attainable. In the above

observation of technical teachers Ilolroyd obtained I/D

ratios ranging from 0.15 to 0.43,

(vi) The Flanders system yields data in . .-atria: form so

that if required, recurring verbal interaction patterns

may be identified.

Disadvantages of Planners interaction analysis technique.

(ij noma of the catcgori e such as 1 and 2 occur very

infrequently in physics lessons. In tuis study only 10

tallies in category 1 and 169 in category 2 ware recorded

in a total of 32,..SO tallies for the six teachers

principally involved in the study.

(ii) Only one category is used for teacher questions

(category 4) so that the system does not permit a

distinction to be ..ada between question.: allowing the

students to give only a narrow specific answer and more

'open* questions which allow the student to give a wide and

perhaps unpredictable answer.

(iii) Category 5 (Lecturing) covers both didactic teacher

tali which answers students questions and that which is

initiated by the teacher. In these cases (11) and (iii)
a clear distinction between these two hinds of teacher

tali; would help to sharpen the distinction between the
*direc t' and 'indirect' teacher.

(iv) The Flanders system has three categories for the

teacher responding in a positive way to the students'

feelings, oehaviour or ideas (categories 1,2 and 3

respectively)yet only category 7 fitty o® used to describe
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teacher*e negative reaction to students. This category

does not allow a distinction to be made between criticism

of a student's intellectual efforts ana of his general

conduct in the class.

The limitations of the Flanders system referred to

above led to the development of other systems, sotae of

whicn are dlseu«©ed here (ppJ.08-9). Uost of these later

systems consist of more than 10 observer categories. Ouch

a system ie tha 16-categhry developed by Hough (196 7) and

called the Observational System for Instruct! onal Analysis.

It. is designed to parallel tha Flanders system so that 9

categories are used to describe teacher taL&, three to

describe student tali and four to specify silence or

non-funotionsl behaviour, compared with 7,3 and 1

respectively in the Flanders system. Among the

modifications of the Flanders system ...ede oy Hough were -

(e> a sub-ciaafeification of Flanders category 5 to

distinguish between teacher-initiated lecture and

te -cher answer to student question.

(b) a sub-classification of Flanders cate ory 7 to

distinguish, between teccher criticism of ^.to/lent work

and criticism of a more personal kind,

(c; a sub-classification of Flanders category 9 to

distinguish between student-initiated questions and

statements, end,

Cdj a sub-classification of Flanders category 10 which

allows periods of different conditions of productive

silence to be distinguished from confusion and other

unproductive behaviour.
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It also allows ratios to be computed which are

descriptive of direct or indirect teachor influence. In a

study of verbal interaction patterns of High School

physics teachers Pancratz (1967), using Hough's

classification system, rated 32 physics teachers

according to three factors? (a) a rating by the scaool

principal of the teacher's personal ad uatment and

teacher-pupil relationship, (o) the te oner's ability

to respond to teaching situations in accord with

educational theory as measured on the "Teaching

Situations Reaction Test" and (c) the students'

perceptions of tine teacher's all-round teaching ability

as recorded by the average class score on a student

inventory. The five teachers rated moat effective on the

basis of these three criteria talcen together used

significantly (0.01 level) more 'indirect* teacher

influence ana less 'direct' teacher influence than the

five teachers rated lowest on the aforementioned criteria.

Unfortunately this study did not involve measurement of

student outcomes.

lA iSAOUR INO X T5TRJ,.. U hi (?)
Teacher interviews.

The interview: Writing about the new approach to

educational evaluation discussed in Chapter 1 Parlett

and Hamilton (1372) describe "an information profile

using data collected In fowr areas; observation?

interviews? questionnaires and tests; documentary and

background sources." Writing about the place of
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interviews in this research strategy the authors state

that "Discovering the views of participants ia crucial...".

They go on to say that teachers should be asked about their

work, what they think of it and so on.

radge (1967) states that "the principal application

of the interview in social science...is in its use for the

purpose of maxing people tauk about themselves". Margaret

£ tacey (1969; points out that "The ai of any research

interview.,. is to get wrathful information from people on

a uuoj ct about which they are under no obligation to

tellj if they do not wlsn to do so';.

Lovell and ^awson (197Oj in describing the use of

interviewing in educational research explain how the

interview ^ay ue used (a; in the initial stages of a

project to help clarify the problem, (by as the a&in data-

collectioa procedure or (cj in conjunction with other

techni ;ues to provide supplementary data and/or to clarify

the data fro.n another source. In the * resent study

teacher participants were interviewed for this last

purpose.

interviews .nay be carried out for two different

reasons: (a, to find out what the interviewee Knows and

(b; to seek information about his attitudes, opinions and

beliefs. In the first case the information sought ia

factual and in the second it is subjective. According to

Good (1963, interviews may be classified in terms of;

(a; function (diagnostic, treatment or research; , (b)
number of -arsons participating (i.-niviuual -r Oroup;,
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(cj length of contact (short or prolonged;, (d) roles

assumed by the interviewer and interviewee.

Interview teoiminues? Three main types ol* interview

technique are described in the literature: (a) the

structured interview, (b) the unstructured interview and

(c) the serai-structured interview, btacey points out

that "There is no hard and fast dividing line between the

structured and the unstructured interview. They should

be seen as two ends of a continuum". The operational

distinction uetween each type of Interview technique is

described below.

(a) A structured interview is one in which the questions

to be astted by the interviewer have been precisely

decided in advance. He will asx all interviewees

exactly the same questions in exactly the same order.

The wording of the questions is specified. There is no

opportunity to rephrase questions or asx additional ones.

Such interviews discourage rapport between the

interviewer and his suoject - a rapport which is

advantageous where it is required to conduct the

interview in depth or where the subject's opinions or

beliefs are being probed. On the other hand, structured

interviews tend to result in standardised data so that

comparisons between responses are not affected by

differences in interview technique. It might be said

that reliability is achieved but possibly at the expense

of validity.
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(b) An unstructured interview is one in which the

interviewer is left completely free to conduct the

interview in any way he things fit. The questions may be

aSKed in any way and in any order; indeed there itiay be no

preconceived range of questions. The train function of

the interviewer is to get the s ibject to talk; as freely

as possible around the central topic of interest.

Information gained from such interviews will often

go beyond that which might be elicited in a highly

structured interview. The main disadvantage of this kind

of interview is that data obtained from different

subjects by different interviewers or by even the same

interviewer on different occasions may not be directly

comparable.

(c) The semi-structured interview lies somewhere between

these extremes, depending on the degree of rigidity

imposed. In this format there may be a list of

questions or topics which it is desired to discuss but

the precise order in which they are discussed, the depth

to which each topic is pursued and the range and scope

of supplementary topics is left somewhat to the

discretion of the interviewer.

The data from such interviews are necessarily less

standardised than these resulting from a structured

interview uut since the same topics have been discussed

with all subjects some comparisons should be possible.

As Stacey points out "This kind of interview is

particularly useful where experiences, feelings,
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reasons and motives are involved,"

la the present Investigation it waa decided to use

the semi-struetared forruai for those reasons i

1, Sine® tlx# Interviews were expected to provide data

which would Supplement that obtained using the

observational technique of Flanders it was felt aocaaeary

to ensure that the data should ho amenable to treatment

on at least an ordinal scale,

2, As the purpose of the interviews was to obtain

information about teachers' views and opinions as wail a®

to elicit facts aoout their teaching procedures, aa

interview strategy which encouraged candour was called

for. Hie hl^ihly structured interview soetaed ualinely to

achieve this end,

3, It is generally recognised hi dtacey and other's that

the completely unstructured interview requires a high

level of interviewer chill and caneideraaie experience.

Since this experimenter was comparatively inexperienced

in til® technique of la-depth interviewing it was

decided to sacrifice the unarguable advantages of

freedom provided ay the unstructured interview to ensure

that data obtained would contribute usefully to the

1 fivestigat ion,

Mia aOtagka&JUil«B&m JjiJUiaL^iaaial alato
She aim was to compare the degree of

authoritarianism in teacher attitudes with their use of

direct or indirect teacher influence in their verbal

teaching sty I© as measured using Flanders' interaction
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analysis technique of observ tion in the classroom.

In this statement ' authoritarian * is meant in

the academic sense as well as in relation to classroom

discipline and order. These two aspects of authoritarianism

may or may not he associated in a teach -r's general

behaviour. The mode of teaching physics of one te cher

in this study was not at all authoritarian in so far as he

showed sympathy and feelings towards the students in their

learning of physics. he used a great deal of indirect

influence. Yet he was a martinet as reg rds student

misconduct.

CONSTRUCTION AND VALIDATION OF INSTRUMENTS (l)

Classroom observation.

Flanders* 10-category system described earlier was

used throughout this part of the investigation. X During

the period of preliminary investigation discussed in

chapter 2, data were obtained from two visits to each of

nine physics teachers. In each case the teachers were

observed on both occasions for a complete physics lesson,

a duration of about 80 minutes on each occasion. The

lessons were generally on different topics in physics

although all classes were in the Third Year (ages l/<-15)

stage. They were not^however, the students who 1 ter became

involved in the investigation and whose achievement and

attitude outcomes were measured;see chapters 6 and 7*

From these observational data i/D and TQR Indices

X The I- landers scale was used in preference to the modified

scale by Hough so that data would be directly comparable

with that obtained by other researchers in the field of

science teaching.
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The Speaitijaii rank correlation coefficients between

rntiOB and occasions are shown on Table 4.

TABLiS 4

Spearraan rank correlation coefficients
between ratios and occasions.

occasions (i)and(ii) (iii)and(iv) U)and{iiij (iiyundviv)

Correlation
coefficient „ 0.857 0.788 o*am Of 904

All values for rho are significant at the one per

cent level, crit^ » 0.765. ^ (i)(ii) and ^ (iii;(iv)
indicate the reliability of the I/D and TQ8 ratios

respectively; while ^ (I, (ill) srw3i ^(ii}(iv) B?low
correlation between the two indices for xh® first and

second occasions. Since the TQH index is derived from the

same data as the I/D index a high correlation is to be

expected In these latter cases. It was therefore decided

that in all subsequent classification of teacher style the

I/D ratio would be the only Index used. This Measure was

preferred because (a) it comprises all seven categories

of teacher talk whereas the TQR makes use only of

categories 4 and 5, and (b) other researchers in studies

of science teachers' styles had used the X/D ratio, thus

allowing comparisons to b© made*

Table S shows that I/D ratios recorded at this

stage in the Investigation ranged from 0,649 to 0.139

for the sample of physics teachers involved in the

study. The mean and standard deviation of these scores

was 0,355 and 0.165 respectively.
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This raises the question of til© extent to which

this range of I/D scores for the sample teachers is

descriptive of the poseibis range of I/O scores for all

physics teachers in the country.

Keference teachers.

To find whether teachers who were likely to be

described as extreme In the study merited that description

in the country as a whole, it was decided to obtain I/D

scores for two criterion teachers who, in the opinion of

experts represented respectively the most open-ended and

the most expository styles of all physics teachers in the

country. As argued here (p. 102) an open-ended style is

associated with a high I/D ratio indicating a large

measure of Indirect teacher influence and an expository

style with a low I/D ratio which implies strong direct

teacher influence.

Method of selection of reference teacher^

After being acquainted with the objectives of the

investigation three science H.£l. I. 's of the Scottish

Education Department were ashed to list {a) the moat

open-ended and (b) the most expository physios teachers

in the country. The teacher whose name was on all three

lists of open-ended teachers and the one whose name

appeared on all three lisi.s of expository teachers were

selected as reference teachers.

The permission of the local authority aod

headmaster of each of the selected teachers was then

sought and finally the teachers themselves were asked to
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co-op .-rate la the study using the procedure described la

chapter 4. Cere was taken when discussing the project

with the reference teachers to avoid divulging their exact

role to avoid the Hawthorne effect.

dach of the two reference teachers was observed on

four occasions in the same way aa other terchere Involved

in the study. Flanders data were obtained and I/D ratios

worked out for each double period of about 80 minutes

duration. These appear In Table (o (p«i-fu- long with
verbal teaching style data for the other six physics

teachers who comprise the experimental sample. A

comparison between the I/D scores of the reference

teachers and these of the sample teachers indicates that

the six teachers in the experiment adequately coven* the

fall spectrum of verbal styles.

C0NDT;..J0-1Oh AMD VALIDATION OF iHGTLililSXITS ft)
Teacher interviews

0obstruction of ^n^ervjew aphakia:

So that the interview will yield the information

Bought It Is generally reeo.amended that first a schedule

be drawn up b„. the interviewer} that this draft schedule

be circulated for co. meat by colleagues and a second

draft prepared which should than be pretested on subjects

similar to those to be interviewed. The filial draft

should then, be prepared and modified, if necessary, In

the light of the pretest experience.

In this case a list of 11 topics was first drawn
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up. These topics were selected oecausa it was felt that

open-ended teachers would respond to each in an

identifiably different way from expository teachers.

Sach topic was specified as a statement with which

teachers would be invited to express agreement or

disagreement during the course of the Interview. Care was

taken to include some statements which would be agreeable

to the expository teachers as well as some which would

flnu favour with the open-endea teachers.

The complete list of 11 topic statements with the

anticipated responses of different styles of" teachers is

given below.

TABLE 5

List of topic statements

Topic
No. Statement

Expected Agreement
Open-ended Expository
Teachers Teachers

1* rupils learn physics best
by doing experiments for
themselves- Yes

2. It is important that
students enjoy their
physics lessons. Yes

3. In paysics students should
be encouraged to ask
questions and to explore
side issues. Yes

4. Asking questions of a class
is an important aspect of
teaching physics. Yes

5. Physics lessons need to be
based on previously specified
formal relations between
physical quautitles. No

No

No

No

No

Yes
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Topic
Ho.

3.

7.

9.

10.

11.

Statement

Studenta are unable to
profit from experimental
situations in physic©
presented to them In an
open-ended way.

It is impossible to teach
physics successfully unless
the students do regular
formal homework.

Examinations are more of a
hindrance than a help in
teaching physics.

Students should be taught to
write their own notes in
physics.

Students should be given
much more freedom of choice
than at present with regards
to curriculum.

One cannot be an effective
physics teacher without using
authoritarian methods of
discipline.

Expected Agreement
Open-ended Expository
Teachers Teachers

No

Ho

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NO

St o

Yes Ho

Ho Yes

These topics formed the basis of the interview

sched ile which was next drawn up, discussed with

colleagues and revised in the light of their comments.

In each case, the central statements listed above gave

rise to a series of questions which it was felt by

answering teachers would reveal their attitude to the

subject of the central statement. That part of the

interview schedule relating to Topic Ho. 1 is given

below.
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Learning physios by dolnx experiments,

fthat is th® teacher's attitude to noise and chaos in

class? Boss he think students are learning under those

conditions? Boss he prefer to avoid chaos by reducing

student experimentation?

What experiments does he think might be done as student

experiments in Third Year? Ask about particular ones,

e.g. gas laws with medical syringes, th® specific latent

heat experiment using ice and filter funnels.

nay Question: Does he think that on the whole students

learn better by doing experiments for themselves or by

watching the teacher demonstrate?*

The complete text of the interview schedule is

inducted as Appendix 1.

Xajfld.atj.on of interview bcnedule.

In order to practise technique, test recording

equipment and so on an interview, using a penultimate
draft of the schedule discussed above, was recorded with

a physics teacher not involved in the investigation.

Shis resulted in modifications to the schedule and to the

procedure followed in conducting the interviews in order

to:

(i) ensure adequate discussion of all eleven topics

specified in the schedule

(ii> remove lines of questioning which led to no

fruitful discussion or which proved to oe

embarrassing to the subject*
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WmiWmAL METHOD (l)
Classroom observation.

All interaction data la the 1mtrtlglllW war®

coded fa' th® earn® experiment#!1 so that considerations of

cross-observer reliability do not arise. All data were

coded *live*, no attempt being made to nee a tape-

reeorder. This ctwcleion was taxen on the ground® that

(a) teachers* behaviour might have been effected by th®

pretence of a tape-recorder, experience during teacher-

interviews suggests that this would have been so, and

(b) 'live* coding allows account to ue *aai.ea of gestures

end the general elassrooa atmosphere when. «a^lng coding

decision® shout categories.

In all instances the experimenter sat In a

posltlon in the classroom so that he was out of sight of

the students as they faoaa the teacher. Xhe classroom

milieu of a particular teacher varied to bu.s extent

from one observed occasion to another, den.rally, the

topic in physics was different each time, individual

student* were sometimes assent* the structure of onm

IsijOa sometimes differed suostantially from another

given fay the same teacher* hhere one lesson say have

consist** of a teacher demonstratioa with subsequent

discussion followed by a problem-solving session

another may have bean mainly taaen up by brief teecher-

claee discussion followed ay a prolonged period of

student experimentation during which tha teacher would

move amongst the different student group® discussing
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their wors with Individuals.

for the reason® outlined earlier (p. 98 ) only

interaction episodes involving the teacher with the whole

class were coded. The amount of lesson time recorded

varied from one lesson to another.

During the two year period of the wain element of

the investigation four visits were made to each of the

alx physics teachers remaining in the investigation; two

of the original eight moved to posts in schools in other

areas soon after the study co;uaenced and therefore played

no further part in the research reported here. The

remaining teachers were visited twice whilst teaeiiing

the students involved in the investigation in Third Year

and on a f rther two jccasions one year later whilst they

were teaching the same students in Fourth Year. In

audition to visiting the schools for these purposes the

experimenter jnade other visits throughout the two year

periou to administer testa and questionnaires as

described in chapters 6 and 7. It seemed that as the

investigation proceeded his presence la the schools

concerned was having less effect on the elass-teacher

interaction he had come to observe; although the

experimenter ^himself an experienced physics teacher)

was at no stage aware of a highly contrived situation

in the claosr^jota.

Analysis of results

For each visit the I/D ratio was calc dated from

the tallies of relative frequencies of categories (p. 105).
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Table 0 below shows the I/D ratio indices for

visits to ©11 six experiment teachers and for the two

reference teachers# Also shown for each teacher is the

mean I/D index together witu Its standard error.
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Here the standard error for each teacher score is

tajcen as the standard deviation of all I/D scores for that

teacher.

The mean I/D ratio of all scores for the six

experiment teachers only is 0,405 and 0,430 when the

reference teachers are included, the respective standard

deviations being 0,221 and 0.244.

Analysis of variance was used to test differences

between I/D means for different teaching styles; taking

teachers H and & to represent an open-ended (or indirect)

teaching styie, teachers Qt and J to represent an

intermediate style and teachers L and F to signify the

expository raode of teaching physics.

Table 7 shows the mean I/D score for each style.

TABLE 7

Lean I/D index for different teaching styles.

Teaching style n Mean I/D t

Open-ended 12 0.657 1
f 6.22

Intermediate 12 0,354 J
L 3.10

Expository 12 0.203 -

All 36 0.405 —

Fi — 45.16

Analysis of variance between and within teaching styles

gives F significant at one per cent ® 5.32 (2,55J.

Subsequent analysis between style means using

Students 11' with the appropriate standard error Goulden

(1952) shows that teaching style I/D means are



TABL3
8

Aggregate
relative
frequences
foy

each

interact!̂
category.

Indirect
Teacher

Talk

DirectTeacherTalk

StudentTalk

Resi¬dual

Category

12
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total

Frequency
16

169

592

3943

10126
2160
723
2345
359

11595
3303Q

percentage
0.02
0.53
1.84
12.31
31.62
6.74
2.24
7.32
1.04
36.30
100

Total

4720

13011

2704

11595
32030

Total

percentage
14.7

40.6

8.4

36.3
100
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DISCUSSION (1)
. Classroom observation

Table 6 indicates that Scottish physics teachers

vary over a wide spectrum regarding the relative amounts

of indirect and direct teacher influence as indicated by

analysis of their verbal styles. It is of interest to

compare the overall mean I/D ratio of 0,405 with the mean

of 0.355 for trie preliminary period of the investigation.

The standard error is noticeably higher for toe teachers

having the higher I/D ratioB. The large standard errors

in the instances of teachers H and K for example may

indicate that teacher© who profess an open-ended verbal

style are less consistent in toe use of that style than

are the extremely expository teachers, hot all types of

lessons or physics topics allow the teacher to behave in

an open-ended way or to us® discovery teaching methods.

A lesson involving mainly teacher-demonstration using

apparatus unsuitable for pupil expsrimentation will

compel the open-ended teacher to behave in a mare

expository manner than he would do if that constraint

were removed. In other words* any physics lesson can be

taught in an expository way; only some lessons can be

taught in an open-ended way using much 'indirect* and

little 'direct* teacher talk. It seems lively, therefore,

that the dependence of the teachers* verbal style on

lesson content is a function of his rating on the opaa-

ended-exposilory dimension and the standard errors

quoted in Table 6 would seem to bear this out.
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The low occurrence of categories 1 anu 2 (only
0.55 per cent of total) underlines their redundancy in

observation of physics lessons. No particular meaning

can be readily attached to the high frequency of

category 10 in this eacperimeat since many of the tallies

recorded in this category referred to periods of
»

observer uncertainty at the end of coded episodes when it

was not clear whether the interaction episode had been

finally completed.

It is interesting to compare some characteristics

of the interaction data gathered in this study with

that of vancratz in his study of the ten High school

physics teachers which was discussed earlier (p. 109).

Although rancratz, who observed each teacher for

a total time of 6 hours compared with 8 hours in the

present study, used a different classification system

the coded data arc comparable in some respects, Hough

(1966)

'The study by Snider (1965) referred to elsewhere

(p. 44 j involved the use of the Flanders method of

interaction analysis to describe the teacher-pupil

interaction in High School physics classrooms, Sniuer's

investigation comprised 17 teachers, each observed for

about four hours.

La Bhler and Westmeyer (1967) reporting on the study

of student teachers of eighth grade biology mentioned in

chapter 2 used the I/D ratio to characterise teaching

style. The mean I/D ratio reported for each student teacher

ranged from 0.223 to 0.903 with an overall mean of 0.545.
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Table 9 shows how the data derived from observation

of the experiment teachers in the present investigation

compare with those of the Pancratz and Snider

Investigations and with data reported by Wragg (1973)

from his recent study of student physics teachers.

TABLI3 9

Observation data from comparable studies of physics
teachers.

Houston Pancratz Snider Wragg

I/O ratio based on
aggregated frequencies 0.363 0.516 0.255 0.27

hatio of total student
tali to total teacher
talk 0.153 0.235 0. 244 0.23

The data in Table 9 suggest that in general physics

teachers tend to monopolise the talking time but that they

vary considerably in the amount of direct teacher

influence used. This latter observation may be explicable

in terms of the different subject content in each of the

studies referred to.

SXPaRIMMTAL method (2)
Teacher interviews

All six teachers In the experiment readily agreed

to be interviewed and gave their consent to the

interviews being tape-recorded. In return they were

given an absolute guarantee of anonymity and that the

transcripts would not make identification possible.

All interviews were carried out in private at the
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teacher's school during school hours. Sach interview

lasted approximately one hour. The complete interview

v?as recorded; there was no switching on or off.

Every interview was conducted by the investigator

who in doing so tried to observe these points of

techniquei

(a) He tried to worx within the constraints of the

relationship - by now a fairly friendly one; the

interviews were carried out towards the end of the

period of investigation.

(b) An attempt was made to avoid sating about matter of

opinion as though they were matters of fact.

(c) The Interviewer's own point of view on the topics

using discussed was suppressed as far as possible,

not always successfully.

(d) To reduce tension - teachers were generally fairly

nervous during the initial stages of the interviews -

the tape-recorder was kept out of sight.

A complete transcript of all six interviews was

obtained, and used in the subsequent analysis; see

below.

Several excerpts from the transcripts are

included here to give an indication of the mood of the

interviews and to show how different teachers responded

to a particular topic.

Here are two teachers coui&entl&g on noise in the

classroom! MI think it is absolutely inevitable that
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If you are going to leave the children a certain amount

of freedom to find out things for themselves* then you

are going to end up with children wandering about

comparing results* one group with the other#•«'what did

you get, I don * t get that*••• this is all part of learning*

and i* way of contrast* when aspect whether students are

learning when it ia noisy and chaotic and there is a lot

of movement la the class* the other teacher replied:

nKo* I would tiling not, X tend to the belief that

discipline ia the start. If you have not _ot order In

the class you car* teach nothing. I think perimpa you

could teach the few who have a specialised interest In

the subject* who wanted to learn, while others who are

there and atill have to learn wouldn't pay attention at

all."

Asked whether students are taught to write their

own record of a physics experiment one teacher said*

"Yes* to a greater and greater extent as they go through

til® aehool.,,"* whilst another teacher when asked the

earns question responded."I would tend to dictate to

them because after all this is the thing to which the

child is' going to refer..,n.

On the other hand there was near unanimity on

some aspects. When asked what effect the abolition of

corporal punishment would have on their daily job as

physics teachers* the replies were, respectively*

iaj.*.*'in the third year.• • Iwoald have to find some other

way of caking sure they did their homework*"
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(b) "It would not affect we at all, 88 long as we had. the

sanction of expulsion.M

(c) "If it was withdrawn without some other deterrent, I

think: life would be intolerable absolutely• "

(d) "I think I would suffer from it because I use it

where vandalistle situations are about to crop up...

I think it would be wrong to take it away,"

{,&) "Well, I don't have a belt. In a& tenoning life I

have used it very very seldom, I can't see it would

affect uia very iouoh*M

(f) "I think it could have an effect in that there are

pupils in tola school, who even witn idle deterrent

of corporal punishment can be an awful nuisance,.••"

The complete transcripts for the interviews with

the teacher adjudged on that basis to be the most open-

ended and with the teacher adjudged to be the most

expository are included as Appendix II. They provide a

contrast between the attitude© of a physics teacher

enthusiastic about modern methods of teaching the subject

and a teacher who believes that he should adhere to

traditional methods.

Analysis of results.

i£a©h complete interview transcript was broken into

eleven parts; each part representing that teacher's

response to a single topic.

Three expert©, two of theia science H«££. I. 's of

the Scottish Education Department and the other a well
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known educational psychologist who had been concerned with

planning this part of the study were asked separately to

rank the six teachers according to the extent to which they

considered each teacher agreed with each of the eleven

topic statements. A sample of the instructions attached to

each topic is shown below. The general instructions sent

to experts about the ranking procedure are shown as

Appendix III.

Toole Ao. 1

Please rank teachers on a scale 1-6 according to the extent
to which you think they agree that "pupils learn. Physics
best by aoin^ experiments for tue^alygs".
hark the teacher who you think agrees .out as 1 and the
teacher who you think agrees least as 6.

Oode T2 TIG TIG T24 T31 5!53

li&nifi

daen teacher's response to each topic was scrambled

and codeu so that experts could not identify the responses

of a particular teacher to different topics.

When all six teachers nad been ranked for each of

the eleven topics oy each expert, the ranks allocated by

the experts were summed for each topic ana teacher to

form a summation matrix of ranks.* This is shown in

Table 10 where for example the summation ranging for

teacher H on topic number 1 indicates that he was

ranked 2nd by expert 1, 1st by expert 2 and 1st by

# fo/here appropriate ratios were r€Vers<fl( kelcre. -sumwin*),
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expert 3. Thus the sum of ranks for that teacher on that

topic P. i a 2+1+1 =3 4 the entry in the sumraation matrix.
v

TABL3 10

Hank order summation matrix for all experts.

Teacher Oode

Topic No. H & 0 J L P

1 4 9 5 16 17 12

2 12 4 14 15 5 13

3 8 3 11 16 17 8

4 5 6 15 7 17 13

5 8 7 16 9 6 17

6 12 13 9 7 8 14

7 10 6 18 10 4 15

8 9 4 17 12 5 16

9 4 5 13 14 17 10

10 12 16 12 5 12 6

11 4 18 9 13 7 12

I 88 91 139 124. 115 136

It was considered that the task assigned to the

experts of making impretsioa judgments about interview

transcripts was s j.oh that to require judgments on an

Interval scale would be unreasonable. Attempts at

assigning aiarus to essays marked against a criterion

have oeen Investigated by Cast (1939) ana (1940) who

found that the reliability of such mama was low when one

marker was compared against another. ...ucn research has

shown that where the scale is reduced to an ordinal one
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so that only rankings are required the reliability of the

measurements is greatly increased. A consequence of the

decision to rank the interview data is that they mast be

analysed using non-pax*ametrie statistical tests; see

Glegel (1956, p.16 et seq).

To find a measure of the relation among the three

experts' rankings of the six teachers' responses, the

Aenaall coefficient of concordance W is used. W expresses

the degree of agreement among experts aooat their rankings

for each topic, Siegel (1956, p»229j.

The heudall coefficient of concordance is calculated

for each topic using the daca from the. summation matrix.

A specimen calculation in respect of topic number 6 is

given below.

Specimen calculation,

expert h A Qt J L ¥

t a1 641523 W ®
_

2 4 5 2 1 3 6 1 !c3/ff5 _

J 2 ,4 6 13 5 12* V '
12 13 9 7 0 14. where 3 * - S Kj)

N

2

m 63 ana 5 R j = 10, 5 k is number of .judges and
II N is number of teachers.

so that S ® 40.5, giving W ® 0.257.

The significance of W was tested by reference to a

table of critical values of S (Siegel, Table R, page 286).

In this case S was not significant at the 0.05 level

^0.05= 1^3.9 for k«5, 1I®6).
Table 11 shov/s W for each topic with the

appropriate significance level for each.
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11

Coefficient
of

ooacernanc;
V.

for

each
t,

ay
leu

Topic
Mo.

123456789
10

11

W

0.975
0.746
0.911
0.835
0.721
6".

257

0.886
0.949
0.848
0.556
0.771

3

156.5
117.5
143.5
181.5
116.5
40.5
139.5
149.5
133.5
67.5
121.5

Significance
level
0.01
6.05

0.01
0.01
0.05
n.
s.

0.01
0.01
O.Ol

n.s.

0.05

a,e«

denotes
not

significant
at
b

per

cent*
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The data shown on Table lO were reduced to a ian&

order matrix for the nine topics having W signiiicaat at

five per cent or less. To express the agreement of the

three experts considered as one aoout their overall

rankings of teachers on all nine topics, the iwen&ail

coefficient concordance wat. calculated from the data in

the ran*c order matrix shown below - Table 12.
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Another summation .fitrix was constructed for the

nine topics which are shown In Table 11 to have W

significant at 5 per cent or less indicating a significant

level of agreement among the throe experts In their

ranking of teachers' responses on these topics# In this

matrix the teachers were regarded, in pairs, as open-

ended, intermediate and expositors'' respectively# Each

entry in this matrix, Table 13, consists of the ranks

assigned by all three experts to both teachers in each

pair.
TABLE 13

hftnk order sum.,at}on -istrix f.r a^e^partB
for each -.tylo.

Style Open-ended Intermediate Expository

Teacher Code a + x 0 + J L + V

1 13 21 29

2 16 29 18

3 u 27 25

4 u 22 30

5 15 25 23

7 16 28 19

a 13 29 21

9 9 27 27

11 22 22 19

I too 830 211

To compare rankings between teaching styles the sign

teat i* used in respect of the nine topics listed In
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Table 13, This is considered by Siegel (1956, p»68 et

sea) to be an appropriate test since the only assumption

underlying its use is that the variable, in this case

teachers* verbal style is continuous* The null

hypothesis tested in this teBt is that p(X^> Xg)»
p(Xi < Xg)«=i where X± and Xg are the summation of ranks
in respect of a topic for teachers of the style© being

compared. Table 14 shows the results for inter-style

comparisons*
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Reference to a table of probaoillties associated

with values as small as the observed value© of jr. in the

binomial test, Siegel (1956, Table D, p.250) gives these

probaDilifles of occurrence under the null hypothesis.

TABLE 15

Inter-style comparison using the sign teat

Coinparison
of styles

Open-ended &
Intermediate

Open-ended &
Expository

Intermediate
& expository

Ho. of pairs
showing
differences N 8 9 8

Ho. of fewer
signs x *11 1 2

probability p 0.004* 0.080* 0.145*

a One-tailed test.

Table 15 snows that according to the suawatou

rankings of all experts in respect of interview topics

about, which toe iiendalx coefficient of concordance

indicates that titere is significant agreement on rankings,
» >

tne teachers described as ©pen-eadeu are significantly

less anthorltarian in teacher attitudes than are teachers

described as ■intermediate* and 'expository' in style.

There is no significant difference (at the five per osnt

level) between physics teachers described as

'intermediate' attd those described as 'expository'#
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DISCUS3I0U (2)

As the Kendall coefficients of concordance Hated la

Table 11 Indicate* the experts reached an acceptable

measure of agreement about their rankings of teachers on

the basis of interview responses to nine of the eleven

topics discussed* This suggest® that the three experts

were judging within the same conceptual structure and

employing the same standards# In announcing their

decisions two of the judges emphasised that in several

Instances discrimination was difficult! as one expert

state- when giving his rankings for topic number 6;

"I put down an order but really this set does not

discriminate sufficiently well to allow me to do so# 1

have no confidence in the result I have given# At

another attempt I am sure I would provide another order#M

Topic number 6 shows a non-significant W in Table 11#

The judge's remarks suggest that an attempt to place the

teachers' responses on an interval scale might have led

to the conclusion that there was little to choose between

their attitudes to most topics#

It is surprising to note that one topic which showed

poor discrimination between teachers was that which

related to their views on the ability of st dents to tackle

experimental work successfully without close guidance from

the teacher! it is less surprising to find that teachers

were unanimous in their views on student freedom#
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The significant W derived from Table 12 indicates that

acting as a group the experts attributed ranks to each

teacher which were fairly consistently assigned to that

teacher on all topics: thus giving an indication of the

reliability of the interview schedule as a measuring

instrument.

Use of the sign test showed that while teachers

identified as open-ended on the basis of classroom

observation displayed, in general, less authoritarian

attitudes when interviewed than did all the other

teachers; the interview rankings failed to confirm the

distinction arrived at using the observational technique

between teachers whose verbal style was clearly expository

and those whose style seemed to be Intermediate to the

more extreme styles. In fact, a3 Tables 12 and 13 show,

the 'intermediate* teachers tended to ejchibit more

authoritarian attitudes than did the 'expository' ones.

Table 16 shows a comparison between the teachers

ranked (i> according to mean I/D ratio and (it)

according, to rank order matrix total for interview

topics in Table 12.

It will be seen that for two out of the six

teachers the rankings agree perfectly. Nevertheless,

the discrepancies in ranking for the remaining foor are
such that Spearman's rank correlation coefficient

^ a 0.466, which is not significant at the five per
cent level. It uaast therefore be concluded that although

there is evidence to s iggest a link between authoritarian
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attitudes and the verbal teaching style of physics

teachers, that evidence is inconclusive.

TA3L£ 16

Comparison between teachers ranked for
Uj I/a ra.no and.UiU interview.

Teacher Code H X ft J P L

(1)
Rank according to
mean I/D ratio 1 2 3 4 5 6

Cii>
Rank according to
interview matrix 1 2 5 6 4 3
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION OP CQ0HXTIV3 AXTAXSMSHT

IIITIiOiJUCTIOll

In chapter & the concept of educational objectives

was discussed as were the Instruments used in the

evaiuatioa of their attainment. Since it is a central

part of the current Investigation to measure educational

outcomes, this can be ta&en to mean that attempts should

be made to evaluate the attainment of educational objectives

in physics appropriate to the course being followed by the

students. As previously stated all st dents in this study

during a period of two years followed the physics syllabus

laid down by the Scottish Certificate of Education

Examination Board and leading to the award of the Scottish

Certificate of Education in physics at the Ordinary grade.

The syllabus and notes covering the rdinary and

Higher grade examinations in physics and published by the

Hoard (1972)„ sets out what may be regarded se general

aims for the guidance of teachers. It states t at.•

"The general educational aims of this physics syllabus

are that pupils should acquire:

(i> some understanding of tam*a physical environment

and his interactions with itj

(ii) some of the ahilla ruid attitude© required for

scientific investigation arid cos; iuunication;

(ill; an understanding of the application© of physics

that enable man to increase hie material

well-being.w
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In discussing objectives the Board, refers to the

work: of Bloom ©t al (1956) and specifies the underrated

hierarchy of cognitive educational objectives which it is

stated will be used, in devising the exasainations in physics

at the Ordinary and Higher grades.

Category A Knowledge Becall of useful Information, not

inert or inoperative ideas.

Category B Comprehension Ability to apply a principle to a

situation which it is reasonable

to expect most pupils to have

encountered in class and where it

is obvious to the pupil which

principle should be used.

Category C Application Ability to a^ply a principle to a

situation which most pupils would

not have encountered in class and

where the pupil must first select

the appropriate principle#

Category J Highest fhie broad category ^oloom 4, 5
Abilities

and Q) will include;

(i) the ability to apply principles to problem

situations, the solution &o which involves

two or more stages?

(il; the design of an experiment ana/or the

selection of apparatus of suitable range,

type and sensitivity?
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(iii) the critical appraisal of measure'.nanta

and the interpretation of data;

(ivj the ability to communicate and provide

an explanation or criticisia;

(v) the ability to think creatively to sane

degree, e.g. in proposing a hypothesis;

(vi) the ability to solve problems whieh

involve longer calculations requiring a

sequence of steps;

(vii) ability to use data obtained from an

experiment, to select an appropriate

method of displaying the results, e.g.

in graphical form, and to draw

conclusions.

It should be noted that all these oojectives are

expressed in behavioural terms. Houston (1970,p.24)

points out that the educational objectives for a physics

course should be written in terms of specific abilities

in physics, so that they can be unambiguously interpreted

by teacher and exatuiner. In the above list of objectives

can be seen the framework of the taxonairy of objectives

in the cognitive domain set down by oloora et al (195Q).

Category A corresponds to 1,GO-knowledge in the Bloom

taxonomy; Categories B and C represent a distinction

between application of physics principles in situations

which are familiar to the student and these which are

not; Bloom's 3.00-Applicatlon does not so distinguish

between the circumstances in which the application takes
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place. Category D, on til© other hand, embraces within it

all of Bloom's 4.OO-Analysi8 j 5.QQ-byntheaie; and 6.00-

Evaluatlon, the so-called 'Highest Abilities*. One of

the general, classes of educational objectives specified

in the Bloom taxonomy uu-0an*,rehanaion, although named

in th® hierarchy used hare, is not described in quite the

sense used by Bloom, *here it refers to the type of

understanding or awareness which allows an individual to

use it only in the narrow context in which it is perceived

without being able to see its broader implications. In

physios, In this stricter sense comprehension means the

ability to translate, interpret and extrapolate the facte,

principles aiid theories of physics without necessarily

being able to apply theia. Ihia mat tar is discussed at

length elnowhere, Houston (iyfQ;. it is, of course,

possible to construct other hiarareniea of educational

objectives in physics tor a secondary school physios

course. The work referred to above contains an

alternative structural framework while s .oracing the

same set of skills and abilities sat out. here.

All the teachers involved in this study were very

much aware that the hietarchy of cognitive objectives

specified - categories A-ts-C-P - above would be taken

into account, in the manner later described, by the

examiners in constructing ths S.G.H. physics examination

papers. They could therefore be assumed to have had

these objectives in mind throughout their teaching

during the period of the investigation. It was thus
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considered appropriate to regard those objectives as the

criteria for student achievement in the cognitive domain

throughout this study; and all attainment tests referred

to here had as their purpose the evaluation of student

achievement of the objectives stated on p. 146 .

UKA3UK IHG INSTKUMEATS

1. Objective tests.

Cox (1972; writing about the value of objective

examinations points out that when soundly constructed and

carefully administered this testing technique can provide

a reliable ...earns of assessment which is now being widely

used in schools, especially in science.

Three different oojective tests were ad..inistered

to the students on separate occasions as part of the

investigation; two of these were compiled by the

Investigator specially for the purpose - these are

referred to hereafter as Attainment Tests 1 and II; the

third being Paper 1 of the Scottish Certificate of

Education - Ordinary - grade examination for 1973 -

referred to as 3.C.C. I. Attainment Tests I and II

are shown in full as Appendices IV and V. 3.C.E. I is

regarded by the Board as confidential and is not available.

Seecribtion of objective teste.

Bach test consisted of 40 multiple choice five

response items (one correct response and four

distractors; and lasted for one hour. One i.ark was

awarded for each item correct. A wrong answer incurred

no penalty and students were encouraged to attempt all
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iteuiB. No correction for guessing was applied since when

all students respond to all items there is an exact

linear relationsnip between original or 'raw1 scores and

scores 'corrected' for guessing. Formulae used to

correct scores for guessing are based, on the assumption

that where guessing occurs it ta&es the form of a

random guess from among all the responses provided.

Candidates rarely guess in this way but in practice

reject one or more responses and guess between the two

or more remaining. This setter is fully discussed by

Houston (1970), Macintosh and Morrison (1939) and others

writing about objective testing procedures.

2. ::on-ob,iect4v5 tsqtp.

One non-objactive test in physics was administered

to the students as part of the investigation, it being

Paper 2 of the Scottish Certificate of education -

Ordinary - grade examination for 1973, hereafter called

8.C.B. II, The question paper for S.C.S. II appears as

Appenuix VI.

Description of npn-oQ.jec^iva teat.

The test consisted of tea questions of which

candidates wore required to attempt any five, Bach

question carried a maximum of ten marks which were

allocated according to a marks schedule confidential to

the Scottish Certificate of Macatlon Examination Board.

One hour and a half was allowed for the paper#
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C0H8XRUC*IO« OF MkAOUElJSG IhGTRUthSHTS

!• Objective .tasta.

(a^ Attainment Testa X and IIi These tests were compiled

from a selection of items specially written for the fast

Paper Service conducted by Mabsrs. Pillans & Wilson Ltd.,

Edinburgh, The items were devised by a team of physics

teachers wording under the guidance of this investigator

who is also editor in Physics for the Test Paper Service.

The items were constructed to a grid specification of the

kind described later. The final selection of items was

made by the investigator by having regard to the various

criteria described later.

(k) S.C.I. I: Items for the Board's objective test were

written by a different team of physics teachers. Although

the exact procedure in test assembly is not known, it is

known that they worked to a grid specification similar to

that used in (a; above and described, in detail below.

Two-dimensional iir-la showlm; content area and
educational oo.iectives

Amongst others, a good objective test mat satisfy

these two requirementsJ

(1J It must have Content Validit.y; that is it must consist

of items which together sample in an adequate way the

contents of the syllabus for the course,

(2; It must have Ob.leetive Validit.v : that ia it must

include items which among them evaluate all the

educational objectives specified for the course.
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One way of ensuring that the test satisfies both

criteria ie to construct it eo that it conforms to the

grid pattern described In 'fable 17.

7ABL£ 17

outsat analysis ^rju lor pnysics objective test.

objective Validity

tH
•o
•H
H
.a

i-a
rt
®
-3
d
o
o

oducaticnal oojective

Content area
A B C D Total

.»aves

Mechanica

Heat

>*lec trieity

hadioac tivity

Total

The number of columns corresponds to the number of

educational objectives to be evaluated and the number of

rows to the number of different content areas in the

syllabus. Techniques of teat construction using this

method are described fully by Houston (1970), Macintosh

and Morrison (1969), and other writers. In their notes

and syllabus already referred to the Scottish Certificate

of Education Examination Board (1972; indicates that an

objective-content grid Is used in the preparation of the

S.C.S. physics objective examination paper.

2. Non-objective teat.

l.C.5. II: The non-objective paper used in the

investigation was written by a setter appointed by the
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Board. In cone true ting the paper he is advised, to have

due regard to both content and objective validity. In

their 'Conditions and Arrangements 1973' the Board also

stipulates that this paper will.... "in particular and

additionally, assess (in category D)s

1. ability to conrmnicate and provide an explanation or

criticism

2. ability to thin'; creatively to some degree, e.g. in

designing an experiment

3. ability to solve problems involving longer calculations

requiring a sequence of steps

4. ability to use data obtained from an experiment or

selected from Three-figure Mathematical Tables and

Science Hat©...; to select an appropriate method of

displaying results, e.g. in graphical form, and to

drew conclusions."

Slsawhere the Board (1972) has stated that to test

the achievement of these additional abilities the use of

fixed-response items is not appropriate.

VAulDAd'IUh OF M£ASUMim lB3iltUnSiiTS

u QklasJ&sa

(a) Attainment Tests I and lit All items used in these

tests haci previously been pretested and then subjected to

item analysis. Ihey were thereafter assembled into a

test which was assessed for content and educational

objective validity. The details of these validation

procedures are given below.
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A. Pretest conditions*. All 1 tenia used had bean

pretested on a sample size of about 150 drawn from the

same population of students as those in the current

Investigation# Under the procedure followed by the

Test Paper Service pretests are carried out by the class

teachers In schools selected because it is felt that test

conditions in these schools will be strictly adhered to#

These conditions simulate as closely at possible those

under which candidates take the S.C.S. axa inations.

B. Criteria used In item analysis: Following the

procedures described above a large number of items were

available for use in the study. Details were available

for each Item of (a) its facility value, (b) Its

discrimInatoi^ power and (a) the response pattern of its

dlstractors. Items considered for Inclusion in

Attainment tests I and II had to fulfil the following

conditions in respect of each criterion:

(a) The facility value had to be in the range 0.15-0.90#

(b) The discriminatory power of the item had to be such

that the facility value of the top (in the whole test)

33)» of pretest candidates had to be greater than that of

the middle 33;, which in turn had to be greater than that

of the bottom 33p of candidates,

(ej At least three of the four incorrect responses had

to function to the extent of each attracting not less

than 3 per cent of the total pretest candidates. A

description of test criteria and full details of item

analysis for objective tests are to be found In
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Dunn ^1967), Hedges (I960), Houston ^1970j and acintoeh

and Morrison (1969;.

C. Conteat va1 id 1 ty: I temu fineiiy included in each

attainment test ware chosen only when it was certain that

the topic had been dealt with b„ that stage in the course.

In both tests teachers participating in the experiment

were consulted before the test was compiled, about topic

suitability but not about the suitability of particular

items.

D- Educational ob.lectlj^jmlidlty: To ensure tha t the

objective category ascribed to each item was as reliable

as possible each teacher involved in the study, two

Science h.k.I.*a and the author, each wor&ing independently,

assigned to each Item one of the four categories A, B, C

or i) defined in the syllabus referred to earlier. In each

case the judges were instructed to assign to each item

the objective category highest in the range A-D which they

considered to be appropriate. On the basis of a simple

majority decision frora these nine subjective judgments

a final category of Objective was ascribed to each item.

The same procedure involving the same judges was used for

both attainment tests.

Tables 18 and 19 show the majority objective

category attributed to each item for both tests along

with the item facility values derived from the pretest

data. Also shown for each test is the mean facility

value of all items and the total number of items ascribed
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In order to estimate fcho reliability of the

judgments ©ad oeoauee of the roquirameais dictated by

the general experimental design of this aspect of the

investigation (Table 21* p. 164) the itern categories

shown on Tables 18 and 13 were later dichotomised, into

(a; items Judged to be testing categories A or B and,

(b) those judged to be testing categories 0 or B* Table

2D ehowe how the original decisions of the nine judges

divided between the dichotomised category groups for

each item.

Testing the null hypothesis that 'ascription to

either category group is random' using the oki-squared

test it is found that in Attainment Test I for 24 items

ascribed to (a ♦ Bj and 4 ascribed to (C •<- ..-o P ^ 0.17}

and that in Attainment Test XI, for 16 items ascribed to

(A ♦ ij and 11 ascribed to (G ♦ D), p<0»17. TtOf the

remaining iterns In each test - (12 in a.T.I and 13 in

A.T. II) the null hypothesis cannot oe rejected.

Since all items were finally ascribed to the

dichotomised categories (A ♦ Bj or (C * Bj according to

the judges' majorities shown in Table 20, the objective

validity of these items for which the chi-a scared test

indicated p> 0.17 .oust oe suspect.
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(b) S.O.E. '0'. rcrade 1973 Taper 1 (objective;: The

Scottiuh Certificate of Education Exauirr tion Board had

pretested and carried out iten analysis for all items

used in this test. The itei b used were compiled into a

test by tne Board which in doing so had regard to content

validity and educational objective validity according to

their normal procedures as briefly outlined below.

A* rretest conditions: All items used in this test were

pretested with a as pie eizo of 330 arawa from a

population of Fourth Year students similar to that of which

tne students in t ile study arc a sa. .pie. In their pretest

proceaure the Board makes use only of schools wnlch

present 30 or more candidates for the examinations. (All

the schools involved in this i jvestigation lOnaally

present tiiore than 30 candidates for *0* grade physics.)

The administration of the Board's pretests Is conducted

by invigilators specially appointed for this duty and the

tests are carried out under conditions more or less

identical with those obtaining in the . examinations.

B. Criteria for its ■ analysis: All items which were used

In the aoove examination had been subjected to a system

of item analysts. The criteria establi he--- for Item

difficulty (referred to before at facility value) and

functioning of responses are generally close to these

established for the lest raper Service items, fha only

difference is in the criterion used to estimate item

discrimination. The Board in this respect uses a measure

called the Criterion Score which is the uaai score for a
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candidate on the pretest as a whole. The point biserial

correlation Is then calculated between a candidate^ score

on item 1 (dichotomous) and his Criterion Score. Only

items having biserial correlations > 0.30 are accepted.

C. Content validity: The test was compiled by the Board

which in doing so selected items which they regarded as

reflecting a syllabus balance between topics in physics

thus meeting the content specification of the grid

referred to in p. 151.

D. Educational objective validity: The method used by

the Board in assigning objective categories Is unknown

as is the procedure used in ensuring that the test had

objective validity. The Board does not mate public

the exact n raber of items in its objective examinations

which are attributed to each of the abilities, A, B, C

or D specified. In the case of the 1973 Ordinary grade

physics paper the item categories were made available to

this investigation on a confidential basis in order that

student achievement as measured oy this examination could

be evaluated.

2. Non-ob.iectlve test.

S.G.B. *0* grade 1973 Paper 2 (non-opiective)• The

validation of non-objective examination papers is done

by a team of Moderators who work with the Setter in the

final stages of preparation, and in doing so are

instructed to consider content and objective validity

as stated before. This physics paper was not pretested

in any way. The marking schedule supplied by the Board
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In connection with Its marking procedures does not

associate questions or part questions with particular

abilities or indicate In whole or in part how many marks

are awarded for each category of educational objective.

In the analysis of G.O.iS. 'O* level science papers

into four categories of educational objective, Crossland

and Amos (1961) realised the imperfection of such

classification and commented on the fact that there would

be overlaxjping between classes. They also emphasised

that categorisation of a partie lar question might be

valid for one teaching and learning situation but not for

another, liackaill^ (1971) commenting on the multi¬
functional nature of chemical ability as being

represented oy different skills and abilities, observes

that in the composition of examinations in chemistry..,.

"... there is no widely based agreement on how to sub¬

divide into..." these various abilities.

Because of the difficulties of analysing a non-

objective paper in terms of educational objectives

expressible in a behavioural way no detailed validation

of educational objectives was attempted for this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL

General experimental design.

The experimental design for this aspect of the

investigation is described below. It constitutes an

attempt to measure the attainment by the students of

educational objectives in the cognitive domain using

the battery of four test instruments (three of them
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objective) previously discussed in detail.

These students ware in the Third Year of secondary

schooling (ages 14ri5 years) at the start of the

investigation. All were following a course in physics

leading to the 3.O.K. *0' grade examination. The criteria

specified for the selection of teachers and students have

been considered earlier (pp. 89-94 ) and details of the

tests of student attainment used (pp. 149-53 ). A

description of the verbal styles of teaching physics

identified in the study was presented (pp. 95-8 ).

A schematic outline of the research design is shown

in Table SI.
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Administration of tests.

1. Attainment 'last Ii was administered at the end of

Third Year by the investigator who acteu as invigilator

in each ease. Students had been warned that the test

would take place and that the results would be

communicated to the school. It was felt that allowing

students to prepare for the test would make for greater

uniformity in test conditions for all groups. It was

hoped that the decision to make the test res Its

available to the school would increase student motivation,^

Students took the test under conditions similar to these

prevailing at the tirae of the S.C.E, examination,

2. Attainment Test II: was ad inistered towards the end

of Fourth Year and about one month before the students

were due to take the S.C.S. examinations. The conditions

of administration were identical with these described

above for Attainment Test I,

3. S.C.k, I & II: These tests were administered in the

schools towards the end of Fourth Year and one month

after Attainment Test II, The test conditions were those

which normally exist in Scottish schools for the Scottish

Oertificate of Education examinations. Both physics

papers were taken on the same day. Condition* and

arrangements concerning these examinations ere set out in

the Board's annual publication, (1973),

Teat results.

Objective tests; All three objective tests were marked

to yield the three scores for each student shown in
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Tables 22 to 24, These ©cores were*

(i) Total score on items designated as testing

abilities A +■ 3* z^
(II) Total score on Items designated a© teeting

©billties C + D* z2

(III) Total ©core on all 40 1 tenia In a test z3

* I tea designation Is on the basis of majorities

shown la Table 20.

It follow© that for each student; z$ a zi +

Ilon-obJectlve teats Since this test was not analysed In

terms of educational objectives for the reason© stated

before (p. 162;, only n single total score «3 was
provided In this case for each student.

gatHafr
Because of absence ©ad for other reasons some of

the students in the study were not present on all four

test occasions. In the subsequent analysis reported here

all studenta who completed a particular test were tai&en

account of in the analysis relating to that test. The

same student© were present for both tests shown la

Table 24.

Tqpt respite.

Tables 22 to 24 indicate the observed means for

student XQ, and social status (the independent variables)

for the three teaching styles, and also the corresponding

mean© for student score© for items testing abilities

A+Bj for Items testing abilities G+Dj and ©cores for

the whole test (the dependent variables;.
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Inspection of the means for the dependent variaolee

Indicates that la all four tests the open- rided style has

proved superior In each category and overall. It also

suggests that there is little to choose between the other

two styles although the intermediate style has yielded a

slightly better outcome for the 3,C,S, tests shown In

Table 24, That these effects may he related to Initial

differences In the student independent variables is

suggested by observing that on all four test occasions

the student group taught in. the open-ended style is

higher in mean IQ and in moan social status rating than

both of the other student groups; and that similar but

generally smaller difference© exist between the means for

the other two styles, because of these differences In

background variables it was declaen to employ aovarianee

technique (AHCGVA) to adjust student scores in cognitive

attainment to ta^e account of inter-style difference*

In IQ and social status,

igggctgog uflgqnql *%?>%'

As Tables 22-24 show the sample sizes for* each style

were more uneven for the ft, 0,1, tests than for the

attainment testa. As Snedeeor and Cochran {1069, pp,277-6)

point out, the affect of heterogenic and non-normality

of variance is increased for the P-teet with groups of

unequal size, For this reason the standard, error of the

differences between styles was calculated separately

using; (1) the pooled sura of squares, end (b) the

individual sums of ® uares in the case where the
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variance and group size war© most discrepant. The

respective standard errors were 1.20 and 1.22 using

the procedure described by baedecor and Cochran. Qn

this oasis It was decided, to ignore the effect of unequal

group size.

g^st , reliability*

Since the items used in the test© should be

considered as random samples of on infinite pool of items

that might have been used, it is appropriate to estimate

the internal reliability of the objective tests by using

an approximation to the £ud«r—Kichardson Formula 20,

see Ary, Jacobs and Kaaavieh (1972, p.208). This is

denoted by the expression r at Ho® - X(M*1) where U is the
II x

ofU-l}
number of items in the test, is the variance of the

test scores, X is the mean test score and r(j the
reliability coefficient of the whole test. As the

£ttder~Richardson formula gives a reliability which is

equivalent to the mean of all possible split—half

reliability estimates it will tend to be lo-$er where

the test, as ia the present instance, is designed to

measure more than one ability. For this reason a

(KR 30) reliability coefficient was calculated for each

of the scores ai# zq and zq for each of the objeotive
taste. The details are shown in Table 25.
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iclqnlfB
for

ou;fccti,ve
tests.

Test

Score

n

X

OVa

ru

Attainment
Test
I

Cat.
A+B

(z^)

31

19.11

17.13

0.
59

-do—

Cat.
C+D
(zpj

9

4.79

3.77

0.46

-do-

Total
(zs)

40

23.90

29.28

0.67

Attainment
Test
II

Gat
A+B

{z^j

20

11.99

7.81

0.41

—do—

Cat.C+D
(s2)

20

7.35

7.66

0.
41

—do—

Total
(z3)

40

19.34
23.
26

0.56

3
•

C«
&«
I

Cat.
A+B
(z^)

28

19.86

19.90

0.74

-do—

Cat.
C+D
{zq)

12

7.49

5.30

0.
51

-do—

Total
(z3)

40

27.35

37.99

0.79
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In interpreting theBe figures it rauet be borne in mind

that the reliability of a test is a function of the

number of items in the test as well as of the heterogeneity

of the scores.

inspection of the data in Table 25 shows that the

tests or parts of a test which have a low reliability

coefficient are these for which the number of Items is

small, as In the case of zq for ATI and SCn It or where

the variance is small in relation to the maximum possible

score as in Attainment Test II, The students' performance

in both parts of Attal.uaent Test II end in the whole

test was poorer than in the other two teste.

Homogeneity of oac.cr:round variables.

Although it is virtually Impossible to take account

of all possible teacher, student and environmental

variables It was considered essential to control for such

dominant factors as (a; student 1-4 and (b) social status

of students. These data were obtained for all students

in the experiment during the period of preliminary

investigation, using the procedures outlined in chapter 4.

All students' scores in the tests of cognitive attaixvaent

were then adjusted to take account of inter-style

differences in these vital background variables.

Mtaetmeat of attainment scores for differences In

Analysis of aoverlance is- used to adjust the

dependent variables ss^, z,g and Zg to take account of
inter-style differences in the student independent
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variables x and y. The beat 'weighted' composite of both

independent variables Is used in the analysis* The

statistical procedure is described in detail in Appendix

VII*

The style means of are adjusted to take account

of the initial differences in x and y in the case of

Attainment Test Ij an identical procedure is used to

adjust the style moans of zg and Eg in the same test, and
to adjust all three dependent variable means of the

scores in Attainment Test II and 1GE I. Although there

is Giily one outcome variable z3 for SOS II the same
procedure is also used to adjust the style means of

zq in respect vf that test.

Table 26 shows the final adjusted analysis of z^
for Attainment Tea., I in which the sums of squares used

have been adjusted in the warmer described in Appendix

VII*

TASLd 26

analysis of marks in ca ^e, ,,n-y ,.+B items in
Attainranut. lest I after allowing for.iifferonces ja
students' iq and social status ratjnp (optimally weighted)

Source d. f. Suras of Squares Mean Square F

Styles 2 51,3260 25.5130 it 1.932 (2,102)
S undents 102 1352.0935 IS. 2558 (not slg. at 5

per cent)
Total 104 1403.3185 ~ 4Kb

* F0*05 " 3.08
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The aon-signtfleant F In Table 26 indicating no

significant differences at the five per cent level among

the mean sou res of students taught in different styles

whan these means are adjusted for inter-style differences

in student XQ and social statuB shows that it is

unnecessary to test the significance of differezices

between individual style means. The procedure indicated

in paragraph 7 of Appendix Til is invoked only in cases

where the analysis of covarience yields a significant

fF'.

On the other hand, the procedure described in

paragraph 6 of that appendix is used to obtain the

adjusted attainment means for all styles and tests.

Tables 27 to 30 show these adjusted means for each of the

four tests. The F at the foot of each column of these

tables indicates whether after adjusted for differences

in m and social status there still remain significant

inter-style differences among the attainment means*

TABLE 27

Attainment Tost 1 - Attniiiment ..cans ? ■ f h >r ful.juatiaent for
It> ana social status uiifei-ance

Teacher style n Categories
A + B

Categories
C + D

Total *

Open-endad 39 19.973 3.513 25. 462

Intermediat© 39 18.392 4. 034 22,732

Expository 29 18.887 4.447 23. 359

Total 107 - - mm

Ft - 1.932 5. 495* 4.530*

(1. f» 2,102) FQ#Q5 « 3.09
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'TABLE 28

Attainment last II - Attainment means after adjustment for
10, and social status difference.

Teacher style n Categories
A+B

Categories
C+D

Total +

Open-ended 39 11.978 7.856 19.834

Intermediate 35 12. 337 6.577 18.914

Expository 25 11.521 7.657 19.178

Total 39 mm —

pj - 0.661 2. 515 0.384

(u.f. 2,94) P, OE = 3.09.o. Jo

TABLiS 29

5.0.A. .1 - Attainment means after- au;juB,..^t for 10 and
sjcigj. statgo lliToi^nco,

Teacher style n Categories Categories
C+D

Total +

Open-e .ded 34 20.120 7.798 27.917

Intermediate 35 20.303 7.525 28.028

Expository 22 18.424 6. 377 25. 401

Total 91 mm - -

?i «« 1.029 1. 143 1.915

(d» f. 2,86) F0.05 3 3.10

4- indicates in Tables 27 to 29 that oecause each of the

three columns of weans has been independently adjusted,

entries In the 1Total' calus-ins are not the exact sums

of the corresponding entries in the other two columns.
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TABLE 30

£06 II - Attainment R-eans after- fid.iusti-.3flt for I'd and
social status differ;.moa.

Teacher style n
.

Total

Open-ended 34 29*661

Intermediate 35 26.670

Expository 22 23.920

Total 91 -

F; 4. 417*

(d, f. 2,86) F0*05 "
* Significant; beyonu the 5 per cent level.

In the cases — Tables 27 and 30 - where *F" indicates

that there still remain Inter-style differences in

attainment significant beyond five per cent, the raodified

ft' test, equation (13) in Appendix VII ie used to test

the significance of these differences. The values of

*tf and their significances in these instances era shown

below in Table 31,
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The values of 'tf shown in Table 31 may be

interpreted as follows*.

(i) In Attainment Test X the students taught in an

open-ended style obtained a higher mean score

(significant beyond S per cent) than did students taught

in the other two styles both in respect of the items

adjudged to be testing the highest abilities (categories

C+B) and on the teat as a whole#

(ii) In 3C3 II, the only non-objective test in the

battery, the students taught in the style described here

as open-ended again obtained a mean score in the test

overall which was significantly higher - beyond 5 per

cent - than were the mean scores of students taught

in the other styles.

There are no other significant inter-style

differences in these teste and none at all in Attainment

Test XI ann X.

Inter-tost correlation.

Product-moment correlation coefficients were

calculated;

(a) between the total scores in each of the four testa

for each teaching style and overall, and.

(b) between the scores in the items testing abilities

A+B and C+D in each of the three objective tacts for

each teaching style ana overall.

The correlations for each stylo are shown, grouped to

allow comparison among styles in Tables 22 - 34, The

decitnal points In those tables are omi tea for

convenience. All correlations are positive.
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Correlation
coefficients
between

students'
total

scores
in

..attainment
tests.

Style

Open-ended

Intermediate

Sxpository

Test

ATI

ATII
SCSI
SCSII
ATI

ATII
SCSI
3OKII
ATI
ATII
SCSI
SCSII

A.T.
1

A.T.
II

SOS
I

3CE
II

568

575

355

—

553

323682
-

759
733

592

706

630810

629

533

454

-

807

829881

568

1128
1360

759

1439
2032

629
1340
2164

II

3056

4230

4133
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ATI

ATII
SCSI
ATI

ATII
SG3I
ATI

ATII
3CEI

A.T.
I

A.
T.

II

SOS
I

462

502

«*

526

511

650553

655

543805

I

462

1028

611

1203

655

1348

II

1490

1814

2003
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From Tables 32-34 it is seen that the mean correlation

coefficient is generally lower for the open-ended style

than for the other two. Mow thiB may be construed is

discussed later on.
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DISGoSSIOIT OF RESULTS.

She initial means of the dependent variables, that

is the means of the scores in the attainment tests -

Tables 22 - 24 - although generally favourable to the

students taught in the open-ended style show mostly

small differences of one one or two points of score#

Apart from the possibility that such differences usay be

related to other controlled Independent student

variables, there must exist doubts about the generality

of such results based on a small sample of test items;

in some cases on only 9 or 12 items. This raises the

question of test reliability and Table 25 shows that in

respect of these measures already referred to, the

Ruder-Richardson reliability coefficients were 0.46 and

0.51 respectively. It is often stated, for example,

by Ary, Jacobs and Razavieh (1972, p.209) that test

x'eliability coefficients should not be below 0.70, On

the other hand since the Ruder-Richardson estimate

ejqphasises the equivalence of all ite^iS in the test;

r(( the reliability coefficient, would be reduced where
that test, as in this investigation, purports at least

to measure several different abilities. The reliability

coefficients shown on Table 25 for iterns in tests which

are intended to be fairly homogeneous in the abilities

they are designed to measure are rather disappointing,

especially In the case of Attainment Test II since each

part of that teat contained 20 Items. The students

overall found Attainment Test II extremely difficult;
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for all students a mean score of 19.34 out of 40 was

recorded, compared with 23.90 for Attainment Test I and

27.35 in the case of the S.C.3. Objective paper. It is

difficult to find a reason for the low achievement

realised on that occasion other than to point to the high

loading of items (50,i) testing the higher abilities. On

all three objective tests the students* performance was

superior on the items testing abilities A and B. Table

36 shows a comparison of the mean scores per item for each

part of the three objective tests.

TABLE# 36

Mftqn qcorq pgr frtqm for objee^ve
Mats.

Test A. T. I A. T. II SOS I

Mean score per item on
A or B cat.

Mean score per item on
G or D cat.

Mean score per item on
all items

0.62 0.60 0.71

0.53 0,37 0.62

0.59 0.48 0.68

Since the mean score per item Is the same as the

mean facility value for all Items being considered it

is appropriate to compare the data above with the

pretest data for Attainment Tests I and II shown at the

foot of Tables 18 and 19. This comparison e lows that

the predicted test difficulty was confirmed by the

performance of students in the study.

When the substantial level of disagreement among
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judges about the ability category assigned to items is

taken into account there must be some doubt about the

meaning of the signiflcantly better performance la the

nine categories 0 and 1> items in Attainment Test X, of

students taught in the style describe! here as open-

ended* Although indicated in fable 27 as significant

beyond the 5 per cent level, the difference is just

over one point of score; and this on a sample of only

nine items comprising a sub-test of low internal

reliability and dubious validity. Tae evidence may be

thought to be less than sufficient to advance the claim

that an open-ended teaching style leads to greater

attainment of 0 and D abilities in physics* In an

interim report on this investigation ioustou arid

Pilliner (1974) pointed out this fact and emphasised the

need for further evidence of the superiority of the

open-end.®! method*

file other significant results recorded in the

assessment of cognitive attainment and noted also in

fable 27 and in fable 30 are more soundly based. As

fable 30 shows the students taught in the open-ended

style performed, better overall in the non-objective

SOB Paper 2 than did students taught in the other styles,

even after account had been ta :en of initial differences

in I<J and social status. It could be argued that the

results of open-ended teaching are more likely to be

manifested in a test situation where for example...

'the ability to think creatively*... is being tested,
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a® in SCiS II, than in the fixed response fonaai of the

other thro© teats# Students who have been encouraged to

writ© their own experimental reports ta®y be at an

advantage in lealiag with quest!uns designed to test the

'ability to communicate and provide an explanation or

critlcis®', another ain of 80S II#

It ia sore difficult to explain why the superiority

in the test as a whole of the open-ended style in

Attainment Teat I ia not repeated ia el liinv of the other

two objective testa# One possible reason may on that

while Attainment Test I was taken at the end of Third

Year the other two objective teste were taxes respectively

9 and 11 months later# Again the inter-teat correlation®

shown on Table® 32 - 34 raay provide a clue# It is

striding that the iat©r~ocorrelations between teat score®

for students taught in the open-ended style are s.arXedly

lu*?«r than the correlations between the score® for the

other etudente indicating that perhaps an open-ended

style of teaching phyoies leads to more erratic ut dent

performance from one teat occasion to the next than do

the other atylaii. Table 33 indicates that in Its*®

testing recall and the more routine BxiXi© In physic®,

the expository otyle been® to achieve more consistent

but not better results, This appears to be §t plausible

result if we eaausae that an expository teacher will

drill his students in the recall of fasts in physics and

in the straightforward application of physios principles#

la fact, one general conclusion feat might be drawn from
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tiie results of tills part of the investigation la tiiat while

overall the response of students to an expository style of

teaching physios is not superior to the response of

similar students to other styles, the expository teacher

is more lixely to find that his students respond

consistently; only in the case of the C and D items -

Table 34 - do the students of the open-ended teachers

appear to o® ;aore consistent than the students taught by

the expository teachers.

Table 35 shows that, as expected, when teaching

style is disregarded the students tend to be mora

consistent in the measures associated with educational

objectives lower in the hierarchy of objectives than with

those which test the higher objectives.

There would seem to be Insufficient evidence to

justify a firm conclusion that one teaching style has

been shown to be better than another. However, the

evidence, though tentative and in pieces contradictory,

does suggest that the open-ended style ia more

successful than the expository style in achieving the

more complex cognitive objectives. In no single instance

did the students taught in the expository style show a

higher adjusted mean score in any of the outcome

variables than did those taught in the open-ended manner.
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CliAfXBR 7

EVALUATION OF ATTITUDE DBVKLOPHSHT

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3 is discussed the work; of Bloom (1956),

rrrathwohl, Bloom and Masla (1964) and others on the

development of educational objectives associated with

attitudes; that is with human reactions or responses to the

subject content of education. The evaluation of these

educational developments in the affective domain is

considered. The recent emphasis in science education has

shifted from a primary concern with knowledge of science

to a greater regara for the importance of the social and

economic implications of science. Curriculum Paper 7

published by the Scottish Mueation Department (1969)

specifies educational objectives in the affective domain

as being important in science courses for non-certificate

students in Third, and Fourth Years in Scottish schools. It

is therefore considered essential in the present study to

attmept to evaluate the effect, if any, of different verbal

teaching styles on student attitudes towards physics. It

seems reasonable to hypothesise that when all students

follow the same curricula , any differential change of

attitudes concerning physics must be due, at least in part,

to the teaching mode.

However, unlike the situation in tire cognitive area

described in the previous chapter there is no hierarchy

of educational objectives in the affective domain

specified for the Scottish physics syllabus followed by

the students with whom this study is concerned.
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Consequently it may be that teachers in general are less

likely to see the development of favourable attitudes to

physics as one of their aims in teaching their subject.

The objectives referred to in Curriculum raper 7

are used as a starting point from which to develop a list

of educational objectives specific to the study. These

eight objectives, altered only by substituting the word

'physics' for 'science', ares

1. Awareness of the relationship of physics to other

disciplines of knowledge.

2. Awareness of the importance of physics in the working,

leisure and social aspects of the community and

science in general.

8. An interest and a willingness to ijarticipate in

physics - based leisure pursuits.

4. Willingness to conform to and take an interest in

propagating sensiole rules fox- safety and good health

for the sake of the community* as well as of the

individual.

5. An Interest in and a willingness to participate in

conservation of the natural environment.

6. An interest in gathering information about physios

through all the media of coiamuaication.

7. Anappreciation of man's responsibility to use x>hysics

for the benefit of society.

8. An attitude of objectivity to all decisions and

assessments required of the individual.

Comparison of these objectives with the taxonomy of
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educational objective© in the affective dona la specified

by Arathwohl, Bloom end tasia (1964) shows that (1) and

(2; above would be classified in the general taxonomy as

1,0 (Receiving); 3, 4, 5 and 6 as category 2,0 (Responding)j

with 7 and 8 meriting classification in 3,0 (Valuing), or

even 4,0 (Organisation), These general classes are

described in some detail in chapter 3. The terms 'aware¬

ness', 'interest', 'willingness*, ^appreciation* and

'attitude' arc hey-wurda in the description of the afore¬

mentioned anu of most other taxonomies of affective

domain oujoctives.

It is doubtful whether the objectives detailed

above are more readily developed by one teaching style

than by another# It is difficult to believe, for

example, that achievement of objective 4 (p. 190) is

lively to depend on the teacher'8 verbal style* Perhaps

the most effective way in which « physios teacher can develop

in his at ideate a sensible attitude towards health and

safety is by hie own behaviour. The physios teacher's

approach to safety in the laboratory ..jay be revealed when

he is teaching radioactivity. .Vould an expository

teacher be more lively than en open-ended one to be

careful in his own dealings with radioactive materials}

and hence e bettor exemplar in hia teaching of the safe

use of such materials; or would the converse be true?

Again, whatever his style, a physice teacher who is a

radio ciuu enthusiast might be effective in encouraging

his students1 interest in e phyeics-based XftfettPft pursuit.
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She association between some affective objectives and

teaching style appears tenuous,

Shese difficulties were realised at the outset of

the study, It was nevertheless decided to draw up a liet

of affective objectives which might be influenced by

different teaching styles. It was anticipated that further

Insight would be gained into these difficulties during

validation of the instruments used to evaluate the

- attainment of these objectives, A new list of six

educational objectives in the affective domain was

developed consisting of five of the objectives

previously specified together witn a new one. Three of

the original eight were rejected either because their

development seemed to be only indirectly related to

physics teaching or because it was considered that the

current physios syllabus was unlikely to nourish their

development. This revised list of objectives - not in

any hierarchical order - is given uelow,

1, Awareness of relationship of physics to other

disciplines of knowledge,

2, Awareness of the importance of physics in the working»

leisure and social aspects of the community and

society in general,

3, An interest and a willingness to participate in

physics-relatea leisure pursuits,

A, An interest in gathering information about physics

through all the media of coraraunlcation,

5# An attitude of objectivity to all decisions and

assessments required of the individual.
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* 6. An enthusiasm for physics ae an attractive and

satisfying intellectual discipline.

* Additional objective, not originally specified.

These, then, were the six educational oojecti/aa to

be evaluated in this part of the investigation.

MRA8UEIMU INSTRUMENT

Earlier in this report (p. 70 J reference is made to

several kinds of teat instrument suitable for the

evaluation of objectives in the affective domain. It was
♦

decided to use the questionnaire method in this part of

the ©tidy. The use of student interviews was rejected

because (1; it would have been difficult to find time to

interview a suitable cross-section of the students,

(ii) it would have been difficult to associate interview

date with separate objectives, (iii) to conform to the

experimental design, the soots . tudents would have had to be

interviewed again,

heftcrlptj-p-d, of q ieqtlqnnalrc.

The final form of the questionnaire consists of 38

statements to each of which students are invited to

express agreement or disagreement on a five point scale

described by Likert (1938). Each of these statement* la

linked to one of the six educational objectives derived

from the Scottish M ication Department (1969) guide lines.

It was hypothesised that these objectives might be

influenced by the verbal atyle of the physics teacher.
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The final version of the questionnaire is reproduced aB

Appendix IX. The procedure for producing a Likert scale,

called qy Bird (1940) the method of sunn ,ated ratings is

fully described by Oppeiiheim (1966). Likert scales are

reputedly anidiraensional, so that the reliability of such

scales should be high. The reliability of the scales used

here is considered later (p. 205),
The Likert five-point scale is a compromise. A more

sensitive technique would employ more than five points but

would perhaps require too fine a judgment on the part of

the respondent. By contrast, a straightforward agree-

disagree situation might not allow him adequate freedom

of expression. Where a Likert scale is used to record

attitudes, an equal interval property cannot be assumed,

however the questionnaire is scored. The range of ratings^

used here 1st Strongly a&**©®~Agree~Unoei tain-Disagree-

Strongly disagree* A response 'btroiigly agree' does not

necessarily express agreement twice as strong as a

response 'Agree* to the earns state! eat. The effect of

this restriction on the analysis of data resulting from

the use of the questionnaire is aincussed later.

Scaring,

The five ratings are scored 4-3-2-1-0 or 0-1-2-5-4

for each statement depending on whether a statement is

favourable or nob to the attitude it is intended to measure.

Bawards (1957) in discussing the method of eummated ratings

shows that this marking system corresponds closely to the
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normal, deviate weight® except that extreme respoiiseo are

over-weighted* Since each statement la associated with a

particular attitude, a student's score for that attitude

is the straight sum of his ratings on all statements connected

with it. The scoring system described implies that a high

score represents a favourable attitude regardless of

whether statements are themselves favourable or unfavourable*

Construction of measuring instrument.

A pilot version of the questionnaire containing 50

statements was prepared froi a liot of statements which had

been discussed with colleagues. In each section of the

questionnaire half of these statements ware favour-able to

the attitudes associated with them and half were

unfavourable, &u that the greater weights accoruod to the

'Strongly agree' ratings in favourable statements would be

balanced by the greater weights accorded to the 'Strongly

disagree' ratings in unfavourable statements. iSach of

these 59 statements formed part of a hikert scale designed

to measure development in one of the six at tudinal

educational objectives referred to earlier, . any of the

50 statements used in the pilot questionnaire were baaed

on statements devised and used by drown ana oaviu (1973)?
to study attitudes of students in First and Second Years

(12-14 year olds) towards the Scottish Integrated Science

course. Some of these statements were modified to make

them more appropriate to this investigation.

as The author is deply indebted to Sally Brown of the

University of Stirling for permitting the use in the

present investigation of test materials designed by her.
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Additional statements considered relevant to the attitude

scales proposed were addea after discussion. with

colleagues.

Validation of measurim; instrument.

The validity of the scales at this stage rests on

the subjective judgment of the experimenter and hie

advisers. They decided which statements were appropriate

to the six scales designed to assess the attainment of

each educational objective under discussion. Table 37

shows the statements in the pilot version - (showa in

full as Appendix VIII) - attributed to each objective.



TABLE
37

iilot

questionnaire
statement©
ana

their
related
objectives.

Objective
No.
1

9

statements

Statement
No.

Direction
3A

6A

11D

16A

21A

26T\XJ

31

36

A

D

46D

Objective
No.
2

11

statements

Statement
No.

Direction
4Q

8D

12D

17A

22D

27D

32

37

ft

A

4-1D

42

47

A

."v

A

Objective
No.
3

5

statements

Statement
No.

Direct!
cn

oA

15D

25A

35A

50D

Objective
No.
4

5

statements

Statement
No.

Direction
10D

BOD

30D

40A

45D

Objective
No.
5

10

statement©

S

fcatemeiit
No.

Direction
1

7D

13U

18D

23A

28A

33

38

D

D

43it

48A

Objective
No.
6

10

statement©

Statement
No.

Direction
2A

9D

14A

19D

24D

29A

34

39

D

D

44A

49A

The

'direction
refers
to

whether
the

statement
Is

favourable
to

the

objective
or

not;
A

denotes
'agree',
i.e.
a

favourable
statement
and

D

M

'disagreean
unfavourable
statement.
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daah of bhess abjective© is specified la full

(p. )• It will be observed that the scales consist

of unequal numbers of statements. Objectives 3 and 4,

for examplet are each measured In tho pro-teat on a scale

constructed on the basis of student responses to only

five statements. Oppenhelm (190tS) states that although

arbitrary the number of statements used in a Llkert scale

may be quite small, Kail (1934) reports «11art scales of

7 statements giving reliability coefficients from 0,77 to

Q»87 and one of five statements giving coefficients from

Q. 09 to 0.84.

Pre-leatina .i-rocoduro.

This 50-6tutemant questionnaire m pretested before

being used in the Investigation proper. It was administered

in two schools to 84 studento at t'ii) beginning of their

Third Year. Although outwiih the etuciy, these students

are regarded as forming n sample drawn from the same

population Ub that :*rom which the sample of otu lent©

cou>- -liru in tho investigation la drawn. *he pre-to&t.waa

carried out under the name con- it ions as -home which

obtained in the subsequent use of the questionnaire and

wnich are described later for the exp r linent.

Analysis of ore-jest data..

A* intercorrelh bions u :u»!eaa see rep -^u ... irf exvni. , u.lectlves.

The pre—test yields for each student a score on each

of the six scales referjpeu to in Table 57, The product-

moment correlation coefficients among these scores are

indicated on Table 38.
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TABU* 36

on different scales.

Objective 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0.69 0.35 0.51 0.26 0. 46

2 - 0.58 0.43 0.23 0.49

3 - 0.62 0.28 0.60

4 - 0.26 0.74

5 - 0.16

6 •»

I 2.47 2.42 2.63 2. 56 1.18 8.44

Ail correiationn are positive.

on consideration of these results it was decided to

reduce the original six objectives to three by; (aj

combining objectives 1 ana 2; {b) coc;bining objectives 3,

4 and 6j ana (a; keeping objective 5 by itself.

Comparison of objectives 1 and 2 shows that both are

associated with an awareness of the significance of

physics, whilst objectives 3, 4 and 6 relate to interest in

and enthusiasm for physics. Objective 5 does not sit

easily with ei ther of these groups bo that as expected

students' scores in the scale associated with that

objective correlate poorly with their scores in the other

five scales.

These considerations lend to the formulation of

three new combined objectives, hereafter referred to as

Attitudes I, 11 and III. Each is specified below:
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Attitude I# Awareness of the significance of physics in

everyday life*

(Objectives 1 and 2)

Attitude II# An attitude of objectivity learned from

physios#

(Objective 5)

Attitude III# Ail interest in and nn enthusiasm for physics#

(Objectives 3, 4 and 6;.

The subsequent item analysis was carried out in

relation to these new attitude scalfas.

B# Item analysis.

The selection of items (or statements) for inclusion

or rejection in the final version of the questionnaire

should depend on some forts of item analysis where the

scales are constructed using the method of sommated

ratings# This is done for each scale# three in this case#

by coiisiuer Lnp the frequency distribution of scores on all

statement® comprising each scale.

In this study, student*e 't' is used in the manner

described oy .tawards (1957# pp. 162-5> to compare mean

scorce between criterion groups defined as: (a) the 26,,

of the student® with the highest total scores on all

statements related to a specific attitude, and (b) the

25, of the at dents with the lowest total on all statement®

related to the seme attitude#

The value of *t * thus obtained is a measure of how

wall that c vet suent discriminates between students with a
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highly favourable attitude and those with a highly

unfavourable attitude aa indicated by the other statementa

making up that particular attitude scale# For example

for Statement number 43, the respective means of the high

and low scoring groups were*

X,. » 2.86 XL » 1.76 (n « 21 for each group)
t S 4.10 (d.f. 40)

(to,05 s 1#66, one-tailed test).
This result laay be Interpreted as indicating that

the mean response of the favourable and unfavourable

groups towards Statement llo. 43 differs significantly at

less than five per cent. Ihus the statement discriminates

in the same way as the other statements forming the Liissrt

scale for Attitude II.

Table 39 shows the values of 't' obtained 1n the item

analysis of the pre-teat statements for the three attitudes.



TABL-d
39

jteia

analysis
for
all

etaten̂ts
in

attltud?

ouest̂ormatre

Attitude
I

11

items

Statementt
3y
4

5

6

8

11

12

16

17

21

22

26

27

31

1.5
5.3
6.8
2.8
3.1
2.6
1.5
1.3
0.5
2.0
2.5
5.4
0.9

32

36

37

2.4
1.5
6.1

41

42

46

47

1.7
2.0
3.9
0.8

X

X

X

X

X

X

XX
X

X

X

Attitude
II

10

i'tNW

Statementt
14t0
7

13

18

23

26

33

38

43

48

3.9
4.2
3.0
4.8
5.2
4.3
5.1
4.1
3.2

X

xxxxxxxxx
Attitude
III

17

items

Statementt
2

9

10

14

15

19

20

24

25

29

30

34

35

39

5.3
5.2
2.1
119
7.3
7.3
116
6.3
1.6
6.3
1.3
9.2
2.9
9.7

40

44

45

49

50

5.4
6.5
9.5
11.1
2.3

X

XXXXXXX
X

XXX
XXX
*

X

x

denotes
statements
selected,
for
use
in

the

final
version
of

the

questionnaire.
All

those
used
have
*t*

significant
for
p

0.08.
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09ale r^labl^tff..
As Table 39 Indicates, the questionnaire used la the

investigation contains three Libert scales, The internal

consistency reliability of each scale wee estimated using

the boosted split half procedure. Table 40 shows the

split-half and 3pearmau-Brown reliability coefficients

for the three Libert scales employed in the experiment*

XAMM 40

Split-half and Spearman-Brown reliability
coefficients for each Liicert scale, using pretest
data,

All Statements

Attl tuue of dpi.it- Ujfjari.ia'n-^
Statements half rio Brown

klaan
Score Variance

X 11 0.6937 0*8192 25.55 47.89

IX 10 0*4535 0*6240 27.78 19. 39

III 17 0.8016 0*6900 37.07 170.77

The low reliability of the scale for Attitude II

estimated from the pretest data may be co/meeted with the

small variance for student scores on that scale throughout

the investigation - see Table 46 (p.209 )•

Table 41 shows how the 36 statements In the final

form of the questionnaire - Appendix II - are divided among

the three attitudes, and Indicates which are regarded as

favourable and which as unfavourable statements*



TASL3
41

Finallaed
questionnaire
Btatei.ients
ana

their
related
altitudes.

Attitude
I

11

statements

Statement
Ho.

Direction
3

5

7

9

11
13
ID
21
24
28
35AAADDDDDAAD

Attitude
II

10

statements

Statement
Ho.

Direction
1

6

12
15
18
22
26
30

33
37ADDDAADDAA

Attitude
III

17

statements

Statement
Ho.

Direction
2

4

8

10
14
16
17

20
23
25
27

29
31

32
34
36
38

ADDADDAD
A

DADAAAAD

The

'direction*
refers
to

whether
the

statement
is

favourable
or

unfavourable
to

the

attitude:
'A'

denotes
agree,
a

favourable
statement;
'D*

denotes
'disagree*,

an

unfavourable
statement.
Here
the

statement
number
is

its

number
in

the

final

version
of

the

questionnaire,
Appendix
1%.
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BXFimximmL

general experimental deal,an

In this part of the investigation an attempt is snade

to find whether changes In student attitudes towards

phyBics during Uie two year period of the main

investigation can be attributed to the effect of different

verbal teaching styles. The same attitude questionnaire,

previously described, Is administered on different

occasions to all student® in the study.

A schematic outline of the design of the research is

shown in Table 42.

TABLE 42

Schematic oyitlj/nq of jrqsearcii dasi,^.

Student characteristics'Teacher's verbal Student scores in
— aMs .qmgg^iorpuairQ,
Independent variables Treatments Dependent variables

Students' IQ (*) Open-ended
verbal style

Scores on Ltteert
scale - Attitude X

Students' social
status

(y) Interraediate
verbal style

Scores on Liicert
scale - Attitude II

Expository
verbal style

Scores on Liicert
scale - Attitude III

♦ The questionnaire was administered, three times so that

each student obtained three scores on each attitude scale.

M&a&aiE&ttaa ot am&aaaeljat*
The same attitude questionnaire was administered at

the beginning of the students* Third Year, oofore they had

been taught any physics as suchj at the start of their

Fourth Year, one year laterj and two months before the
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,;C£ 'O* grade exarainatlons. Because the intervals between

tne occasions war© 12 months and 7 months resiactively

the effect of pretest on poet-test wee regarded as

minimal. On all occasions the investigator acted as

invigilator. In audition to the guidance given on the

rubric of the questionnaire, students were exhartea to

respond in a spontaneous way to each statement} and were

told that no information whatsoever concerning their

responses would be co.ouunicated to anyone connected with

the school. It was hoped that this guarantee of

confidentiality would encourage a sincere response.

Isslsa&e

As in the case of the tests of attainment in the

cognitive domain some students in the study did not

respond to the questionnaire on all three occasions.

The analysis subsequently shown here refers only to those

who were present and completed ail three.

f.-3SUlt,S.

The questionnaire was scored in the same way on

each occasion so that attitude changes could be detected,

hach student had a total score for each altitude scale

each time he responded to the questionnaire, nine scores

in all as shown In Table 43.
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TAILS 43

Student, ocoyes on atlljude^iggtlonnair^.

.'est Oco&aion
Attitude Max. Score first Seconu Third

I 44 Z1 z2 «3

II 40 Z1 z2 z5
III 68 H z2 *8

The means Z2 snd zg of these scores are shown for

each attitude separately on Table 45.

Using the student scores indicated in table 43 above,

it is possible to measure shifts in attitude between

administrations of the questionnaire. The attitude shifts

are shown in Table 44.

TAEL3 44

Attitude shifts, measured from „scor<^, i ^ .cstlunnairq.

Period Stage
Attitude shift
for each attitude

First year of investigation

Second year of investigation

Full perlou of investigation

Third Year

Fourth Year

Third & Fourth
Years

Zg-Zi

z3~z2

Zg-Zi

Table 45 shows the mean scores on the questionnaire

(first occasion) zot (second occasion)said zg (third

occasion) for different teaching styles and all three

attitudes. It shows also the corresponding mean differences

z2"Z^i zg-zgj and zg-z"^, which are taiten to represent
approximately the attitude shifts daring the ihird Year;

during the Fourth Year; and over the two year period.



TABLS
45

gaaaa
sa&
aaaa

siSXaEsmsm,
ac

gjaftsa*
sagga
la

afc&uatflft

is

score
on

first

occasion;
zg
on

second
jcousiGn
one
y

ear

later;
end

Z5

the

score
on

third

occasion
seven
months
after
the

second
occasion*

Teacher
style
n

zx

Z2

zg-zi

*3

Z3-Zg

*3-*l

Attitude
Is

Awareness
of

significance
of

physics
In

everyday
life.

Open-endedIntermediateExpository
35

3i!.
26

50.57

-1.69

3S

29.69

30.06

+0.37

23

29.13

27.13

-2.00

30.37
3

J.
9127.61

-0.
20+0.85+0.48

-1.09+1.22-1.52

Attitude
lis

Objectivity
learned
from

physics.

Open-endedIntermediateExpository
35

27.71

30.00

+2.29

32

26.53

28.69

*2.16

23

28.87

30.48

+1.61

30.0629.1931.74

+0.05+0.50+1.26

+2.35+2.66+3.87

Attitude
Ills

Interest
in

end

enthusiasm
for

physics.

Open-endedIntermediateexpository
35

52.43

47.94

-4.49

32

45.59

43.00

-2.-59

23

43.52

36.96

-6.56

47.6942.0938.00

—0.25-0.
91+1.04

-4.74-3.50—5.
52
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Table 46 showa the mean and variance of the students'

scores on the three occasions irrespective of teaching

style and for all three attitudes.

TABLE 46

Lean and variance of student scores In
attitude questionnaire irrespective of'

..teaching style..

Atti tude n Z1 fife Z2 za fOV
I 90 30.59 25.63 29. 51 245.03 29.86 33.56

II 90 27. 59 14. id 29.66 14.49 30.18 15.74

III 90 47.72 114.81 43.38 120.80 43. 82 135. 51

zl^ zg^ani z3 represent the means of all stuuents' scores
on the first, secoxid and third occasions respectively, and

°zl» °z2:>and °aS the corresponding variances.

Table 47 shows the corresponding mean differences

z2~zl* z3~z2>anti z3~zi» representing approximately the
overall attitude shifts of all students regardless of

style dui'ing the different stages of the investigation.

TABLE 47

Overall mean differences of student scoi-es

yi„ attitude qqestionnaire. ——

Period of shift Third
Year

Fourth
Year

Third & Fourth
Y^ars

Attitude n m-zi Zg-Zg

I 90 -1.08 +0.35 -0.73

II 90 +2.07 +0. 52 +2. 59

III 90 -4.34 -0.16 -4.50

In Tables 45 and 47 the mean differences are teucen

to represent approxinnate attitude shifts. It may be
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necessary to qualify the interpretation of these mean,

differences due to the possibility that other factor® not

so for accounted for nay also have contributed to the

shift*

;ipmotfy»clhY of , bac^poui>d var jabJLes*

before contrasting the effect of different physics

teaching styles by comparing the mean differences for each

style shown in 'fable 46, it is important to establish

whether inter-style differences of tne independent

variables (IQ and social status) are li&ely to affect the

outcomes* Table 48 shorn* the means of student I and

social status retings for the different teaching styles

in respect of all students who raepond.ec. to the

questionnaire on the three occasions.

TABLE 46

Mean student 10. and social status rating
Z?x J tz\m

Teaching ufyle a Moan 3ft Mean social status

Open-ended 38 115*26 3.24

Intermediate 32 112.75 4*22

repository 23 112.35 4.30

All 90 113.62 4*13

The data shown in Taole 48 was obtained in the

—Mill described in chapter 6 (p. 173 ). The effect of the

student variables ia estimated in the way described below*

Analysis of variance of inter-styie means in respect

of each of these variables is uoed to test later-style

homogeneity in respect of each variable in turn. This



TABLfc.
49

Analysis
of

variance
of

student
10,

scores.

Source

a.f.

3ims
of

squares
Wean

square
P

Teaching
styles

2

156

78.0

Q.
92

Students

87

7390

84.94

Total

89

7546

-

-

PG.G6
"

3«10
toT

(d*f'
2*B7>

TABLE
SO

Analysis
of

variance
of
s

tudent
social
states
yatyifig.

Source

d.
f.

Sun.s
of

squares
Mean

sauare
P

Teaching
styles
2

2.17

1.09

0.37

Students

87

254.23

2.
92

Total

89

256.40

-

-

*0.05
-

3.10
for

(d.f.
2,87)
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The non-significant differences among the means

indicated by the nan-significant 'F* in both cases

suggest that it iB reasonable to infer inter-style

homogeneity in respect of ooth independant variables.

Consequently they may be left out of consideration in

interpreting the student scores in the Questionnaire,

Inter-style initial means.

It might seai at first sight that having shown no

statistically significant differences among inter-style

means for the independent variables, the question of the

effect of verbal teaching style on attitude could be

answered by looking at the mean differences shown in

fable 45 since those represent shifts in attitude

after exposure to one oh twe years of a certain style of

physics teaching, This argument, however, takes no

account of the possibility that a shift in attitude may

be affected by the initial strength of that attitude as

indicated in the column of z\ at Table 46, as well as

by the s baequent teaching of physics. Thus it ia

argued that while the initial attitude status cannot be

attributed to subsequent exposure to piiysies teaching,

the final attitude status may be related to the initial

status. It was therefore thought necessary to

eovariance out the effect of this initial status.

The use of analysis of covariance permits the

initial differences among style means for scores on a

first administration of the questionnaire to be taxen

account of, thus allowing a comparison to ce made among
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the style means resulting from a later administration of

the questldnnaire; these later means having been adjusted

to take account of the inter-style differences among the

initial means# In this part of die investigation

covariance analysis is used separately:

(aj to adjust zg scores to tame account of inter-style
differences among 8cores

(b) to adjust sg scores to taxe account of inter-style

differences among scores

(cj to adjust Z3 scores to taxe account of inter-style
differences Sifiong z^ scores.

The adjusted sums of squares in each instance are

used in the subsequent analysis. The values of F obtained

in this way are shown in Tables 54 to 56. In the one case

where a significant F results, the adjusted style means

are calculated and displayed in Table 53.

The principal assumptions underlying the use of the

F test are; (aj that the within group variance does not

differ greatly between groups, ana (b) tnat the

distribution of scores within groups should be

approximately normal. Bince these conditions are

fulfilled in the case of scores based on stuaent responses

to the attitude questionmaire, the use of parametric

statistical techniques such as covorianee analysis and F

is regardea as appropriate in dealing with these data.

The specimen calculation shown below indicates how,

in the case of Attitude III, the style means of Zg scores

on the second administration of the questionnaire, at the
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end ol' the students' Third Year, are adjusted to take

account of differences among style means of z^ scores
on the initial occasion at the begiiuiing of Third Year#

Specimen calculation.

Attitude III (An interest in. an:1 enfrqnins; for physics).

Analysis of covariance of zr> scores wi. vi zq scores
as covoriate.

1. Sum of squares and sums of products ooth 'within'

styles and 'total' are calculated for z± and z9;

using the method described oy Lindquiot (1955,

pp.57 and 319 J.

2. The data calculated in (1) above are used in the

first analysis shown below in Table 51.

table 51

First analysis.

Source Cl.f.
Sums of squares

21 Zo

Sums of
products
2iZ2

Teaching styles
Studente

2
87 8892.029 9068.343 54,5.379

To tal 89 10218.056 10751.156 6811.444

2i and 7,o denote the earns of sciuares of 2i and ZoM. & 1 ™

respectively and represents the sum of products

of 2y and zg.

3. The data from Table 51 are used to find (a) the error

, l
sum of squares within styles 2about each

'style regression line', and (b) the error sum of
1

squares Zg^ about the 'total regression line.
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where Zg^ « Zs(w; - Uj22(Wj)
ZUW)

aad S2^T; * ZS(T; *" Uiag(T)>8
Z1(T)

giving 2* a 9068.843 - 5415.579g
*V*' 8892.029

and zj/m, • 10751.186 - 6811,4442
* ' 10216.066

1 1
4. The adjusted sums of squares of zg; and Zg^ are
used in the final adjusted analysis shown in, 'fable 52,

XAB&E 52

^inal i ad,jus tedJjovarlance analysis :JL&3 JElJaa
eovnrlate.

Sum of squares wean

Source d.f. Of %9. sauare
. . F ....

leaching styles 2 437.357 218,679 3.26
students 86 .5/73.332 67.131

Total 88 $210, 58^

*0.05 * 5-10 for (d«f* s»06)*

file significant F amy ne interpreted as indicating

that when inter-stylo differences of initial strength of

attitude (s^ scores) ar3 removed^for Attitude I the
inter-style means of zs scores after one year of pbysicB

teaching show a significant difference at the five per

cent level among teaching style means,

5. The style means of students' zg scores are individually
adjusted in the way shown below.

(i)

Ui)

* 5773.232

= 6210,589
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St* experimental mean of m £ m %t$) is calculated;
Z n

wliare £ a- «n&Z fl arc auiumed over all tare© styles,

giving n 43?5 w 47.72. The rogx^Bsion coefficient

z2zi " *b calculated using the data displayed in

Table 51, giving b „ = 5413.073 « u.61. xhtZVZ1 S 392.0^9
values are used in the table of adjusted means, Table 53.
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6. Analysis of the differences among the adjusted style

means is carried out using *t* and the appropriate

standard error described by Coulden (1952, p. 157} and given

by the expressions

styles (1) and {2) respectively; is the adjusted

sum of squares of zg *within* styles; and z-^g ar®

style means of z^ for stylec (1} and {2) respectively;
iq and ng are the numbers of students in the styles
groups and ^ie 'within* sum of squares of z^«

Comparing the adjusted means of zq for students

taught in the open-ended style with those taught in the

intermediate style gives:

/ 5775.252 1 + 1 +(52.43-45. 59) 2
/ 60 35 32 0592. d>29

loading to i;ig = 0.575 (u.f. 65; which is not
significant ai the five per cent Level, (**0,05 83 i*§69
ore-tailed tiest;.

rhe corresponding values of t in trie other analyses

are:

Comparison between open-ended and expository styles

8 tla = 2.587 (d.f.56}
Comparison oatwean intermediate and expository styles

8 tgg = 2.128 (d.f.53;
8 significant at p < 0.05.

tl2 « Zg| „ 2gg
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This analysis shows that the adjusted nean on the

Libert scale measuring Attitude III is significantly

lower for students taught in the expository style than the

adjusted mean for student® taught in the o trier styles at

that stage in the investigation (.end of Third Year)* It

Is the only significant result in this part of the study,

as Tables 54 - So indicate.

The analyses of oovarianee described above in

paragraphs 1 to 4 are carried out over all stages of the

experiment for all three attitudes. Tables 54 to 56

show 'Pf for these calculations.

TABLE 54

'P* for analysis of cj-yariance of z--j usirv: z\ as covariate.

Attitude I II III

2.74 0.61 3. 26

3i«nificance J I*
- .fl'-Ht- M P.tP,§„

n.s. denotes 'not significant; at the five
per cent level *•

F — 3.10 for (d.f. a,36).

TABLE 55

<Ft for analysts of oovariance of using ao as oovarlate.

Attitude i 11 XII

♦f1 0.60 1. 72 0. 35

Sign! fiean.ce n. s. n. e. n» b s
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TABLE 56

V' fur analysis of ocveriance of z„ us in,-, z, as covariate.

Attitude I II III

fy» 2*54 1. 51 1.39

Signi flcance n. a. n. 6* n. b.

The significance of differences among inter-style

shifts of attitude occurring during the first year of the

rnin investigation :la indicated In Table 54; these

occurring during the second year of the main investigation

in Table 55; while Taole 55 shows the results of the

significance test ox4 style differences among attitude

shifts over the two year period.

DISCOSBIOM OF KE3ULTS.

It ia generally recognised tnat evaluation of the

attainment of educational objectives in the affective

domain is unlikely to be reliable. Attitudes to school

subjects among students are probably fickle. The

proximity of examinations» holidays and so on may

influence student responses to attitude scale

questionnaires or to other attempts to measure attitudes.

Students who have reason to believe that they are

currently successful in physics are lively to respond in

& favourable aanner to © questionnaire designed to assess

their- enthusiasm for th© subject. Self-awareness of

high attainment in the cognitive domain is likely to be

an important factor in determining student attitudes in
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the affective domain.

Lindsay (19S7) found that college students who are

successful are more liicaly to express satisfaction with

tiie course they are following than students who are not

successful* He suggests that there is an interaction

effect between achievement and satisfaction rather than a

oauaal reintion*

Among other factors that «»ay affect shifts in

attitudes towards physics on the part of «tudents in

secondary schools are; (a; the physics curriculum,

(b; student maturation, (cj aspects of ohe physic©

teacher's behaviour other than his verbal style, (d) the

influence of teachers of other u ,bjects especially

teachers of s\. bjecte related to physios such as

mathematics and chemistry, and (©; changing career

intentions etc* while recent research into tiu.e of these

aspects lias aireauy oeau discussed in earlier chapters

the effects of others would seam to be difficult to

predict* Such affect© may not result directly from the

students' physics lessons at all* A atudent who at age

14 yearc has no definite carter in. mind .ay have decided

two years later to see«c © career in medicine, perhaps

having discovered that © school qualification in physics

is essential for hi.a to achieve his goal* for that

reason ho may respond In a favourable way to a

questionnaire dosigned to assess his 'lining* for
physics. Another student who hae made a different career

doc1ston which doss not require him to obtain a physics
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qualification may respond In a hostile way to the sane

questionnaire#

Welch (1969) examined the correlates of course

satisfaction of high school students following the Harvard

Project Physios course# The criterion instrument used was

the Course Satisfaction Ccale of the Project Physics

Student puss tionna ire. Stude its were given two tests of

cognitive attainment in physios at the ueginning and end
of the coarse# The results indicate tnat coulee

satisfaction in pliyaics is significantly related (p<0#01)
to success in terms of achievement gains out not to the

perceives. difficulty of the subject. Welch suggests that
low grades in piiysics, indicating that r.'iastery nas not

been achieved» lead to low course satisfaction#

It seems probable tin b some paysice attitudes such

as 'I iii.© puysiea1 are quionly developed out are as

cuicxly lost# Others 6 ich as a:i awareness of the

pervading iirucrtauce of phyuim which may have a cognitive
element, probably tu&w longer to establish out once

establisned are less lively to disappear.

In view oi tie possible hidden factors not

conaiaerau in this investigation, it is perhaps to be

expected that in general there seems to be little

evidence to suggest that the aspect wf the physics

teachers' style studied here ho a an appreciable offset

on the attitudes measured#

According to the results ahown in Table 45 (in
which no account is tuxes of in^er-styla differences in
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the student variables and social status and in which

differences among style groups in initial strength of

attitude are Ignored), it appears that students taught In

the intermediate style show an increase in awareness of

the significance of physics throughout the period of the

investigation while students taught in the extreme styles

show an overall reduction in scores during the same

period. All three styles show approximately similar

increases in mean scores as regards the development of

an attitude of objectivity, although it cannot be ruled

out that such a gain is due to maturation. The largest

shifts indicated in Table 45 are in the scores on the

scale measuring the student's interest in and

enthusiasra for physics. For this attitude all teaching

styles show a reduction in mean scores over the two

year period; again the effect does not seem to ue

related to teaching style.

Table 47 indicates that when teaching style is

ignored there is a alight overall reduction in mean score

in the attitude scale associated with an awareness of the

significance of physics in everyday life, (Attitude !)♦
These results, although Interesting in themselves

do not form a central part of the present study which is

concerned with a particular aspect of teacher behaviour,

the 'directness* of his verbal style, and Its effect on

the attainment of educational objectives in the

cognitive and affective domains. It is, however,

Interesting to note that other workers Investigating
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affective changes in physics students have found effects

similar to some of those suggested by the results in

Sables 45 and 47.

Mackay(b)(1971) investigating the effect of

exposure to two years of P58C physics on Australian

secondary school students, a study referred to In

chapter 3, reports a slight but significant decrease in

the mean score on a Likert scale measuring enjoyment of

physics as well as on one measuring student perception

of scientists as normal people. This study was

replicated, again in Australia, by Gardner(a)(1973) who

also used an attitude scale employing the summated

technique devised by Likert. Gardner reports over a

period of about nine months a very significant decrease

in mean score ( < 0.001) in the response of the

students to the scale concerned with enjoyment of

physics. The data shown in Table 47 for mean scores in

Attitude III suggest a very similar effect. It may be

that a loss of enthusiasm on the part of the students

of a subject during the period of study is a general

phenomenon not related especially to physics or to any

particular aspect of the learning milieu of that

di scipline.

Tables 54 to 56 show that when homogeneity of the

controlled student variables 10, and social statu© has

been confirmed (Tables 49 and 50); and after inter-

style differences in initial strength of attitudes

have been covarlaneed out} there remain no significant
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(p< 0.05) inter-style differences in shifts of attitude
either for awareness of the significance of physics or

for the development of an attitude of objectivity. This

is true for both periods of the study and overall. It

must therefore be concluded that development of these

attitudes is probably independent of whether the physics

teacher adopts an open-ended or an expository style.

It is difficult to explain why the one

significant reBult in this investigation of the

interaction between style and attitude should occur only

during the first year of the main study (Tables 52 and

53) and not be repeated the following year. The

significantly greater Iosb of interest in and enthusiasm

for physics on the part of students taught in the

expository manner compared with that shown by students

taught in the other styles during Third Year would be

in accord with the expectation of proponents of

discovery methods of science teaching, who claim that

students find the expository style inhibiting and dull and

are not fired with enthusiasm as a result. The relative

stability of tais attitude during Fourth Year may be

due to a feeling on the part of the students that they

were lixely to be successful in the Certificate

examination at the end of that year. Since all students

who responded to the questionnaire during Fourth. Year

were assured of a chance of taxing the examination (the

final administration of the questionnaire toox place

two months before the SCJ3 examinations) this sense of
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anticipation of success might have influenced their

responses to Attitude III• On the other hand, students

taught in the expository style raay have responded in

differexit ways during Third and Fourth Years due to a

maturation effect. The expository style may be more

appropriate with older students.

Perhaps there are other factors more important

than those studied hers in determining student

attitudes to physios. Some recent worn reported by

Gardner(b)(1973), the same researcher quoted earlier*

suggests that there may be an important interaction

effect between student and teacher personality factors

and that this effect is crucial. From a study of high

school students in Victoria, Australia, Gardner asserts

that the decline in enjoyment of physics reported

elsewhere may not apply in the case of.........

'intellectually intense students with intellectually

stimulating teachers'..• he concludes that the more

serious a student is the more lixely he is to maintain

favourable attitudes to physics and especially when

taught by a serious teacher. On the other hand,

Gardner suggests that the attitudes of the less

serious students which decline in any case, do so even

more markedly when taught by a serious teacher.

If this Is so then the student's perception of

his physics teacher's personality is perhaps more

important than some other variables of teacher

behaviour. The generally noa—significant findings
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reported here suggest that the effect of teacher

'directness*, the teacher behaviour variable

investigated, may vary with the personality of the

student.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

"In education, unfortunately, there is great furore

about whatever is announced as the latest trend, and the

schools seems to career erratically after each Pied Piper

in turn. This giddy chase keeps thera almost beyond

earshot of the researcher standing in his tiny, laboriously

tamped patch of solid ground, crying in a pathetic voise,

'Wait for me.' Wait for me.,M

Cronbach, L.J.

It has to be admitted that there is a paucity of

evidence to support the premise underlying the philosophy

of recent curriculum development in science education.

Almost every new trend in physics teaching within the last

fifteen years has favoured the still largely

unsubstantiated assumption that physics teaching based on

the discovery learning strategy is good and that expository

physics teaching is bad. It may be so but confirmatory

evidence is lacking. The present research has been

undertaken with the intention of testing one aspect of

this hypothesis.

Scotland has been in the forefront of recent

curriculum development in the field of science teaching,

and has a body of mainly young physics teachers generally

committed to modern teaching methods. The syllabus

taught in the schools typifies the discovery approach. It

is therefore surprising that according to the investigation

descrioed here a broad spectrum of verbal styles still
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exists among physics teachers (see Chapter 5). Perhaps

this finding underlines the danger of exaggerating the

effect of curriculum development on what actually happens

in the classroom. Analysis of the data derived from

classroom observation leads to the conclusion that for

some of the time all physics teachers find it necessary

to employ an expository verbal style. This is probably due

at least in part to the nature of the subject as well as to

the institutional constraints of the classroom situation.

Comparison with data from similar studies indicates that

the range of verbal styles displayed by Scottish physics

teachers - is similar to that of physics teachers in other

parts of the world, (see Chapter 5, p.129). The data also

suggest that physics teachers everywhere talk much more

frequently to the class than they allow members of the

class to talk to them. It may be argued that the discovery

aspect is related to the experimental work which the

students carry out and that this is divorced from verbal

interaction between teacher arid students. Nevertheless

this verbal interaction must be lin&ed to the

experimental work of the students and provides a firm

opportunity for the teacher to guide the 'discovery'

activity of his students, and by his open-ended

questioning style to stimulate in them a desire to pursue

their experimentation in a spirit of enquiry. A teacher

who regularly foregoes this opportunity by using a

'direct' verbal style may not be encouraging the

discovery style of learning.
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From teachers' responses when interviewed (see

Chapter 5, p.130) it seetas that there is no clear cut

link between the teacher's perception of his authoritarian

role In the classroom and his use of an authoritarian

verbal teaching style. Although the teachers identified

as possessing a very open-ended verbal style express more

democratic views in general when interviewed than do the

others, all are agreed on a number of topics including

several which imply a basic disbelief in the ability of

their students to profit from discovery teaching methods

In physics. Could it be that, as several researchers

have contended, there is really very little enquiry

learning taking place and that when it doss occur, the

teachers practising it may be doing so without conviction?

Perhaps it is proper to conclude that although the

extend to which teachers adopt a verbal style designed to

inspire discovery learning varies widely, the style of

most physics teachers owes much to tradition.

When the experimental data related to tests of

student attainment in the cognitive domain are analysed

no clear cut conclusions can be drawn about the superiority

of the open-ended or 'indirect* verbal style over the

expository or 'direct' style. Nor is an intertaediate

style shown to have an advantage over these opposites.

There is, however, a suggestion that students taught by

teachers who use an open-ended verbal style are more

successful in achieving the more complex cognitive
i \ ■ -

objectives than their fellow students taught in a strongly
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expository faahion, especially where the test format used

in ©valuation permits the display of a measure of self

expression. It nay he that tests structured in the fixed

response format which characterises most of the tests used

in tiie present investigation, obscure the difference in

achievement between students taught in the two styles

contrasted her®.

The difficulty of reaching- agreement about the

ascription of educational oojeetlva categories to test

items is generally recognised (see Chapter 6, p.162).

It may therefor® be unwise to dwell unduly on the finding

that regardless of teacher style, student attainment in

test items associates with objectives low In the hierarchy

is markedly better than that in iteras involving the more

complex objectives. The evidence au, porting this

observation is nevertheless striking and merits further

study.

One curious and rather unexpected result is the

finding that st idents taught in the expository style tend

to score taore oonslstentiy in tests of cognitive

attainment, ©specially as regard® objectives low in the

hierarchy of objectives. Were this to be confirmed in

future investigations It would see,a to justify the us© of

an expository teaching style to make certain that

students grasp the fundamentals and basic computational

skills in physics since it is these which are usually

represented by educational objectives at the lower and

of the hierarchy. Equally the reBu.lt® reported la
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Chapter 6 indicate that to ensure student attainment of

the more complex objectives in physics, teachers should be

encouraged to en$>loy a variety of teaching modes including

an open-ended one and thereby to stimulate their students

to practise thinking their way through an unfamiliar and

perhaps complex problem.

Measurement of student development in the affective

domain is notoriously difficult, not only because some

attitudes are transient, but also because their development

may depend on a large number of uncontrolled variables,

some of which may be concealed or i;measurable. Some

interesting shifts in student attitudes are mentioned

below but none that on the evidence could be confidently

attributed to the verbal style of the physics teacher.

The striding lapse in enthusiasm for physics

displayed by the students during Third Year regardless

of teaching style is not confirmed by the data obtained

during Fourth Year. Does this a iggest that some special

feature of the Scottish physics course followed in Third

Year discourages the students? The negative shift in

attitude reported at this stage nay simply reflect a

student's general disillusionment and indicate that one

of his course options selected at end of 3econd Year has

failed to live up to expectations. It would be Interesting

to know whether such a res ilt, observed elsewhere for other

modern physics courses, has been identified for other

subjects, especially other science subjects.

In this part of the study reported in Chapter 7, the
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on© cignlfleant finding, which favours the open-ended style

relates to Third Year, It might be interpreted as showing

that as students become more mature they resist the

open-ended style with its emphasis on active student

participation in hie learning situation.

Although not a primary aim of the study it is of

interest to note that the Scottish physics syllabus seems

to encourage an ability to wa*ce scientific judgments in an

objective way* It cannot be ruled out, however, that such

a development owes less to a study of physics than to

maturation during the period of the investigation*

The evidence adduced here aoes not support the claim

man© that the Scottish physics ay liebus encourages students

to oaoome more aware of the general significance of

physics in everyday life# A syllabus which lays greater

Cinphasis on the social and environmental impact of physics

might do more to encourage such awareness#

Consideration of the findings as a whole leads to

the general conclusion that the unrestricted advocacy of

an open-ended style of teaching physics is not justified.

Ihe evidence suggests that in some respects an expository

style is more effective#

Moiis ?pr?A»W.*! Xm.PM^b

A small scale study such as that described here can

often do little more than suggest a path along which

future researchers might direct tneir efforts#

It is doubtful if a replication of the present study

carried out on a larger scale would be fruitful#
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Interaction analysis techniques such as that used here

(see Chapter 5, p.99) are not ideally suited for use in

the observation of physics teaching# H©r does it seem

that verbal style as such is related in a simple way to

student attainment in physics.

Research cited earlier in the thesis (see Chapter

7, p.225) concernes investigations which focus on the

interaction between teacher personality factors and stadent

personality factors. The findings suggest that this aspect

is important in influencing outcomes of physics teaching.

Since the teacher's verbal style must derive to some extent

from his personality it might be useful to study the

interaction between teacher's verbal style and stadent

personality. It seems lihely that sorae students respond

better to the open-endea approach while others prefer

the expository mode. It might be possible to identify

particular stadent personality factors as being more

responsive to one verbal teaching style than to another.

The difficulty is that, even if this were icnowa, how could

physics teaching be organised within a school so that

students were matched with a teacher to whom they would

respond?

A second possible line of investigation would involve

not only a study of the teacher's verbal style but also of

the way in which the experimental wor4c of the students is

organised. The aira of such a study would be to see how

verbal style is associated with the creation of genuine

discovery learning sit uations in the laboratory.
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Are frequency of teacher questions and quality of

questioning technique crucial teaching acts in the physics

classroom? An investigation into the effects of these

specific aspects of the physics teacher's verbal style

could make use of the same research design as that

employed here. In this case frequency and type of teacher

questions and the sequential process of questioning would

be the observation data recorded. Studies of this aspect

of the teacher's style are mentioned in the thesis

(see Chapter 1, p.12). The reported findings encourage

the hope that an extension to physics might lead to a

significant result. If one style of ashing questions

could be shown to be superior to others there are

important implications for the training of physics teachers.

There can be little doubt that what the physics

teacher says and how he says it is a matter of central

importance. It is likely to provide the impetus for the

face to face couanunication between teacher and students so

inadequately and so arldly designated 'classroom interaction'

Such intercommunication may well be more important in

determining the quality and the effectiveness of physics

teaching and learning in our schools than currieular changes

whic-i are inspired from outside the school and which can

exert, in the nature of things, no more than an indirect

influence on the fundamental quality of communication

within the classroom. There is surely a case for further

research into this aspect of teacher behaviour.
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APPENDIX X

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

yqplo Ijof 1. jbearaing physics by do^ng qjtfprlmentB.

-hat is the teachers1 attitude to noise and chaos In class?

Does he think: students are learning under these conditions?

Does he prefer to avoid chaos by reducing student

experimentation?

What experiments does he think might be done as student

experiments in Third Year?

Ask about particular oaesj e.g. gas laws with medical

syringes* specific latent heat experiment using ice

and filter funnels.

key Question* Does he think that on the whole students

learn better by doing experiments for

themselves or by watching the teacher

demonstrate?

gaato No. 3. Enjoyment of physics lqssons.

What kind of lessons in physics do students enjoy?

How does he know that they are enjoying a lesson?

What steps does he take to try to ensure that they will

enjoy physics?

Ke.v Question» Does he really regard it as important

that students should enjoy what they do

in the physics class?

Top^c Not 5. Exploring side issues with students.

Does he ever find that a student wants to explore side

issues arising out of a physics lesson?

Does it happen often?
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What Bhould a teacher do when it does happen?

How does he react to this when it happens?

ke.v Question.: Does he feel that students should be

encouraged to raise questions concerning

side issues and to explore them?

ffopic Ho, 4. Teacher questioning of stuueatB.

How does he generally start off a lesson to a Third Year

physics class?

Why does he start in this way?

What does he think of always starting off lay asking a

few questions?

Why ask questions?

What does he regard as the difference between teaching

and lecturing?

key -usstlon? Does he regard asking questions of a

class as an important aspect of teaching

physics?

Topic No* 5. Lesson presentation.

Should a teacher have a clearly stated aim before him at

the start of each lesson?

How should this aim be expressed?

How would he phrase his airu before setting out to *do*

Boyles' law?

What does he think of - *To prove to the class that the

pressure of a fixed mass of gas at constant temperature

is Inversely proportional to the volume'?

key ueBtlon: Does he regard the teaching of physics

as confirming a series of relations

between physical quantities?
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ffoglc No. ,6. Qffen-endod student experiments,

When giving oat apparatus for student experiments what

instructions should the teacher give?

What would be his alia for a lesson In which students are

asked to use trolleys and ticker-timers for the first

time?

What would he expect them to be able to do?

What instructions would he give?

Key daestlon: If the students were given trolleys and

ticker-timers and asked to make an

unspecified measurement in physics what

would he expect them to achieve inside

a double period?

NQr 7» Homework.

Is he keen about homework?

Itoes he think that homework affects a student's attitude

to physics?

What effect does he think it will have?

Key Questions How does he react to "There is one teacher

I know who gives all his classes regular

ink exercises: on the other hand I know

another teacher who regards any homework

as an evil imposition. Where do you

stand?"

Topic No. 8. Sxamlnations,

Is he keen on examinations?

Does he think that examinations are reliable measures of

ability?
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Does he regard them as a waste of valuable teaching time?

What ia his attitude towards doing away with exarainations?

What does he think of getting rid of pass-fail

distinctions?

key ■ uestlon: What does he consider would be the effect

on his job as a physics teacher if all

examinations were abolished?

Topic No. 9. Hote-taklm*.

After hie students have carried out an experiment

themselves what written record do they have?

Are these notes written in a rough jotter, lab, note-book

etc,?

Do the students write these notes in ink, pencil or does

he not care?

Are the experimental notes compiled by the students

themselves or are they dictated?

Does he thinic that In taking dictated notes the students'

learning is reinforced?

Key uestiont How does he react to "Suppose an average

group of students took no notes" at all

during physics lessons throughout Third,

Fourth and Fifth Years, how do you think

they would do?"

ToptQ Hp. 3rQ« Student freedom.,

How ranch freedom does he think students should have in

school?

Docb he consider they have too little or too much at

present?
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Should students have freedom to select only subjects

that Interest them?

Does he feel they should be free to attend classes in a

subject only when they feel that the topic that day

interests them? That Is* should the students draw up

their own syllabus?

£e.v Question; How does he reaet to the idea that

students taking physics study only these

parts of physics which interest them?

y°g*Q 3°t, 3.1» Qydey and diftcipllm?,

Does he like to teach in an ordered situation?

What particular kind of student misbehaviour does he

find most irritating?

what sanctions does he take against a student who

refuses to do housework?

What does he think of the use of corporal punishment?

Does he think it has an effect on student-teacher

relations?

Does he think it is used too frequently in Scottish

schools?

He.v uestlon: What would be the personal effect on him

if the use of corporal punishment was

prohioited?

notes The purpose of the key questions was to ensure that

at some stage of the interview the subject was

asked to respond in a way that would commit him to

take up a position on each topic*
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APPENDIX IX

TRANSCRIPTS OP TEACHER INTERVIEWS

WITH TEACHERS RATED MOST OPEN-ENDED

AND MOST EXPOSITORY.

The complete transcripts of Interviews with the

other teaohere are available and may be obtained

by making application to the autrior.
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TEACHER H - THE TEACHES EATSD MOST OPEN-ENDED.

Q. Now, one of the things you find nowadays, I find, In

going out and in lots of schools and under all sorts of

different conditions, is that there is a tremendous amount

of noise and chaos and movement and activity in a physics

class, nowadays, most of the time because of the nature of

the teaching technique. One wonders how much learning is

actually going on in these circumstances. What do you

think about this?

A. I think it is absolutely inevitable that if you are

going to leave the children a certain amount of freedom

to find out things for themselves, then you are going to

end up with children wandering about comparing results,

one group with the other, 'what did you get, I don't get

that'.,, this is all part of learning. If you want to

define learning in terms of the old Scottish academic

idea, of sitting down and taking notes off a board, or

talking to the teacher, certainly there is not much of

that going on and is that learning really? I think they

learn a lot more in the relatively structured chaos if

you like, of a properly organised lesson. The lesson has

to be organised, it is certainly more difficult to

organise, I think, and still keep that chaos if you want

to call it.

Q* Certainly one way, of com Be, of reducing the chaos

if one wanted to do tnis, would be, I think, to reduce

the amount of pupil experimentation.

A. Certainly, bat can you teach physics, actual
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physics, without them actually experiencing physics. An

analogy doesn't readily spring to mind, it is like

teaching English without using books, isn't it, I suppose

that is one possible comparison. I don't think you can

teach physics and get them to experience... how do you...

In physics you are dealing with reality, you are looking

at real situations and a physicist must look at real

situations, that is what they are doing, I don't see

any other way for it. It is probably sore pleasant this

way too, but that is beside the pointj even if it weren't
more pleasant I can't see a oetter way to do it.

Q. Turning to particular situations, say in the third

year, or perhaps the fourth year, depending on how you

do it; for example doing the gas laws if you use these

medical syringes, in some cases you con create a pupil

experiment situation rather than a demonstration. What

do you think about that?

A. I would go to some lengths to get a pupil into an

experiment situation but, at the same time, there are

occasions when a bad experiment can cause confusion and

then you have got to compromise, ^apposing that the

only way that you can really effectively do this is by

demonstration then you do it uy demonstration, involving

pupils all the time of course. If you are careful you

keep the number of demonstrations down to a minimum and

do tneru properly and you involve the pupils in these

situations too. Personally, X don't do it with the

syringes, I found a setter way to no it which does
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involve the pupils, using a capillary tube; it is qa.it©

cheap, you can tarn it oat that way but on the general

point there is a line at which you have to say, well

look the children are just messing about here, the

experiment is not really teaching them anything; it is

not a good experiment, you have got to abandon it and

aay, well look at thia big expensive piece of apparatus

I have here, let us try and make It work together#

Q. Now, another one on the same sort of subject material,

is the specific latent heat of fusion of ice with the

filter funnels, the idea, one of the ideas.*, the

immersion heaters, one of the ideas of this I think was

to., this was seen as a step forward, in that it was

going to convert what had often been a demonstration to

a pupil experiment. What do you think about that one?

A. It is a borderline one, with a good class you can

make that one work pretty well; with a not so good class

you have difficulties. It is a complex experiment, you

have to correct for this background of heat and so on.

Mind you it is getting better with more and more

integrated science being taught and more and more of

the pupils having some sort of background in biology,

where control experiments are used generally. It may be

tqy imagination bat I am finding they are taking it

better now than they did before. We will have to wait

for a year or two to see if it really is the case or not

but certainly it is a borderline experiment. Personally

I do it but I always find difficulty in getting this one

over.
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Q. On the whole then would you say that in your view

pupils learn best by doing experiments for themselves,

rather than by watching?

A. Oh yes. This is almost a statement of belief 1

would have thought....#

Q. What factors Influence pupils in learning, or what

sort of tilings does a teacher do that allows pupils to

learn. Scans people say, it must oe said that they are

very often people outside the classroom, that one of the

most important things is that human beings learn things

best when they are enjoying themselves. Bo you consider

it important that pupils enjoy physics?

A. Yes. They can't enjoy themselves all the time;

there comes a time when they have got to get down to

something which is a little more unpleasant in terms of

hard slogging woi& but if they enjoy the rest of the

time and if they do enjoy the time they spend in the

physics classroom then they have the motivation for

doing this wor&i if they see It as being relevant and

if, as I say the rest of the time, when they are doing

experiments, if they have a relatively large degree of

freedom and so on, they will enjoy it. This helps them

when it comes to the slogging bite. Anyone who says you

can get away without the slogging bits isn't teaching,

they are just letting the children play about. Tou.

have to get both thing© there. The problems are

unpopular bat they are necessary.
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Q.* Bo you think; one can toll when the pupils are

enjoying physice? I am not sure I could have told you

this but people say you can, when they are enjoying a

lesson, how Is one to tell?

A. Perhaps I am just taking this on the surface level;

1 can't say I have thought specifically about this

problem. Certainly I could say if a class weren't

enjoying a lesson, or maybe appreciating a lesson is a

better word. You really have to appreciate it to a

certain extent to enjoy it - certainly if they sit there

cold and unresponsive and they look, at you.

Q» Do you feel there is one kind of lesson, any

particular kind of lesson in physics they tend to enjoy

on the whole more than others'?

A, Well, X think perhaps appreciate Is a word we use

more often. The kind of lesson they appreciate is

something which the whole lesson has got some kind of a

shape; if they are doing an experiment, at the beginning

they don't know what the answer Is going to be, this la

the situation we strive to achieve time after time. We

don't achieve it as often as ws think we do or as often

as wo might, if they start off... if you start off by

saying, well, look what do you think will happen here;

quite a complex situation perhaps and thay give you all

sorts of Ideas and you begin to get them saying 'well,

porhnps this will happen, perhaps that will happen*,
If they do the experiment and it Is a good experiment

and they don't have to cose to you In the end and say
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'please sir, what should X have got herefV Bat if it is

a good experiment and it works and suddenly things click

for them then they feel... 'I have done this , I have

discovered that this is the answer', it is perhaps a

cliche these days, but If they actually discover things for

themselves and the whole lesson takes a bit of shape and

they see a bit of point in it, then I feel they will go

out that door and feel more satisfied than when they came

in* Certainly a lot more of a phycisiet than when they

came in.

Q,. Sometimes a pupil wants to explore some side issue

that arises out of a lesson. People say this happens

often but certainly I don't think ifc does but it does

happen sometimes; do you find it happens often?

A. Ho, deflately not. I find one of the dangers for

the less able pupil and the pupil who perhaps has not

seen the point of what we are trying to do, or perhaps

is unable to concentrate on it, I find that he will

often sidetrack himself and sidetrack you and if you

were not careful you might think he was going off and

exploring another line of discovery. He is not really.

The naraber of times when a really good pupil, or the

pupil who really has got a grip of wliat is going on

here - the number of times whan he wants to push the

frontiers of his knowledge uackwaras along a direction

una tinctured by you isn't terribly often, if does

happen, particularly later on.
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Q. How do you react to It when it does happen?

A* It depends. Unfortunately we are working to an

examination syllabus and we have only so much time. If

this pupil, and obviously this class is in the situation

where this time can be sxiared then fair ©nought you let

hira go on. It is probably one of the most valuable parts

of the actual physics for him. Sometimes I try and

arrange it if he is doing this..,., I remember once for

instance doing electric motors and we haa a particularly-

good class and the idea came up, it is a bit jerky the

way it is running, aid one particular group said 'could
we get over this in some way?' - the idea came through

eventually with a bit prodding of winding two coils at

right angles to each other, and this went on and on

until eventually we did this at lunch times and after

4 o'clock. This is how we manageu. to find time for it.

They had an eight coil motor running very smoothly and

very powerfully with one of these wee electromagnetic

kits. I think this is the kind of tiling you have got

to find time for, you can't find time in four periods

a week.

Q* Now... you might say, 'you shouldn't need to ask

me tois question because you have seen me teaching often

enough' but if you would let me ask you, you probaoly

don't think about it, how do you regard... what do yoa

think you normally do to start off a lesson to a

third year's physics class, apart from toe formalities

'come and sit down*....
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A. I probably start off, and as yon say this is

something I don't think about... It depends on what

kind of lesson it is. I probably start off where they

finished last day, and see how much they have picked up

last day.

Q. How do you do this, how do you actually do, what

do you say?

A. I suppose it is the classic, 'wnat were we doing

laBt week', or do I?

Q. That is asking the question, yes.

A. It depends on how far the lesson is followixig on

this... I usually try to get aometuing tied up. On

reflection I usually try to bet something tied up in a

double period and supposing then it woulcl be ideal if

you were starting some thing new, if you are sure you

have the previous one lieu up then yoa might start

along a different lixie altogether. One would hope that

when you start off the lesson if the and point of the

lesson isn't immediately obvious. So it would really

depend, for instance, I can always reaioabar last weak

there, this week now, starting off with one class, I

was starting off momentum that one I started oif talking

about rugby players standing in the middle of a field

bashing against each other with no connection with th©

previous lesson; on the other hand - it is a difficult

question to answer that one.
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Q. I think what you are really saying is that there Is

no real specific way, is there, yon know, any fixed

formula?

A* Well, I don't have a fixed method. I know some

teachers who com© in and say 'now here's two questions

of what we did last day..,. *, possibly effective bat..

Q. Certainly, asking questions, now to come to that

In a more general way# This is something I tell the

students in the college to do anyway, rightly or wrongly,

probably wrongly oat anyway this is what I say, T tell

them it is important to ask questions in the ole sraoa*

What do you think about that?

A. It J.a absolutely vital to use questions in class*

I suppose one could catalogue the reasons for doing it*

till'IDs you ask questions and get aone kind of feed-back

from the clans you arc not sure if the class are with

you and you ore ale - not sure what the class ar©

thinking and the number of thi&.i.® probably being side-*

tracked into a very s. all point, the whole Issue... the

namber of misconceptions that arise in a physics class,

the average physics class is incredible, fhie Is one of

the few ways to find out where the misconceptions are*

To find out if you are teaching effectively you have

got to ask questions. You imsn't be afraid of the

answers yon get too; it is not a case of asking

question*® which have a right or wrong ©newer; it is

Important that you really find what the misconceptions

are and how far they had got by following up a 11a© of
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questioning with than. I don't know, I haven't really

analysed ray own style of teaching, but I think I ask a

lot of questions In class. I probably rely on thea quite

heavily to find oat what the class are doing as opposed

to examining written work.

Q,. Turning to a question of... I suppose wo have been

talking about this already, though not quite specifically,

the forethought that goes into presentation of a lesson.

What do you think of before you start? There Is all this

talk about aims ana objectives and the teacher ought

to have a clearly stated aim, Veil clearly an

experienced teacher Isn't going to write down the night

before on a bit of paper what his aim is but supposing

you did this, or you were advising someone to do this —

take Boyle's Law for example as an experiment that was

to be dons the next day, and yoa had to set down In some

form of words your own Intention for yourself, not what

the pupils will write in their books or whatever, of

whet you thought you were going to do at that double

period, what would you. think o? the following - 'to

prove to the class that the pressure of a fired mass of

gas at constant temperature is .1 aversely proportional to

the volume *, 'to prove to the class, bin bin bin '

how, your intention, this is what yon are going to do —

what would you think of that?

A. Well, if that Is the objective you set yourself

you certainly can fulfil it very effectively. It would

be quite easy to do it but it is rather unimaginative,
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it would be rather dull for the children, it would not

tell them very roach. You might get them into a situation

where they certainly could regurgitate Boyle's Law to you

but would they really appreciate Boyle's Law. I would

not set tqyself that kind of aim#

Q. Would you... it Is maybe unfair to ask you this on

the spur of the moment, I thought about this in leisure.,

how would you... can you think of a way you might frame

your objective?

A. I think.... this is the pupil objective we are

talking about. I think I would have a general objective

at the back of lay mind all the time, to help them in

logical constractive thinking, and so on, and appreciate

the physical situation, but that is presumably a

different question.

Q. Yes, it is what you...

A. A specific objective for this lesson, for this

content - centred lesson (that's right) then what I

would probably do is say to myself, right 'help the

pupils to understand, help the pupils to discover, or

to achieve some kind of understanding of the behaviour of

gases, how the volume of a gas changes If you change the

pressure of a gas.* I think, one doesn't want an

objective to be too loose, one has to see if one has

achieved it or not, that is one of the points of

objectives; at the same time my objective would be a

more general.... I probably wouldn't mention Boyle's
Law in rqy objective at all. I don't think it is
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important that they should know that pressures and

volume have anythin : to do with a chap called Boyle.

Q* Yes. How moving on to the question of - we said

earlier and we agreed, that pupil experimentation

nowadays is certainly much practiced and is probably a

good thing; what kind of instructions would you give;

if we take a specific example, you are giving oat to a

class, maybe third year, for the first time, ticker

timers, they fciay have encountered the trolleys before

but not the ticker timers. How It is the first time

they ever had these things. They have been given out

for the first time to use by themselves, either with or

without trolleys depending on your taste or the different

context of timing or something, what would you expect

them to do, what would your aim, again, be? What would

you expect them to do?

A. I wouldn't treat the ticker timer as being a

separate piece of something to be studied itBelf, it is

very kmcIi a tool at that s&age. Practically, I probably

would have to spend some time explaining how you can

adapt a lab-pack. I don't think the idea of just

saying 'plug in here and plug in here* works; you have

to explain why you don't plug in there, why you use a.c.

It does take some time to get them roughly familiar with

the principles of using the ticker timer. I don't think
I would spend very much time explaining how the ticker

tiraer works, that is something that will click into place

at a later part of the course. As long as they have the

general principles.
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<4. What would you expect them to do once you had

explained this, what would you expect them actually to

do? What kind of experiment if any?

A* Well, the way X should do it... the ticker timer is

an interval timer and I relate it to the measurement of

speed and I would expect them to take the classic one,

I suppose, take a piece of ticker tape and streak across

the classroom with a piece of ticker tape attached to

them and then sit down and analyse their motion, aek

theia to run, or to walk, or to jerk the tap®, fast, slow,

fast, or something like that, and see if they can use

the tape to draw a graph of their motions, hammering the

point home, this is a very difficult point to get home to

them; you have to, got to do it, time and time again;

how you measure speed by measuring distance over time and

the business of dividing by 50 for instance, it is

pretty dreadful. That would come later. You do a graph

first and then you work on that calculating the speed and

so on.

Q. How, supposing on the other hand you gave out the

ticker timer and lab - packs and bits of paper and

switches or whatever and you simply told theia, before

you have given the stuff out, you have told them

'here is a device that we call a ticker timer', or

'here is a device', 'you can use it to snake some sort

of measurement that we are interested in, in physics,

and I am not going to tell you what it Is, away and

try and measure something with it.' What would you
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expect thaia to achieve inside a doable period with that

sort of instruction?

A. Hot very much, It is too general. You want them to

discover things bat yoa have to point them in the right

direction, give them a push. You might get something

from an exceptionally good class, gat something oat of

it. Even with structured teaching it 1© difficult

enough to get something out of this.#, to use ticker

timers. Giving them that kind of situation. Give

that to a sixth year class, give them those instructions,

then you will get something oat of them if they have never

seen a ticker timer before. Give them a sort of black

box, where nobody will know what is happening, with a

few knobs on it and say 'what do you think you could

use that for?*} and then you will get something oat of it

because they are relatively mature or they should be in

their thinking as scientists. Bat, give that to a third

year class and they will lose interest very quickly too

because they won't be achieving anything and If they

are not achieving anything they won't be terribly

interested in what they are doing, That ie generally,

of course, you raay get the odd one or two who are

outstanding.

<4. Now going to the question that often causes a bit

of controversy, and that is homework. We talked about

what affects the way In which pupil® learn and the

condition under which he beat learns, how ©bout the

effect of homework - do you think getting homework
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effects the pupil 's attitude - do you think it affects

their attitude to physics?

A. Oh yes, it affects their attitude; that is not the

real reason for giving it of course. But certainly if

they have a subject in which they don't get homework,

putting it in the context of school, that they won't do

any homework, they won't do anything at home at all and

certainly a lot of the stuff they do in the class

requires consolidation of the work at hone. I don't

give a lot of homework. I try to get them Into the

habit, trying to form the habit of doing experiments and

getting the bones of the experiment down when you are

actually doing it and then going home and saying, 'well

what was all this really about, can I write a brief

description of the princijjles?not the usual thing -

'we took a B&nften burner' but supposing you are doing

kinetic energy explaining why you are using a wee eat

of goal posts and elastic bands. Problems I think are

important to them, Thoy don't have time to do problems

in class. What I generally do is have a sheet with a

problem on it and X give them all out a sheet with a

problem on it and they do the problem on the back of

the sheet. I take the sheet back in and I look at the

problems. It tells a lot on how the class are

thinking; also it tells thern a lot on how much they

understand of what they have been doing

Q,« If we think of this in terms of a spectrum there

is a teacher I know who gives all his classes, in
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years three, four aad five, a regular ink; exercise to

be handed In every weex - on the other hand there is

another bloke who reckons that homework; is an evil

imposition and is socially a bad thing and to give

homework to young people to do in their leisure time

is absurd. Where would you say you stand in this

general spectr.m?

A. I don't give them ink-exercises oeeause there is

not much point in neatness and tidiness to be learnt as

homework, this is something they should be imbibing all

the time at school certainly but there is no point in

ink-exercises nor do I tend to give it out regularly.

On the other hand there is a tremendous argument put

forward against it, even socially... I prooably lie

somewhere in between. Homework is very useful, it

tells you a lot and it tells the pupil a lot. It is

also a very effective teaching aid and I use it, X don't
use it a lot mind you. I s ppose if I give taoa one

problem a weex and mayoe some weeks they wouldn't

have any problems to do from ma; it depends on what

they are doing at the time. I wouldn't say I have any

definite rule on this one..

Cu But probably in this general spectrum you would be,

you say, nearer which end?

A. Nearer? The left... (not necessarily political...)

NO.

Q. Now coming to that other vexed question, that of

e^Huainatioaa; now do you think examinations, would you
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agree with the statement that examinations are reliable

measures of attainment in physics?

A. It depends how you measure, how you describe

attainment. It depends on the examination. It depends

on the thought that has gone into it. There is no

general answer to that question.

Q. Supposing it was a good examination"

A. Then it can ue fairly reliable. V'e would never try

to claim reliability for it. But a good

examination on a specific part, testing specific

objectives ana if what you are after is, in answer to

the question, how well have these pupils attained these

objectives, then you probably would get an answer to

that one. To try to answer the question 'how good a

phycxsist is this person?', by an examination 1b a wee

bit optimistic, especially at school stage. It does

give you some measure, let us face it, possibly all

the pupils who are good at physics tend to get '0'

grade physics and posbioly all the pupils that are

rotten at physics tend to fall '0* grade physics but

that is taxing the two extremes; in between I wouldn't
want to place too iuuch reliability on exa ..inations; we

all know the case of the odd pupil in the class who

seems to respond very very well in class but when he

gets into an examination room there is nothing comes

out. Very often there are reasons for $iia, reasons

that are not terribly oovious bat still they do occur#

I am not anti-examinations, they are very useful tilings
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bat I would not like to place too great an objective

status on examinations.

Q. What would be your attitude then to doing away with

them entirely} all kinds of examinations within the

school system, both external and internal?

A. That is a question that has in£»ll cations away

beyond the physics realm, the department of physios,

it has implications away beyond the school, and, I thins

to discuss that question you would have to discuss the

whole structure of society. Bet, as far as affecting

the teaching situation goes, which is a very specific

part of the whole question of examination, as far as

affecting the teaching situation you certainly would

lose a little of the drive} it would let you open up

your syllabus, you could probably teach more physics}

whether pupils would learn or not that is a different

question. I may be very presbyterian in this and think

of original sin wnen I say tills but whether pupils

would learn quite so much without the knowledge that

one day they are going to sit an examination without a

specific objective in front of them. It is a question I

would not like to answer. I suppose with an intensely

charismatic teacner with fantastic personality, teaching

physics as it really ought to oe taught, as we ail know

it ought to be taught, those children would oe very

strongly motivated, out in the practical situation, me

at the class on fconda, morning I wouldn't like to do away

with them all together.
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Q,. What about being a little less radical and not doing

away with them oat doing away with pass/fail distinction.

There has already been soiae moves in this direction in,

for example, the sixth year studies. Some people would

say this is a move away from the pass/fail,; what would

you thiaue about that?

A. I think the whole question of examinations, national

examinations, needs to oe looked atj there is no doubt

aoout that whatever# There is no terribly clear policy

on this, at least not at tne shop floor level as regards

percentage of passes and so on. Something needs to be

done there. It is a very big question and I have no

simple answer to this. Certainly I am convinced

something needs to oe done there and probably the answer

lies aloxig the 'grades' direction. I would not like to

say it is specifically a simple answer but the answer

probably lies along that direction soiaewhere. I think

you are in a straight jacket, you are lumbered with the

university requirements for 'Higher® grade at a constant

level and yet at the other end you have the HOSLA pupils

arriving and you have the S.C.S. 'u* grade exams which

were originally designed for about 30^ or the top 30:.-...

now you have the whole spectrum of the school in there.

It mast be looked at, it has got to be looked at. I

have heard suggestions, for instance, of schools

awarding their own exemptions, and so on} this is a

possibility. There are all sorts of implications which

will have to be looked at, I have the kind of feeling
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th© Kind of hope If you like as well, that the answer

does lie along this direction somewhere.

Q. To bring this natter of examination to a more

specific personal level what would you. consider to be

the most likely effect on your clay to day $ob as a

physios teacher In school, if all examinations ware done

away with; how would It affect what you do?

A# I would have to work a lot harder, I thinu, to keep

the pupils* interest. 1 would certainly have a lot more

freedom in as much as I cosld say, well look., now let uie

see, wnile I think about this one. Are i;y iaeas of what

physics is the same as the exam board's idea? I would

have to as* that question right away. So far I have

used them ©s a crutch; and there are some questions I

have not asked nyself, it is in the syllabus and

therefore I have got to teach it, thoreforo the question

doesn't arise; this is the raajor part of the syllabus

and the question doesn't arise; do I want to teach this

or not because i. have goi to, or is this piiysics or not

because I have got to. I would probably want to s^end

a year in hibernation thinking of this one. I would

Iiove to work an awful lot harder thinking about it.

Thau there is the actual classroom situation too. The

pupils wouldn't be in hex»e with this motivation and I

would have to make sure they hau some other kind of

motivation; which I hope the#' have, don't get me wrong,

I hope they ore net just here to pass the examination

but that is probably the reason thay are here in the
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first place; and you have to work on that one. I hope

that during the average period they don't think to

themselves *1 have got to learn about this because it

wight come up in the examinations.* I hope they don't

think like that. Yet on the other hand it is always a

crutch.

Q. Yes. Now to turn to something more specific,

specifically Informational as it were, not so liiich

personal opinions, rather what happens. After the

pupils in your class, your own particular class have

done a pupil experiment, what record do they actually

have, what wx'ittea record?

A. This varies. Again you try to take crutches away

from them as they come through the school, I think.

These work sheets in the first and second year that are

published or that you make up yourself are a good, idea;

they leave the pupil, especially the pupil of lesser ability

as far as written Hnglish is concerned anyway, it leaves

them more freedom to think about the science going on.

In the third year, also in the first and second, I

attempt to try, particularly towards the end of the

second year, to get them to write a wee bit inore, to get

into the habit of writing down experimenta, trying to put

their ideas down on paper, trying to put conclusions of

their own down on paper; at the beginning of the third

year I try to, X still use work sheets, but very

occasionally for what might be a complex experiment but

even there my worn sheets tend to have a lot of blanks
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In thorn for the pupils to writ® - in the case of a

complex diagram, or a complex table, after we have

worked out the table with the class, I tend to chuck

thee® work sheets at then and say, *there you are, save

you. doing all that,' I tend to teach them a structure

of writing up an experiment, I tend to almost say,

'look yoa really want to have a title for an experiment.*
Vie may discuss the title together and decide what it will

be out I tell theaa we really ought to have © title for

the experiment so that you know what it is about. A good

sketch speaks volumes for instance. I then say 'leave a

space there for description and when you get home tonight

or at the ena of the period when you have finished it,

write down the things you think are not obvious from th®

sketch and are really quite important about this

experiment.*

v*. do they do this for the.uaelves then, they compile

their own notes to oome extent? «

A. Yes, to a greater and greater extent as they go

through the school. To begin with.... if you just

aakeu them a class at the beginning of the third year,

there is a sudden change from the seoond, 'look we've

done this experiment, you have done this experiment, go

home and write it up' you would get absolute chaos, you

wouldn't get anything at all. I attempt to try and make

sure that th® conclusions they have got down are ail the

same thing. I do this by either saying 'well let us

work out a conclusion together for this experiment',
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or at the end of a section by saying, 'well look, I have

got a suuiaary sheet here which roughly summarises all the

important things about this section we have done', and I

give them that. Again, as they get further up the school

i don't like to do that kind of thing because to me one

of the important points about when they come to study for

exams is the process through which they go, asking

themselves, 'what was this section really about, what

are the important things we did in this section of work,

what points are really coming overV* And, if they can

reduce all the physics they have done in two years to say

four or five sheets of paper, then they have gone through

a very irapoi'tant learning experience in doing that, which

1 would be doing wrong to short circuit. So to summarise

I suppose, increasingly I would like to leave them more

and more as they learn how to do tills kind of thing so

that they can understand it themselves in a couple of

weeks time, then I would try to leave them more and more

to do their own writing up.

Q. You don't use dictated notes then to any real

ex ten tv

A. ilo, I don't use them at all,

Q. Some people say that pupils actually learn, that

they get their learning reinforced by writing it down,

writing dictated notes, that this helps them to

actually learn.

A. I can't see how that is. They are too busy

thinking about what you are saying, how to spell this
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wordj I can sac the point about making that statement

about, perhaps, issued notes, although ray own feeling

about Issued notes, duplicated notes, is that pupils

don't read them anyway, £o tm the important thing is

the thinking process they go through to achieve,

whether it is an individual thinking process or one in

which the whole class takes part when you disease it with

them you. might say, 'what exactly are the conclusions for

this experiment?1, and worse at something together and you

add two or three clauses, verbally you knowj some of them

will say, 'aye yes sir, yo«. know, that noes not ;jita

work', that is a general conclusion bat is a very

Important process,

Cft, how, supposing a group of average certificate

pupils at this school took no notes at ell, nad no

record right through years three, four and five, in

physics, no written record but clearly thoy would still

have access to text boosts and so on - how do you think

they would get on?

A, In examinations? (Yes;, Well, they wouldn't have

very much chance because they wouldn't have gone through

tueee processes I an thinning of, they might know quit®

a bit aoout physics, on the other hand, if they were

ooasciencious and working hard why did they not uake

notes because that is part of science, part of physic®,

it is a nan question*
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Yarning to more general things, there is this talk

aou&t pupil freedom and general sort of liberty and

general democracy, deschooliag and so on. fast to try

and get your view on this, do yon think at the present

time pupils get too ranch, or too little, or Just about

the right amount in this school of personal freedom,

you know, what one normally means by freedom?

A* I am not terribly aware of any situation in which

I would say the pupils did not have enough freedom* I

think they probably havaj one has to strike a balance

oetween treating the pupils as individuals and treating

them as relatively immature individuals. You can't

expect a child, and a lot of those pupils are children,

to oehav© with the earns sense of responsibility,

therefore you shouldn't put him in a situation where he

has to maks the kind of decisions, that are difficult

enoughfor a mature adult to make. I think this is

certainly true. On the other hand if you give him....

this is a difficult suing, knowing how much

responsibility and how much freedom to give them, as

much as possible, so that the;/ do grow up into human

beings, thinking human beings with a moral sense of

their own and yet, on the other hand, don't land the

kids with too much responsibility or you make them

adults before their time and sometimes turn them into

adults In a shock process.

tU i'o be a little more specific now about what we

mean by freedom, what about freedom to select, you know,
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curriculum, subjects that interest them; they don't

really have this. In almost every school throughout

the country they hav© to study English for example, they

have to study maths up to some stage or other. What tio

you think of the idea that they should have complete

freedom to select only the subjects that they want?

A. Again., very often a pupil comes back to you in

sixth year and say®, 'I wish I had known triors about

what I would need in life, I wish I had known more about

what I was going to take at school and I would have tau&u

a different decision at the end of second year.' It is

difficult enough for the pupils to take decisions with

the guidance they are given and guiaanc® ia pretty good

on the whole? very few pupils have an axe to grind, at

least I hope not. I don't think tnay have, there are

vary few professional teachers that have an axe to grind

in this respect. Selecting your ^wn curriculum, wall,

I think it is wise for instance fop a pupil to oe

advised always to taua English and 1 can't really

conceive of a situation in w iloh a pupil would oe better

off not doing it, and I'm a relatively mature person who

has gone through tha academic mill, if you like, through

the factory, and reasonably aware of all the implications

of a fixed curriculum, of shoving things down people's

throats, and turning them into a certain kind of auraan

being, of processing them in our society, at the same

time, knowing all these things I still think I ear*

make a better decision In general terms than the pupil
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can, therefore I make this decision, advise them of it

and I think it works.

Q. Obviously, I think you will agree that what you are

saying is that really the amount of freedom they have at

the tnornent is about right and that they should not

really have freedom to select their own curriculum.

A. I think It is difficult enough for an adult to make

that decision.

Q. Some people are saying it should go f rther than

that, that they should have freedom almost to draw up

their own syllabus; in other words, for example, if they

quite like doing electricity but they don't caro much

for mechanics, then they only attend the classes in

physics when they are doing electricity.

A. But life is not like that, you know, you can't

just do the things you want to do in life. There is the

rough and there is the smooth, It is even a part of a

discipline of life learning to ta.ee the rough with the

smooth. Entirely apart from that, if I as a person who

has gone into physics at some depth decide that in order

to appreciate physics then a knowledge of electricity is

necessary, as well as some kind of knowledge of mechanics,

then I will expect them to appreciate that I have made

that decision, and further, certainly I won't make an

arbits.iy decision and say, 'you will do that', I would

try to show them why X did it. Vfhy I made that

decision, but at the same time, you know, pupils aren't

admits, you me.an't treat them as being adults, it is
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unfair to the pupile.

Q,. How would you react then in general to the idea

that pupilb taking physics only study parts that

interest them, how would you react to that?

A. I wouldn't; like it at all.

Q,« Well tell me then... the old question, the general

order and discipline in the school and in the class room,

what kind of common pupil behaviour do you find most

irritating in your own physics clese? - Just little

things?

A. An unwillingness to respond to all the stimulus

yon throw at them; this I find, a general sort of *1 am

not bothered1, a general lazy attitude. I go to a lot

of trouble to make things interesting for them and this

unwillingness to try I find most frustrating Pupils

sitting chatting in class. I did the sa .e at their age

fair enough, and if that's ^Jing on you just have to

try and silence it by whatever mesne are most convenient

to you at the time end the most effectives but at the

same time it doesn't bother me terribly much, pupils

are pupils; I find with a general informal level of

discipline in the classroom the pupils from the most

able to the least able respond reasonably well to this

Kind of thing. If there is a trouble maker in the

class generally, what I try to do is just to laugh

at him, avoid a conflict situation, even do it

publically if you like, someone is responding in a

lazy fashion so I just laugh et then and the rest of
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the class usually end up laughing too. Hot make fan of

thera, just# *•

Q. What sanctions do you take against pupils, if any,

who don't do homework*?

A. Withdrawal of favour, is the first one. One can be

pretty effective In saying some quite nasty things to

them bat that would be a last resort. I try to persuade

in them in the first case that it is necessary and, to

see wiry it is necessary. I have used the celt about

twice since coming to the school and neither time was

it a classroom situation; one was when a boy was

brutally bullying another ooy.. I forget the other one,

it doesn't matter... but I wouldn't think of doing that.

Q. Well, what do you think in general of the use of

eorporal punishment, what effect, do you think it has

any effect on the pupil teacher relations in the long

terra?

A. It depends on how you use it,. I don't think rae

using the belt a couple of times has any effect upon

ray xuapil teacher relationship. I think the children

expect to be belted for that xlnd of thing. How much

la achieved... is a greater subject. If I were to go

into a class ana start laying aoout with the belt,

definitely tire children would regard me as a different

sort of parson that they regard rue at the moment* I

like a very informal relationship with the pupils,

i'here is not such a great age difference, there is,

one wouiu think, a vast experience difference.
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There is not such a big age difference between the

pupils and iqyself and I wouldn't like... apart from the

principle of not liking to actually physically hit them

it definitely would affect, if you used it to any

measuraole extent, it would affect a pupil teacher

relationship If you started using the belt.

Q. Do you think there is too much, would you say just

in general there is loo ranch corporal punishment need

in Scottish schools? I .enow that it is difficult for

one to know this, you only get an impression.

A. There is the odd teacher who does use it far too

much but it iB generally a sign of failure waari the oelt

is used to that extent. Scofctisn schools in general -

I haven't experience really to say.

Q. Pair enough. The last question is, what would,

again to bring it to particularise it to your own

situation, what would be the effect on you as a physics

teacher on your job and your working conditions, if you

like, if the use of corporal punishment was prohibited

completely, your power to ase corporal punishment was

withdrawn completely?

A. Well, I don't have a belt. In W teaching life I

have used it very very seldom, 1 can't see it would

affect me very much at all. In fact I can't see that

at all. The question of whether the pupils would have

a different attitude towards teachers, I would have to

think about it. One would hope that the thought 'he is

going to hit me with a belt', doesn't come into their minds
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terribly often. On the other hand there are schools

which have reached a level, their teachers have reached

a level that to talcs the straj> froia them it would be

quite serious on their t aching situation. I wouldn't like

to make a general decision ou this. Certainly, I suppose

I am lacity; I have a fortunate relationship with the

pupils. I thin* t lie is an oojective Statement. I

have a reasonably good relationship witi the pupils,

I am lucky. I don't think it would affect me either

way.

Q. hut it might perhaps affect other people.

A. I think it grobaoly . .ight.
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Q. The thing that often strikes me, going round the

schools as I do, you know, Is the tremendous amount of

noise there is in a science class nowadays, noise and

chaos and pupil movement and things like this; do you

think the pupils are*., to what extent are the pupils

learning under these conditions, when there is a lot

of noiBe?

A. In sorae cases I am quite sure that..* the noise is

unavoidable and whether the pupil is learning or not

depends a lot on the type of pupil; in some cases they

can work away quite well, make a fair amount of noise

but they are still working quite well; in other cases

they make a noise for the sake of making a noise and

they are learning nothing. It really depends on the

type of class you are working with. This lot we are

examining at the moment, they are to my mind a very

noisy lot and in some cases I am quite sure some of

them are not learning very much, but it is a fairly

big section and even though they are not making a lot

of noise individually, collectively it becomes quite

loud. I have another section, much quieter - I

wouldn't say they are much better workers, then again

I have a much poorer section who are quieter. 80 they

are a kind of middle section and I feel that if you

are too tight with them they would tend to become

taciturn, they wouldn't reply at all, whereas if you

let them go a bit you are likely to get something from
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them.

<4. Certainly one way in which yoa can cut down the

general noise level, assuming that one wanted to do it,

is to reduce the amount of pupil experimentation, this is

surely where most of the noise.....

A. But I think that would be defeating the whole

purpose of science teaching. Half of science teaching,

I think, is in experimentation and if you wanted to cut

tiie noioe down, if that was your main purpose, I think

then demonstration would be the answer because you can

control the class much more. I am not so convinced that

noise in itself is a big drawback, providing it is not

annoying anybody else outside and provided that there Is

a level of work going on. Sometimes you will get better,

sometimes you will get less.

Q. They are probably learning, I think, under these

conditions.

A. I think so. I am not so sure it is the ideal

situation but when boys in particular get to that age,

even a little noise from a boy at that age has quite a

volume and collectively it becoraeE quite a lot and I

think yoa have got to make up your mind that there is

going to be a certain amount.

Q,. Borne of these pupil experiments,., 1 Some of the

ones you do in the Third or Fourth Year for example,

you know this thing with the gas laws where we use

medical syringes, this I suppose has certain advantages,

has it?
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A. Which one were you thinking, ,

Q,. mm you know they use these medical syringes, it

makes it a pupil experiment too.

A. ... I feel sometimes there that the standard

experiments are possibly easier and I feel that yon can't

let the children do everything, you have got to draw the

line at some experiments, for the sake of speed have got

to be demonstrations and I don't think you should do

experiments just for the sake of doing experiments. I

like to give them plenty to do, but on the other hand

I feel if I let them do too much, then the work suffers

and we get behind and coming towards the end of the

fourth year you are pushing it to get the course

covered. I think yo?i have to strike a happy balance

where you let them do a fair amount of useful things.

I wouldn't say you would let them do things just for the

sake that they have got to do something. I feel that

some experiments are better done by the teacher.

Q,. Yes, you have made your point. How another thing,

this specific latent heat of fusion of ice, this is the

one with the filter funnel and the ice cubes and the

heaters.,., that makes it a pupil experiment, doesn't it?

A. Well, I have never considered that one as a pupil

experiment. I have always done that one as a

demonstration. I feel they do their specific heat

capacities, they do their cooling curves, they do their

gas laws, not Boyle's Law, they do Boyle's law

collectively, but they do Charles law individually.
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They do a fair amount of wor^ on heat individually and

then I usually do the latent heat experiments as a

demonstration,

Q. On the whole would you say that pupils learn best by

doing experiments themselves or by watching demonstrations?

A, Actually I think they learn more from a

demonstration than they do.,, some pupils on the other

hand learn quite a lot by doing the experiment, bat it ia

quite often you will find, especially if they are working

in pairs there is a strong member in the team and a weak

member and the strong member does most of the work and

the weak one just follows on and I sometimes doubt very

much whether he is getting a great deal from it; the

strong one is the one who is on top of his work, is

really learning to handle the apparatus if nothing else,

whereas the other one is learning to taxe orders because

the other one directs him,

Q, Yes.,, that might be his future role... looking at

the aspects of learning physics, you know, by doing or

whether it is better to watch and I think we have

discussed that. Mow people sometimes say, and I

certainly would like to hear your views on this, people

sometimes say that pupils learn, you xnow, educationists

say, when they are enjoying it they are learning best.

I don't know if you would agree with this or not?

A. Certainly if they can enjoy everything they do it

would be a great life; but it is a discipline and they

have to discipline themselves, consequently you would
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never expect life to be all a bed of roses, there mast be

periods when it Is hard work, and whether you enjoy it or

not is beside the point. It has to be done. I feel

there are many things you can make enjoyable, other things

you would find it very difficult.

Q. What kind of lessons in physics do you find that

pupils do enjoy most or dislike least?

A. Well, I think pupils are so varied in character

that what pleases one doesn't altogether ploaae the

other; for instance take your objective question book,

I find the kids love that, they never seem to get tired

and I would have thought that after doing them for a

while they might have got a bit fed up and want to do

something else, but no they seem to enjoy it. On the

other hand, I have found pupils who are not at all keen

to do experiments. They are quite willing to sit and

listen to me.

Q. This takes us back to the previous point. How can

one tell, this often bothers me, how does one actually

tell whether they are enjoying it or not, how can you

tell something like this?

A. This is a difficult thing as again it depends on

the pupil himself. You find that pupils come up at the

end of the lesson and ask about something and

obviously they are interested in it... very often you

get pupils who are exuberant and always on their toes

in the class and I am quite sure when they go out of

the classroom there is not a thought in their heads
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about physics. So it really is a thing that is very

ftiffieo.lt to discern.

Q. Sanaa times pupils enjoy exploring a side issue, this

is supposed to be an important thing. It never used to

happen very often to me bat it may have happened to yoa;

do you find this haj.pens often?

A. Wall, quite frankly no because I don't let it happen.

I think that oar Third and Fourth Year schemes are

fairly tight and if you want to be sidetracked iii some

way then you have got to put in extra time. I don't

think you really have time in the class. I really find

you have plenty to do to cover the coarse. I agree that

sidetracking is quite valuable sometimes if there were no

exams to do at the end or if there was plenty of time

then it could be done.

Q,. The next question is... yoa might well say, you

should not need to ask a question like this... surely

you should know the answer, you have been hare often

enough... but if you were asked to tell somebody, say

you were to go to a college of education and talk to

some students, how do you generally start off a lesson

to a Third Year physics class, apart from saying

'come on, sit down*... once you have got the

formalities over, what would you say that you normally

do? Do you need to think about this?

A. Ho, I really don't need to think about it, I am

quite sure. I do various things depending on the

class. If It is a good class, a few minutes to get
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the trend from last week,

Q. How do you do this then?

A. I usually break the Ice by broaching the subject and

then .last make sure they are with me by asking a few

questions. I normally do that with most classes and

again it depends on the pressure,.... from there, of

coarse, we talk about the work in hand for the day, what

has to be done and I try very hard to make s are everybody

understands what they are trying to do before we start it.

Sometimes It Is not always...

Q,. What would you say would be the best way of doing

that?

A. It all depends on what you are trying to do; if you

are trying to find a constant for Instance there is no

bones about it, we are going to try and find a value for

this constant. If, on the other hand, we are going to do

a bit of deductive work then sometimes you can approach

the subject by saying, •suppose we do such and such a

thing, what posslbllities ao we have of what might

happen?*, ana asking questions, without giving the

answerB, then let as try the experiment and find out

which is true sometimes, but again, it Is a thing you

would decide from what has to be done.

0,. This business of asking questions, certainly if

one has the time, always, I suppose, people usually

say this is what you ought to do, don*t they?

A. I feel that to start a lesson without knowing

yourself that they are in a position to be able to do
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the leeson, 1b wrong, you've got to know they have

enough background knowledge to be able to perform the

experiment#

Q# So if yoa could, coald you summarise, as I was

saying, how would you saranarlse year attitude to the

general sort of Idea of asking questions in class,

maybe you've answered that question already?

A. Oh, I feel you should ask questions but not always

expect an answer# You should ask questions sometimes to

promote thought. You should ask questions sometimes to

find oat if the class have sufficient background

knowledge; you should sometimes just ask questions for

the sake of asking questions to find out if they have

been doing any work.

Q. Yes, indeed# We are really, of course, discussing

all sorts of factors that relate to the way that a

teacher does his job and these days people are always

saying, especially people that are outside schools,

'now the teacher ought to have aims and he ought to

have an aim.' 'He ought to know what he's planning to

do before he starts his lesson' and so on, 'fake, for

example, Boyle's law, you know the setting out to do

Boyle's law. I mean if you were going to 3ort of write

down, obviously a very experienced teacher wouldn't do

this, but 3opposing you were showing a young teacher

hew to go about this. You said, 'Eight, you go and

write down what you think Beyle's law - you know, what

your aim ought to be for yourselfnot the things they
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write In their books bat what he ought to have in his own

mind. He set down the form of words like 'To prove to the

class that the pressure of a fixed mass of gas at constant

temperature is inversely proportional to the volume*, and

he said, 'well, that's iry intention, that's what I'm

going into that classroom,,. to do,* What would you

think about this, what would you say about that?

A. Well, I really think that's the wrong way to go

about it altogether, I think the ground would be half

prepared possibly by doing the pressure law first; I

think that's how we normally start it and during that

experiment I'm sure the question mast arise, 'suppose

we then keep the pressure constant what must happen to

volume as pressure changes?' and I think without

actually proving a law we would get the general idea

first of all by experiment, having decided that there

are possibilities, what might happen to the volume if

the pressure changes. You'll always get plenty of

suggestions and therefore you do the experiment to find

out twit it would only be at the very end that I would

dream of bringing in this idea of a formal statement.

A formal statement, yes?

A. There are so many things in the formal statement

of the law, so many Important things that I don't

think it's © thing yon throw at them, you've got to

digest it very thoroughly before you formally state it,

QU Yes?

A. Well it's a fixed mass to start off with; it's
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quite an important thing and it needs a fair bit of.,

and the inverse proportion, well, if course, I feel that

right frota the word go, in science and physics

particularly, we are dealing with proportions so when we

finally come to do Boyle's law the proportion part

shouldn't he very difficult* They should have had

examples of that before so that shouldn't need very

much.. uh I think tuat in general terms, volume

increasing, even the old diagram you know, the 2 thing,

this to me is as important as the formal statement of the

law, until everything is tied up, then we can quote the

law in its formal form.

Q. Right. Well, now supposing you are giving out

apparatus for a pupil experiment; let's say it was a

Third ear class and it was the first time they had

actually used these tiexer-timers but they've maybe

used the trolleys before, do you are giving them out

the ticker-tiiner experiment, either with trolleys or

without trolleys depending on how one does it. What

would you reckon would be the aim of this lesson; in

other words what would you expect your pupils to do

inside a couple of periods?

A. With ticker-timers?

Q. Yes.

A. Initial treatment. 1 would say there was a snag

here because I always approach this, we do a bit of

timing, you xnow, different methods of timing early on

so by the time they actually come to use the ticker¬
's

x ik
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timer they have discussed these different methods of

timing, they probably know what a ticker-timer does

and possibly have had a demonstration on how to use it#

ft. Well, bat the first time they use it for timing,

what would you expect them to do with it?

A. Possibly make a tape, say walking, palling it with

the hand is the standard one I think, examining the tape,

ft. What instructions would you actually give them,

when you have given out the apparatus for this timing

lesson and you nave given out tne actual apparatus, you

know the power packs and the ticker-timers and the paper

and so on. What instruetions would you give them as to

what to do?

A. The voltage required, have a word about that, not to

exceed it, not to leave the ticker-timer running when it's
not actually printing on the tape; I don't think there's

very much more, you know, you could ask them to do...

ft. What would you tell them to do, you. know what...

tell them to make a tape, or make a number of «apes,

would you explain in any sort of detail what the

various parts were?

A. They would have done that, of course, they

actually do that in the second year, they do it in

second year, section 11, they do a bit with vibrations...

ft. So they meet the ticker-timers. •#

A. Well, they actually meet this idea of the vibrator

in the second year aim tney do a bit about tile pitch of

a note and from the frequency the length of the
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vibrating strip. I don't think 1 deal a great deal with

the a.e. effect of the thing, apart from mentioning that

it is a.e. that we use bat in actual fact they see that

as well, in the second year in section 15. So it is

possible to tie all these ends up by recalling, not

that we recall a great deal from second year, bat that

comes towards the end of the second year, and you will be

doing waves early in the third year, you. will be doing

frequency and amplitude and things like that. So you

could possibly tie it up q^ite neatly. I really

haven't given a great deal of thought to this idea of

explaining the... actually by the time we reach the

ticker-timer I think we are pretty well organised and

they know what they are doing.

Q,. Sappose when you gave out this apparatus for the

first time, actually the first time they have used it

themselves and you simply tell them, 'here is a bit of

physics equipment and I want you to use it to find oat,

wake some kind of measurement in physics', and that is

all you told them. What would you expect them to

achieve inside a double period',' What would they

do.• • ?

A. Without giving them any help...

Q» Just give them the necessary equipment?

A. I don't think they would get a great deal out of

it. X don't think very many of them would realise the

frequency of the mains or would they?... I am trying to

think would they be aole to tie that in to get their
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actual time Intervale. They possibly would realise

that the time intervals was constant but whether It was

a 50th of a second, I doubt very much if they would jump

to that.. I would not like to say what we'd get out of

that one.

Q.# A question on homework now. Do you think the

pupil's attitude to the subject is affected by homework,

you know, is the pupil's attitude to physics determined

by the amount of homework he gets or whether he gets

homework?

A. I think to some extent it is. I fael that if they

get no homework thoy tend to oreat the subject far too

easily, they think it is all two easy. I think

homework is a necessary part of learning. In modern

times where there is so many abstractions it is even

more important than it used to be.

Q,. Some teachers... I was talking about this recently

to one wno gives all his classes regular ink exercises

right the way through, one a week, and they have to hand

it in neat and all this; on the other hand there is

axiother chap I was talking to; he reexons that homework

is just an evil imposition, an anti-social thing that

you should not do to these children, they should be oat

enjoying themselves... where do you stand on this?

A. I think 1 would fall half-way between. X don't

think a regular ink exercise has any great value unless,

of course, it ie properly maxxod and examined theieafter.

The giving of a home exercise just for the sake of
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giving it., to make sure that tnay are going some work

to me 1b valueless, unless you. caa really follow up that

aoiae exercise, to we it has not a great deal of value,

home nxeroises is not the only homework they are asked to

uo. You caa asx them to do other things which are

sometimes wore important than being able to write out

something neatly; certainly that's part of the game bat

tnat can be none in tae class I reel, being neat and

tidy caa oe started fairly early on and encouraged

throughout but I can't say I'm a great believer in a

weekly home exercise anu one of the main reasons of

course is that quite frankly I couldn't discipline

iqyeelf to do Justice to it.

What other kind of homework then do you think

would. De useful?

A. bora®times even a small project is of value where

they've got to look up text books for various things;

just mention a word for instance, just Bometiaies. • •

take for instance, radar, just mention the word radar,

oy the time they ao ib in the laird Year of course they

have a fair idea but asm them to get some concrete facta

011 radar, sometimes it's quite a valuable piece of

homework which you don't necessarily need to make an

imposition. Everybody hasn't to do it. those who ar©

keen enough to do it, will do it. but homework for the

sake of doing homewoxk I think is of no great value.

Yea. Talking about motivation ana what makes them

tick, I think the subject of examinations is one of the
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big things that people sometimes claim in this respect

but I suppose the rein purpose in examinations is meant

to be of some kind of measure of ability# Would you say,

in. your view, that physios exams are a measure of ability?

A# 1 tnink I'd agree, I suppose. X don't think they

measure everything about a pupil, they certainly don't

measure everything about a pupil, a written exam doesn't
measure his dexterity with apparatus for instance but

unless you bring in © practical exam which wa threw out

a long time age?, wast are we going to do. oat you often

feel that if someone is to go far in a subject they

must master it theoretically if nothing else and

consequently the only thing you can do to find oat this

is to examine thera theoretically.

0.. So if you did away with examinations what result

do you tilink tills would have, what effect would this

have?

A. Oh, I think a lot of people would be happy, but I

don't think we would... well we'd have to substitute

some other method of testing.

Hm Why is that? V*hy would you feel this?

A. Baoaaee life's a rat race.

Q,» Yes. Suppose we weren't so sweeping in our doing

away with exams but instead we just did away with this

paas/fail, you know they've already done that a bit In

the fringes, in the Sixth Year Studies for example

where they all get a different grade. Whet would yon.

think of that?
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A. I really don't think It's worthwhile because anybody

who is in the know to any extent knows that a low band

is virtually a fail, so you're just disguising it from the

people who aren't even interested in the thing, and to

those who are interested and therefore know that our low

band in the Sixth Year Studies is virtually a fall,

Q. That's right,

A. So you're not really gaining anything, for instance,

employers must be sure, oe aware that a low grade in the

Sixth Year Studies, universities certainly know it; there's

no doubt about drat; training colleges know it so who are

we trying to fool when we say A, B, 0, D, S, I really

can't see the point in It... even the pupil knows it and

in itself that is the final thing X would say.

Q. Well, what would you consider then to be the most

lLcely effect on you personally, coming oacx to your own

situation - to you personally as a physics teacher,

you know your .ioo here in school, if all exams, internal,

external, 8.C.B. the lot were done away with; how would

it affect your job?

A. Well, quite frankly I think that either

unconsciously or sub-consciously there would be an

easing off in the level of my work. I reaily think so.

Because there's no doubt about it in wgr mind that if

there's an aim for the pupils you really set out to make

sure they achieve it. I really feel that if there were

no exams we'd probably nave a lot of fun, we'd probably

learn an awful lot of physics out you would really

A
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never know those who had learned a lot of physics.

Q. Who had learned what. •.

A* Yes. That's It.

Q,* Yes. Now, to be more specific and ask sort of

pareticular questions of fact rather than an opinion

about note-talcing, What do you say to Third Year pupils

who have done a pupil experiment, what records do they

have of this in your case?

A. Well, sheets that I've prepared, for then usually...

*v. This is work sheets?

A. Work sheets, yes. I use w.rk sheets and the main

reason, or the two main reasons I find that if you don't

have work ana© ma you really met supervise what they are

writing and if you don't get the time to do it then,

quite frankly, I don't think the .elds get an awful lot

oat of it because thsy can't. You've got to train them*•

in the old days we mora or less dictated it. We put

it on the board for a while then eventually by the time

they reached the Fourth and Fifth Years they were doing

their own. Nowadays I think that to cover the wurfc

you've got to issue work sheets of soma form. You don't

write everything, you certainly leave enough for them to

fill in bits and pieces, sometimes only a few words,

sometimes a couple of sentences, certainly the results,

I think, you either have to go over on the board and

they than copy them down or you've got to spend an

awful lot of time at the beginning making a re that

they will sc able to take the correct results and for

f
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speed I have definitely gone over to the idea that yoa

print notes with plenty that they can do themselves to

fill in bat the beauty is that when they've done it they

have a record which is to your mind almost 100=*, Mind

you that gets as back to the idea, is physics teaching

the ability to make them read up notes so that they

always know the right answer. Bat then again that's

a different part but it's certainly part of the work

because I think there's nothing gives a pupil confidence

so much as the fact that he can take a book and know that

he's going to read something and know that it's right,

whereas if you take your own homemade notes, the pupil's

own notes, sometimes after Bix months yoa can't make

head nor tail of it.

Q. Do the pupils ever at any time compile their own

notes?

A. No, not reallyj I feel that I never have a great

deal of time at the end of the Fourth Year. I probably

do more experimental work than a lot of schools. I tend

to say that from what I hear from other people and not

only do I do more experimental work with the pupils but

I also make the course a bit fuller than some of the

other people do and constantly I find that I'm never

well on by the time the exam is,.. if I have a month

at the end to revise I think I am quids in, very seldom

do I ... a fortnight's revision, we 3«stst finish off the

coarse, a fortnight's revision and sometimes I feel that
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I should knock things out# And then I try to look at the

thing as a whole and I feel that If I ratas that out I

feel that I am breaking the thread sort of style you

Know. There are so many things that we have knocked out

already and I feel that, well for instance, Jardine's
new Hat. Phil* books... you haven't seen these? Well to

me X think it's only half a coarse.

Q* I see. Oh the worse books?

A. Yes.

Q« Oh. I've seen these, yes 1 have seen those. I

thought you meant the new...

A. Ho. The work books. 2 feel that If that's all the

kids are doing, I feel that I would like to do © bit

wore whether he was intending that these are thingB that

the pupil should do and the teacher should do other

things, I'm not so sure. But I know that a lot of school©

are doing nothing else but using these books. Another

point about the notes is that I have found by experience

that young teachers in articular who are doing the

thing for the first year are absolutely lost and not

only are they absolutely lost they are not prepared to

sit down and make out a scheme for themselves. X know

it. I mean you can't really teach a thing until you've

really thought it ail the way through. And it would be

a good thing to say to a young teacher who's taking for

instance a Third Year wave section for the first time

'faase up your own notes. ' It would be great. But I've

seen some of the efforts and I feel that it's better ny
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way, do lalnej I wo &d never object to them doing more bat

at least I like to know that they are doing what I

suggested. I feel that they are getting a fairly fdll

coarse if they are doing that. If they want to do more,

if there's time to do mora, euro thing. And I'm always

willing for them to suggest that the might do this*

Q* How supposing a group of, you know, average pupils

in the school her© took no notes at all during to©

physic© lesson© for years o, 4 and 5, you know average

'Higher* pupils, not the few really good ones, not the

few that really shouldn't take the course, but the

average group; eu;pose that they never took any notes

at all; you know, you ©aid, wall, we'll just do this

and sea how it work© out* But they've actually got no

permanent records, too? ju©ttook down their

experimental results on small bits of paper© and threw

them away at the end* How do you think they would do?

A* Terrible* I really do* 1 mean I can see when

we're revising at the end of the session you corn©

across a point, perinaps only a month sine© you've

done it, and you don't recognise it* Th® answer is no.

I can say, turn to page su-and-ao, I can quote the page

you know and see what we've got toere* And then, of

coarse, whenever they see it, oh of coarse, it comes

back* Bat I feel that unless they have something there

to look back to, oh no, I really don't think they would

be able to cope.

Q* Yes. How there's another thing that's very much
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on the go at the moment and we're going to have to cope

with this somehow or another; I think In the future# all

this pupil freedom and de-schooling and all this staff.

How much freedom... are the pupils resenting discipline

and so on. How owch freedom do you think; pupils should

have, yoa know# in secondary sehool, I mean do you think

they have, say in this school, do they have enough of it,

or too much or too little, or what? Papils in school,

secondary schools generally,

A. Uh, quite frankly I think the discipline problem

is becoming terrible. I really do because I think they

are becoming barrack room lawyers. They know their

rights nowadays and some of them play to them.

Q, So, do you. think they've got too much freedom

already, you know by freedom I mean sort of personal

freedom, personal freedom in the normal way that we

mean this... to come and go?

A. Wo11# in this school it's rather peculiar because

we've just been having meetings about this idea aoout

discipline and personal freedom, personal code for toe

teachers and for the pupils and quite frankly there are

one or two pupils in this school who are really going

to town at the moment and we are having a bit of a job

with them and the unfortunate thing is that we can't

catch them you see. They never come oat in the open,

they do the things behind you back sort of style.

Some of the younger staff are having a thin time of it

and quite frankly until we get an ultimate deterrent we
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are really going to be in trouble I think in the next

few years#

Q. Yes# 80 supposing you gave the pupils, all the

pupils, not just a few of them, what about the idea of

giving them freedom to select subjects that... just to

do the subjects at school that interest thcmj yon know

at the moment they have to generally do English and

Maths.•.

A. fills would be alright, provided that universities

did not require certain things. You see this is it, we

often have* not only amongst pupils, amorigst the staff,

sometimes the staff give them wrong advice, yon know?

Q,* Yes.

A. And then they come a year later and say I should

have t&&en this for my course and we are trying to avoid

this, of course, fills has happened in the past and next

year for kOSLA we are offering options for the fcQSLA

pupils, which is an innovation end we don't know how...

Q,. how, within that, you know, if you are maybe

going to give them soma freedom to select objects that

interest them, what about within each subject. What do

you think of the idea that they should only attend the

classes and topics that interest them, which in a way

means letting the pupils make up the syllabus... how

do you react to the iuea that the pupils taking physics

for example study only the physics that interest them,

they quite Ilk® electricity but they can't stand

mechanics, so they don't corn© to mechanics.
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A# This would be fine provided the pupils did not need

to Know mechanics and it would also ua fins provided

there also was an alternative place for them to go if

they weren't studying trasohanlca# I thirds, it would be a

ait of disorganised chaos| I thlnlc, in fact* if they could

Just go from here to there you. would never Know where

they were# The checking up that they are somewhere would

be q tite difficult#

(U >.ell, related to that, there Is this question of

general sort of order and discipline# We have been

talking about thi© already but to be more particular

about it, in the room here in physic©, whet Kind of

aookuioii pupil behaviour do you find most irritating of

all tiie various forms of pupil oeh&viaar that one find©

Irritating?

A# There are one or two ~ dumb insolence, It doesn't

worry me too much because I thins you are going to get

Unat sometiiae or other and. • • the one that really annoy©

me i© the pupil who is coming to the school Just because

he 1© being forced to come to the school - he is not

going to do any worK no matter what yoa do and he Is

wasting hi© time and he i© wasting your time and I

would say that i© the one that 1 really hate moat and It

become© very obvious, I thine, Other things, normal

classroom behaviour, well it la your own fault if things

liKe that annoy you# ffea result 1© you to blame if these

things are happening#.#
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Q. What sort of classroom behaviour do yoa find

irritates yoa?

A* Classroom...

Q.. You. know, just little things? It used to be the

talk about football that need to drive me up the wall.

They should be doing an experiment and they would be

talking about football...

A. No# we don't get an awful lot of that ...naturally

shouting oat annoys you...

You mean shouting out in answering, instead of...

A. Well there again it depends on the year or the

classes, the age, at the First Year you expect them to

stick their hands up before they answer but again it

depends on the class, but even some First Year classes

you can organise, that you can talk to them and

somebody will give you an answer, without the raised

hand up and yoa can take it, in other classes you have

half a dozen speaking, shouting out answers, you have

the class where everyone puts their hands up and snaps,

you know, a relic from the primary school... these things

you eventually sort out...

Q,. Do you take any sanctions against pupils that don't

do homework?

A. Bo.

Q. What do yoa think then of the use of corporal

punishment, I know one could go on about this for ages,

well, to be more specific, what effect to you think it

has, if any, on pupil teacher relations?
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A. Well*•* one of my best friends* ex-pupil, I belted

him right, now that was an Isolated case. We really

fell out and I really went to town on him* Not in

temper, I mast admit, I don't lose the temper very

easily and especially I don't lose the temper when I am

belting somebody. It was such that he had to be

punished and ha was redly punished that one but he is one

of the nicest boys to me thereafter. On the other hand

some pupils you could belt all day and it wouldn't make

the slightest bit of difference, &o corporal punishment

Is like every other form of punishment, it depends on

the pupil. You couldn't ley down a rule for any

situation, I don't think. You have got to be a

psychologist, there is no doubt about it and whereas

one of the belt at the right time would sort everything

out the use of the belt at the wrong time would do

nothing, it would make the thing worse.

<1* Do you think there is too much corporal punishment

used in the schools'-

A* On the whole, yes, I would say so, on the whole.

I think they use the strap for things, well, that I

wouldn't use it for.

Q* Ouch as...

A. For instance, homework, I certainly would not use

It for homework. If I find a child is ziot doing his

homework than I have a few words to say to him, why

shouldn't he do his homework, and if he gives me a

reasonable answer then it Is on his head.
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Q,. Well, the last question, what would you consider to

be the likely effect on you, as a physics teacher, as a

teacher in school, if the use of corporal punishment

in the school, your authority to use corporal

paniehiaent was completely withdrawn, as they have

threatened to do?

A. If it was withdrawn without some other deterrent

I think life would be intolerable absolutely because

there are enough barrack, room coys around now that could

make your life pure hell. I really think that. There

are only a few but it would spoil the whole place

unless there la some tiling that could be done, then I

would say that the strap must stay... but if you could

get something worthwhile, as they do in some other

continental countries, for instance where the parent

suffers if the child steps out of line, then I think

something could bs done along that line bat to take

the strap away without putting something in its place,

something concrete that really could work, I think

would be a bad step.
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APPENDIX XXX
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IKSTRUCTIONS TO EXPERTS CONCERNING

RANKING OF INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS.



im<£ainbS
031-667 1011

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY

THE UNIVERSITY

DRUMMOND STREET

EDINBURGH.

EH8 9UA

Dear

Thank you for agreeing to help with ray research.
For each of the eleven topics you should attempt to place the
six transcripts in rank order according to the strength of
agreement or otherwise they seen to reflect with each of the
specified statements. Where it seems to you that the
interviewer has loaded the questions more in one transcript
than in others you should take account of this in ranking the
teacher's response.

Please check very carefully to ensure that the
transcript ranked '1' is that which represents greatest
agreement and that ranked '6' represents least agreement and
that you have not inadvertently reversed them. The order
in which the oodes appear in each Topic sheet has no
significance: the first transcript quoted in each xepic
does not represent the same teacher.

Please do not write anything on the interview
transcript.

Very many thanks,

James G. Pious ton
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ATTAINMENT TEST I.



ATTAINMENT TEST I

Take g to be 10 m/s2

Time—One hour

*

Instructions to the candidate:

1. All questions are of the same kind. There is only one answer required
to each question and there are no trick questions.

2. Each question consists of alternative answers lettered A, B, C, D or E,
and your choice should be indicated in pencil by a vertical line in the answer
sheet provided. Be very careful to put the vertical line in the correct square.
If you change your mind, erase the line completely. Two replies to one
question will result in loss of marks for that question.

3. Mathematical tables and other relevant data arc provided.

4. All questions should be attempted.

5. Rough working must be done only on the paper provided. Do not
write on any part of the question paper.

6. Make sure that only one of the alternatives is indicated in each case.

7. At the end of the examination, both question paper and answer sheet
must be handed in.

The sketch shows part of a transverse wave.

The distance XY is called the:—
A. amplitude.
B. displacement.
C. frequency.
D. velocity.
E. wavelength.

Which waves travel fastest?

A. water waves.

B. ultra-sonic waves.

C. shock waves.

D. sound waves.

E. ipilil waves.
fVvi.G



Which waves are longitudinal?
A Infra-red.
B Light.
C Sound.
D Ultra-violet.
E X-rays.

Which of the following electromagnetic waves is the most penetrating
A. ultra-violet rays.
B. gamma rays.
C. infra-red rays.
D. microwaves.
E. x-rays.

Which waves have the highest frequency ?
A. infra-red.
B. light.
C. radio.
D. ultra-violet.
E. x-rays.

Which of the following waves has the longest wavelength ?
A. infra-red.
B. radio.
C. ultra-violet.
D. visible light.
E. x-rays.

The diagram shows part of a transverse wave in a rope.

When the point X is observed for a time it is seen to be:—
A. STATIONARY

B. MOVING

C. MOVING

D. MOVING

'f

E. MOVING



In a ripple tank, a source S emits circular waves which are reflected
from a straight barrier. The diagram shows part of the incident
waves.



ft A piece of glass is submerged in a ripple tank so that the
water is deep in one half and shallow in the other as
shown below.

WAVE.
GENERATOR

DEEP /Shallow

(E)

ft When the pitch of a sound increases, what characteristic of the
sound wave increases?

A. amplitude.
B. frequency.
C. speed.
D. wavelength.
E. none of these.

• PUP'' sta,nds 8? m from a large wall, claps his hands and listens forthe echo. If he hears the echo 0-5 s after the clap he calculates the
velocity of sound to be:—
A. 40 m/s.

, B. 80 m/s.
C. 160 m/s.
D. 320 m/s.
E. 640 m/s.



|2. Waves have a frequency of 50 Hz and wavelength of 10 in.
What is the wave speed ?
A 0-2 m/s.
B 0-5 rn 's.
C 5 m.'s.
D 50 m s.

E 500 in s

n A radar pulse, reflected by an aeroplane, returns to the transmitter
2xl0~4 s after it has been emitted. The speed of radar is 3xl08
m/s.

<r

&
The distance from the transmitter to the aeroplane is:
A. 3 x 104 m.
B. 6 x 104 m.
C. 6x 107 m.

D. l-5x 109 m.

E. 1-5 X 1012 m.

. The diagram shows the crests of waves in a ripple tank
. being produced at a frequency of 15 Hz.

Vl BR.Afot?/'
Direction
op

Tk.aveu

8 cvu

The velocity of the waves in cm/s is given by:
A. 15xf

15 x£
15x8

B.
C.
D.
E.

1 5
~¥~
8_
15

|S • Sound can be focused by a balloon filled with carbon
dioxide showing that sound:—•
A. travels faster in carbon dioxide than in air.
B. travels at the same speed in carbon dioxide as in air.
C. cannot travel through a vacuum.
D. travels slower than light.
E. travels slower in carbon dioxide than in air.



IG. When you walk away from a band playing in the park the sound gets
fainter, but the tune can still be recognised. This shows that:
A. high notes travel faster than low notes.
B. low notes travel faster than high notes.
C. all notes travel at the same speed.
D. the high notes interfere destructively.
E. the low notes interfere destructively.

17 The diagram shows a wave profile in a rope. It takes a wave crest

The frequency of the wave motion is: —
A. iHz.
B. iXz.
C. 1 Hz.
D. 2 Hz.
E. 4 Hz.

\2. A string is vibrating as shown with a frequency of 6 Hz. The
particle P of the string is at its maximum displacement.

How long will it take for particle Q to reach its maximum displace-
ment?

A. 1 c

VT s-
B. yrr S.
C. i s.
D. 6 s.

E. 12 s.



In the diagram below X is a vibrator sending out straight waves of
wavelength 3 cm and frequency 2 Hz. The reflecting barrier Y is
positioned so that standing (stationary) waves are produced.

1
n

The distance XY is

A. 4 cm.
B. 7 cm.
C. 8 cm.
D. 12 cm.
E. 16 cm.

Micro-waves of 3 cm wavelength arc reflected from a metal barrier.
A probe moving between the emitter and the barrier detects the
waves. At P, the strength of the signal is a minimum.

g
y metal
V barrier

I
micro¬ 1 „NJ *—
wave

emitter probe

t f~" im I V
r

t -L j H-H
amplifier O

How far from P is the probe moved to obtain the next minimum?
A. 0-75 cm.

B. 1-5 cm.

C. 3 cm.

D. 6 cm.

E. 12 cm.



2'. .A scalar quantity has only
A direction
B magnitude
C sense

D magnitude and direction
E direction and sense.

"22., Force is measured in the unit:
a. j.
B. kg.
C. N.
D. W.
E. none of those.

. A unit of acceleration is:—
A. ra®9- M/S
B. mat. w/>a
C. «asa=3. ml/f

: d. masza. m*1!*
E. vssa m

2,-0- - In what unit is displacement measured?
A Metre.
B Metre second.

. C Metre second'-.
D Newton.
E Second.

-2? Gravitational field strength has unit
A N/kg
B kg/N
C N m

D N/m
E kg/m.

f
I
g.

If- The sketch shows the position of a simple pendulum at various points
in its swing.

At which point is the kinetic energy of the pendulum greatest?



n . The diagram shows a simple pendulum which swings between P and R.
Q is its central position.

6

*

/

/ \

/ \

/ \

/ \

/
\

o
R

The period of the pendulum is the time taken for it to go from
A P to Q
B Q to R
C P to R
D P to R and back to Q
E P to R and back to P.

26 A uniform rod, pivoted at the centre, is acted upon by two forces in
the same plane. In which case is there a turning effect?

©

pivot

5n

□ C

5N

5n

(B)

_ k
5N

*

p»vot

5N
1

©
A
5N 5N

pivot

©

pivot

5N

5N«*-
pivot

-*5N

W n. The diagram shows the velocity-time graph of a car
t running along a flat straight road.

Velocity

Time

The acceleration of the car is greatest in the region:—
A. AB
B. CD
C. EF
D. FG
E. GH



30. . The area under a speed-time graph is a measure of:—
. A. acceleration.
B. distance.
C. force.

'■» D. speed.
E. time.

31 A pupil obtains five sections of ticker tape using the same timer.
Consider the full length of each tape and say which section represents
the greatest average speed.

® • • • 4

© • © • <

© • • •

© >o

32 . When a tape is pulled at a constant speed of 2 m/s through a
ticker-timer vibrating with a frequency of 50 Hz, 6 dots are produced
on the tape.

The length of the tape is:
A. 0-20 m.

B. 0-24 m.

C. 2-0 m.

D. 6 0 m.

E. 12 m.

33 What is the force of gravity on a mass of 5 kg?
. A. 0-5 N.
I B. 5 N.

{ C. 10N.
D. 50 N.
E. 500 N.



34c A mailbag is weighed on a weighing machine in a train which is
stopped at a station. The bag weighs 500 N. When the bag is
reweighed while the train is accelerating at 0-1 m/s2 along a hori¬
zontal track the reading on the weighing machine is:—
A. 50 N.
B. 450 N.
C. 500N.
D. 550 N.
E. 5000 N.

35" . A 10 kg mass is suspended as shown from a spring balance. A force
of 200 N is exerted on a string attached to the underside of the mass.

////^////
1

spring
balance

string

200 N

What is the reading on the spring balance?
A 100 N.
B 190 N,
C 200 N,
D 210 N
E 300 N.

3£> . t Four books are piled one on top of the other. Each book weighs 5N.

What force does the bottom book in the pile exert on the book
above it?
A. zero.
B. 5 N.
C. 10N.
D. 15 N.
E. 20 N.



V7. A ball is falling near the Earth's surface. Where the resistance force
exerted by the air on the ball is called the action, the reaction is the

, force exerted by the:—
I A. Earth on the ball.

B. ball on the air.
C. Earth on the air.
D. air on the Earth.

■* E. ball on the Earth.

A metal sphere is released in outer space where the pull of gravity is
weaker than on Earth.
How does the mass and weight of the sphere compare with its mass
and weight on Earth?

mass weight

A same same

B less less
C same greater
D greater same

E same less

\

'if . The diagram below represents a lever.

EFFORT
A

L

1 •FULCRUM
t

LOAD

In its operation which is most like the lever shown?
A Wheelbarrow.
B Sugar tongs.
C Pair of scissors.
D Forearm.
E Crowbar.

40 , A pupil carries out an experiment to lind how the acceleration of a
body depends on the unbalanced force applied to the body. These
are his results.

Which pair of values should be disregarded?
acceleration force

m/s2 N

A. 0-2 4-0
B. 0-8 9-6
C. 1-0 20-3
D. 1-2 23-7
E. 1-5 30-0
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attainment test ii

Take g to be 10 m s~2

Instructions to the candidate:

1. All questions are of the same kind. There is only one answer required
to each question and there are no trick questions.

2. Each question consists of alternative answers lettered A, B, C, D or E,
and your choice should be indicated in pencil by a tick (V) in the answer
sheet provided. Be very careful to put the tick in the correct square. If you
change your mind, erase the tick completely. Two replies to one question
will result in loss of marks for that question.

3. Mathematical tables and other relevant data are provided.

4. All questions should be attempted.

5. Rough working must be done only on the paper provided. Do not
write on any part of the question paper.

6. Make sure that only one of the alternatives is ticked in each case.

7. At the end of the examination, both question paper and answer sheet
must be handed in.

1. A wave profile is shown below.

X Y

A frequency wavelength
B frequency amplitude
C wavelength amplitude
D wavelength frequency
E amplitude wavelength

2. What property of a sound wave changes as the sound gets louder?
A Amplitude.
B Direction.
C Frequency.
D Velocity.
E Wavelength.



A ray of light strikes a glass slab at right angles to the side of the
slab. What is the path of the ray through the glass?

4. Sonar can be used to measure the depth of water beneath a ship.
A sound pulse sent out by transmitter T is reflected from the sea-bed.
The time interval between the pulse leaving and returning to the
transmitter is 0 05 s. Sound travels at 1410 m s_1 in water.

V . .. 1 - /;

V. tl/

A
' I

T!
11
11
11
11
11

The depth of water in metres beneath the ship is;
A 1410x005

B 1410x0-05x2

1410x0-05C

D
1410
0-05



A man standing at a distance from the source of an explosion and
looking towards it hears the sound of the explosion;
A always before he sees the flash
B at a time either before or after he sees the flash depending on

how loud the explosion is
C always at the same time as he sees the flash
D at a time either before or after the flash depending on how far

away the explosion is
E always after he sees the flash.

6. Which of these physical quantities is a scalar?
A Acceleration.

B Displacement.
C Kinetic energy.

D Momentum.

E Velocity.

7. A vehicle moves with a uniform acceleration. This means that it has
a uniform rate of change of:
A acceleration
B velocity
C position
D displacement
E energy.

8. What is the unit of acceleration ?

A kg m s-1.
B m s_1.
C m s~2.
D kg m s~2.
E N m.

An accelerating trolley has a length of card attached.

Motion
CARD

L-T«J (•>-1

The card moves through a photo-electric timer. The time it takes is
recorded on a clock.

The length of the card is then divided by the time taken. What
information does this calculation give about the motion of the trolley
during this time?
A Total displacement.
B Average displacement.
C Instantaneous acceleration.
D Average acceleration.
E Average velocity.



A projectile is fired horizontally from the top of a cliff.

$u

What does a graph of the horizontal velocity of the projectile look
like from the moment it leaves the launcher until it hits the water?

Here is a stroboscopic photograph of a moving body showing its
instantaneous position at equal time intervals.

j' Y

The body is moving under the influence of;
A two forces; one in direction x, one in direction y
B a force in direction x only
C a force in direction y only
D a force in a direction which changes continuously
E no force.



12. A block of mass 4 kg pulled along a horizontal surface by a 12 N
force accelerates at a rate of 2 m s-2.

4 kg 12 N

The frictional force opposing motion is:
A 4 N
B 20 N
C 32 N
D 40 N
E 46 N.

spring balance spring balance spring balance
S1 (newtons) S2 {newtons) S3 {newtons)

A 1 1 2

B 1 1 3

, C 2 2 5

| D 2 2 3
1 E 3 3 7

14. The outline of a Hovercraft is shown below. It is kept hovering
above the ground by air which is blown downwards by propeller P
The mass of the Hovercraft is 2 x 103 kg.

What upward force in newtons is exerted to keep the Hovercraft
hovering ?

A

B

C

D

E

Zero.

10.

2x 102.

2xl03.

2 X104.



IS »• Part of the speed-time graph of a freely falling body of mass m is
shown.

What is the corresponding speed-time graph of a freely falling body
of mass 2m ?

16, M. A car P moving with speed 100 km h_1 collides head-on with an
identical stationary car Q. The two vehicles lock together and
continue moving in the original direction of P.

P Q

100 km h' at rest
►

What is the speed of the wreckage ?
A zero

B 50 km h-1
C 100 km h-1
D 150 km h-1
E 200 km h-1.

17.. An object of mass 5 kg is dropped from rest at a height of 4 m. It
rebounds to a height of 3 m. What is the kinetic energy of the object
just after rebound ?
A 15 J.
B 20 J.
C 50 J.
D 150 J.
E 200 J.



18. A block of mass 0-20 kg slides from rest down a curtain rail shaped
as shown. Friction is negligible.

0 50m BLOCK [mass 0-2Kg]
CURTAIN RAIL

When it leaves the curtain rail at X the block has kinetic energy of;
A 0-10 J
B 0-40 J
C 1-0 J
D 2-5 J
E 4 0 J.

19.M The system below consists of two identical trolleys connected by a
stretched elastic band. The trolleys are held a few centimetres apart
on a horizontal table and then released.

Elastic
\

Pin Cork

|/2\ in—^ ^ yCv /2vj
V. 1 • - 1

W <2r

10

During the time the trolleys are moving towards one another which
physical quantity is the same for both ?
A
B

C
D

E

Average momentum.
Average velocity.
Average acceleration.
Average kinetic energy.
Average displacement.

The graph shown is obtained in an experiment to find the relation
between the pressure P and the temperature T of a given mass of gas
at a fixed volume.

P

T C

The pressure at point X on the graph is zero. What is the temperature
at XI

A 273°C.

B 100°C.

C o°c.

D -100°C.

E —273°C.



The specific latent heat of fusion of a substance is 4000 J kg-1This means that it takes;
A 4000 joules to raise the temperature of 1 kg of the substance

by 1 K
4000 joules to raise the temperature of 1 kg of the substancefrom the melting point to the boiling point of the substance
4000 joules to raise the temperature of 1 kg of the substance
by 273 K
4000 joules to change 1 kg of the substance from solid to
liquid at the melting point of the substance
4000 joules to change 1 kg of the substance from liquid to gasat the boiling point of the substance.

B

D

The diagram shows an air-tight piston being forced down a graduated
cylinder by the weight of the water above it. The pressure of the air
in the cylinder is recorded on the gauge.

Cylinder ■£1—_/ Water

Piston

Pressure
Gauge

What relation would you expect between the pressure p as read on
the gauge and /, the length of the air column ?

Pi Pi

© ©

o

p ♦

0

Pi

©

©

23. Equal masses of hot water at the same temperature are poured into
containers made of different materials. The mass of each container
and its final rise in temperature due to the hot water is indicated.

1 1
W-M

- -

_ o °

5 °C 7°C 9 °C 11 °C 15 °C
1-2 Kg 0-8 kg 0-6 kg 0-4kg 02kg

Which container matorial hao the lowest specific heat capacity ? „
T- .1.1 .. JJ. X. .. -_.l J ii . - J. *_L.tr1.



24. Study the following heat data.
Metal Specific heat capacity J kg-1 °C_1

iron 500

zinc 400

tin 250

Two metal blocks X and Y each of mass 1 kg have identical electric
immersion heaters inserted in them. Both heaters are switched on
for two minutes. As a result the temperature of X rises by 48°C and
that of Y by 24°C.
It can be deduced that;
A X is tin, Y is zinc
B X is zinc, Y is tin
C A' is zinc, Y is iron
D X is iron, Y is tin
E X is tin, Y is iron.

Here are some data:

specific heat capacity of iron=500 J kg-1 °C~1
specific heat capacity of copper=420 J kg-1 °C-1.
From these data it can be concluded that, for equal masses of iron
and copper:

A iron needs more energy than copper to melt it at its melting point
B iron needs less energy than copper to melt it at its melting point
C equal quantities of energy will produce a greater temperature rise

in the iron than in the copper
D equal quantities of energy will produce a greater temperature rise

in the copper than in the iron
E supplying more energy to the copper than to the iron produces
| the same rise of temperature in both.

.j An immersion heater is used to heat a imam mass of liquid for anLilspecified time. To calculate the maximum possible rise in tempera-
I ture of the liquid what information is required ?

Specific heat
capacity of
liquid

Power rating
of heater

Mass of
liquid

Time ofheating
liquid

A Yes No Yes No

B Yes Yes No Yes

C Yes Yes Yes Yes

D No Yes No Yes

E No No Yes Yes

27. What is the unit of potential difference?
A Ampere.
B Joule.
C Ohm.
D Volt.
E Watt.

A current of '7 microamperes' is equivalent to a current of:
A 7xl0-9 A
B 7xl0-6 A
C 7x 10~3 A
D 7 X 103 A
E 7x 106 A.



What is the name of the semi-conductor device used in electric
circuits to amplify small electric currents ?
A Diode valve.
B Solid state diode.

1 C Thermistor.
i
D Transformer.
E Transistor.

In this circuit each light has a filament resistance of 250 Q.

250 VOLTS
MAINS 6 6 6 (5 O

What is the resistance across PQ ?
A
B TS

C 50 a
D 250 Q.
E 1250 D.

31. In the arrangement of resistors shown the voltage across XY is 6 V
R 2R

—'wwvwv wvwvw—

-AWWW-
3R

~v\WMMr

9R

"°Y

What is the potential difference across the 2R resistor?
A 1-5 V.
B 2 0 V.

C 4 0 V.
D 4-5 V.
E 6 0 V.

32. In the circuit shown below each of the resistors has value 1 £2.
Ammeter P reads 5 amperes.

t.—

—vvv @—
5A

m

rVvVS

m

L-WV^
What are the readings on the other ammeters Q, R, S and T1

Q R S T

A 4 A 2 A 1 A zero

B 4 A 2 A 1 A 1 A
C 4 A 3 A 2 A 1 A
D 5 A 5 A 5 A zero

E 5 A 5 A 5 A 5 A



b'3 Two metal spheres are mounted on insulating stands. The larger one
is uncharged and the smaller one is positively charged.

II

Wire

When the two spheres are joined by a wire;
A positive charges on the smaller all flow to the larger leaving

the smaller sphere uncharged
positive charges flow from the smaller to the larger until the
charge on both spheres is the same

positive charges flow from the smaller to the larger until
the potential of both spheres is the same
electrons flow from the larger to the smaller until the charge
on both spheres is the same
electrons flow from the larger to the smaller until the potential
of both spheres is the same.

B

D

34. P and Q are identical metal spheres on insulated stands. The charge
on P is +10 microcoulombs and the charge on Q is —20 micro-

1 coulombs. The following four separate actions are carried outmomentarily in the sequence shown;
P is earthed; then touched to Q;
Q is earthed; then touched to P.

After these actions the charges on P and Q, in microcoulombs are;
P Q

A 0 0
B +5 -5
C -10 -10
D -5 -5

E -5 0



.. In the circuit shown A and B are connected by a thick copper wire.

12v dc
SUPPLY

VWWMA
2n

What current is taken from the supply ?
A. Zero.
B 0-5 A.
C 2-0 A.
D 6 0 A.
E A very large current which it is not possible to calculate.

In the circuit below At and A2 are identical ammeters of negligible
resistance.

12 n

What are the readings on Aj and A2?

Reading on Reading on A2

A 0-5 A 0-25 A
B 0-5 A 0-5 A
C 1 A 1 A
D 1 A 2 A
E 2 A 2 A

12 V

. In the circuit below a valve heater coil is connected in series with a

I thermistor. It is known that as they heat up the resistance of the coilincreases at the same rate as the resistance of the thermistor decreases.

Valve heater coil Thermistor

i—nrYYri—•—vw—i

a.c. supply Switch S
When switch S is closed how do the currents in the heater coil and in
the thermistor change as the components heat up ?
A Current in both components remains constant.
B Current in both components increases.
C Current in both components decreases.
D Current increases in the heater coil and decreases in the ther¬

mistor.
E Current decreases in the heater coil and increases in the ther¬

mistor.



38/. An oscilloscope is connected across R in the circuit shown.

4" -T—-
CO
r>

SINUSOIDAL
A.C. SUPPLY R S

< >

What trace appears on the screen ?

C
"vw

o

E fWWY\

39. A radioactive source is kept in a school laboratory and used from
time to time to demonstrate the properties of alpha, beta and gamma
emission.

What is a suitable half-life of such a source ?

A 5 seconds.
B 1 minute.
C 3 days.
D 1 month.
E 1600 years.

228
40. The nuclide 89Ac is formed from a naturally occurring nuclide X by

alpha emission followed by beta emission.
Nuclide X is;

238

A 02^
232

B soTh
233

C 9lPa
234

D 92U
230

E ooTh.
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Answer any FIVE questions.
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You should note that in this paper the negative index has been used in unit symbol
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m/s2.

Marksmay be deducted for bad spelling and bad punctuation, and for writing that
is difficult to read.

>
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(a) The pattern ofwater waves produced by a vibrator in a ripple tank is viewed on a screen by illuminating
the tank using a lamp as shown.

Describe how you would measure

(i) the frequency,
(ii) the wavelength of the waves.

If you knew the value of the velocity of the waves, how could you use it to check the results of your
measurements in (i) and (ii)?

(b) How would you demonstrate the refraction of water waves in the ripple tank? Indicate any additional
apparatus you require.
Describe what would be observed.

(c) Name any instrument which depends on refraction and explain very briefly how the operation of the
instrument depends on refraction.

A large packing case of mass 500 kg rests on the ground. A fork-lift truck raises it 1 -5 m, transports it at a
steady speed of 2-0 m s-1 and deposits it on the loading platform of a lorry.

(a) (i) What is the minimum upward force exerted by the fork-lift?
(ii) How much potential energy is gained by the packing case?

(b) (i) Calculate the kinetic energy of the packing case while it is being transported at the steady speed,
(ii) What happens to this kinetic energy when the fork-lift truck stops?

(c) If the fork-lift uses energy at the rate of 25 kW and the lifting operation takes 3-0 seconds,
calculate the apparent efficiency of this operation.

Page two



3. In the apparatus shown in the diagram, the electric timing device prints 50 dots every second on the tape.
When the ball is allowed to fall, a record of its motion is produced on the tape.

Marks

electric timing device

paper tape

metal ball

By cutting the tape at each alternate dot, the following tape-chart (actual size) is obtained.

(a) Calculate the average acceleration. (3)
(b) Compare your answer with the accepted value

for the acceleration due to gravity and suggest
an explanation for the difference. (2)

The experiment is repeated using a light polystyrene ball instead of the metal one and this second tape-
chart shows the result of the modified experiment.

(c) Describe what this indicates about
(i) the speed,
(ii) the acceleration,
(iii) the unbalanced force acting on

the polystyrene ball. (5)

[Turn over
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Marks

4. (a) A test tube containing 0-10 kg of a powder is heated for several minutes by a bunsen burner which is
supplying heat at a constant rate of 50 joules per second. The temperature of the contents is noted at
equal time intervals and a graph of temperature against time drawn.

°0 150 300 4SO
O A Time in s ^

(i) Express the power output of the bunsen burner in watts. (1)
(ii) What is happening to the substance during the interval OA? (1)
(iii) What is happening to the substance during the interval AB? (1)
(iv) What is the significance of the time AB being greater than the time OA? (2)
(v) Calculate the specific heat capacity of the powder, assuming that all the heat supplied by the

bunsen is transferred to the powder. (3)

(b) A characteristic of certain cooking pots is that when they are removed from the source of heat, the
contents may continue to boil for a short time. Suggest an explanation for this effect. (2)

5. (a) In an explanation of Brownian motion the expression "random motion" is often used.
(i) What is meant by "random motion"?
(ii) Explain the change which would occur if the temperature of the contents of the vessel in which

the Brownian motion was being observed were raised.

(b) The graph shows the results of an examination of the pressure of a given mass of gas, kept at constant
volume, as its temperature is varied.

(1)

(2)

Temperature in C

(i) Explain how the graph can be used to establish a mathematical relationship between pressure and
temperature. (4)

(ii) Explain this relationship in terms of the motion of the particles of the gas. (3)

Page four



6. The diagram shows part of a house-wiring system. Marks

ring main

fuse box

lighting
circuit

cooker

5A 30A X30A

live! neutral

meter

i r
(a) There are usually about ten 13 A points in the ring main. Why is a 30 A fuse considered suitable for

this circuit? (1)
(ib) If the 30A cooker fuse"blew", what would happen to the components in the other circuits, e.g. lighting,

ring main? (2)
(c) No earth connections are shown in the diagram. Why are such connections required? (2)
(id) What physical quantity does the meter measure? (1)
(e) If a heater rated at 240 V, 2 kW were to be connected in the ring main, what value of fuse (2 A, 5 A,

10 A, or 13 A) would it be advisable to fit in the plug? (2)
(/) What difference would you expect to find between the wire used in the lighting and the ring main

circuits? Explain your answer. (2)

7. An electrical component is contained in a closed box. Two terminals from the component are connected in
the circuit at X and Y as shown.

42b

&
variable

• d.c. •-

supply
A pupil is asked to examine the relationship between the voltage across XY and the current in the circuit.
He gradually increases the voltage and obtains the following results:

V volts 1-0 2-0 3-0 4-0 5-0

I amperes 0-20 0-27 0-34 0-36 0-37

(a) Calculate the value of the resistance of the box from the fourth set of results, namely V = 4-0 V,
I = 0-36 A. (2)

(b) Draw a graph of I against V. (2)
(c) What conclusion regarding the resistance of the contents can be drawn from the graph? (2)
(d) In what way does the shape of the graph differ from what you might have been led to expect from the

law connecting current and voltage? (2)
On looking inside the box, the pupil discovers it contains a torch bulb. Use your knowledge of a bulb
to explain the conclusion in part (c). (2)

to
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The diagrams show experiments in which important components have been omitted, and are indicated
by capital letters.
State what each of the items A, B, C, D and E is, and briefly describe its purpose in its circuit.

C.R.O.

a.c.

Supply

t X
yh voltmeter

reading 4V
vol

readi

tmeter AA
ding 2V

6 V i

o
microphone

ear phone

[END OF QUESTION PAPER]
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APP&NDIX VII

Analysis of Covariance of Dependent Variables

Uslcux Best 'Weighted1 Composite of Independent

Variables as Covarlates.

Statistical Procedure

This appendix indicates how analysis of covariance is

used to adjust the student's scores z±, Z2 and z5 in the
tests of cognitive attainment to take account of inter-

style differences in student variables x and y representing

I'd and social status respectively.

Procedure

1. For each test intercorrelations between the independent

variables x and y with the appropriate dependent variables

zl» z2 anci z3 ar'e calculated.

The general form of these is?-

where i = l,2,...n^, the number of observations in group
and j ® 1)2,3.

and
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These are respectively the 'within* and 'Total'

correlations between the independent variables x and y*

'Within* and 'Total' correlations between each of these

independent variables and each of the dependent V8riable?s

%1t ssg and are obtained similarly, giving!

rxy» pxs%i* pxz2* r**a' pysjf pyas* pyzd mid tae
eorreepon ing 'Total' correlation coefficients
—1 1 I
rxy» xxsi» ••• y23*

2, partial regression coefficients in standard form are

derived from these intercerrelations as follows!-

pajLx y ^ p2lx - J,xiyrxy (3>PZ& Xx V&i? ~ rHxr^
2

"* rxy ^ *" pxy
^ ^ i , a 1 / 1 _i. _JL

P*i* y - " ZJLZ(s) pziy x- - *3-* ^
l2 l2

X - Pv 1 - ^
/

where 6 and p denote the *'«»ithin* and 'Total' seta
'weights' respectively; giving the 'Within' regression

coefficients}

Paix yjfWy xtfizqx y;Paay x^ZqX yi^zgy x'> aaA
corresponding 'Total* regression coefficients;

[3 s^x y ••• P agy x*
3* The 'within* and 'Total* standard deviations s and s

respectively are calculated &a shown in equations (7) and

(8 ;»
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S (Within) * £W

Tn - s

(7) and

5' .To tal) = / ^x

£n - 1

where % and Xp> are the 'Within' and 'Total' some of

squares for x. n is the total number of ,oee. vatlone of

x over all groups and g is the number of treatment groups.

The 'Within' standard deviations Sx, 5y, SZ3» $S2' ^ Z3 and
the corresponding 'Total' standard deviations

^
x * * * ^ 23 are computed*

4. The standardised partial regression coefficients

calculated in paragraph 2 above are now converted to

'wording weights', denoted by W* Hach 'bate weight' is
converted to its 'wording weight' as shown in equations

(9) and (10) below*

^'zpx y * pzpx y (9) an^*
5 x

*«1* y mPzlx y ^-7^— (10) where W and W1
x

are the 'Within' and 'Total* 'working weights'
i

respectively! mid j5 the corresponding 'beta weights'
and S and 5 the 'Within* and 'Total* standard

deviations calculated in (3) above. In this way the

'wording weights'? yi Wa^y x, WagX y» ^2gy z»
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W'zgx y» %gy x» and x are obtained. It is
these 'wor&ing weights' which are used in the final

adjusted covariance analysis of each of the uepeiident

variables z^, ssg and zg. This analysis is shown in

paragraph 5 for the case of z±»

5. The analysis of covariance of the dependent variable

with the independent variables x and y as eovariates

is indicated in Table I below*

TABLE I

Analy&is of ouvariance of dependent
Variable zx vyjth .the, ina^pe,na.e.hA
variables x and y as covarlatea.

- -

uean

asaueflfl 4>Jft , , , Sams Of So ares ^qqarep

Style. }-l A-V4-'
Student. £n ^ . '-iwT^zix x)t^d|(^)g'X In-i~2
lotai xn-5 Z,tT)-(wLJts;KT))-(><.r)(Y2,^)-=P -

sl(W) the 'Within* sum of squares for s1,

X21(W) ^le 'Within* sup of products for x and z^ and so on.
In confuting the sums of squares and sums of products the

procedure described by Lindqulst (1956, p.57 & 319) may be

used*

F io calc .dated from the ratio of mean squares

F a U.J, styles for the appropriate degrees of freedom
M.S. students

(g-lj £n-g-2).
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6. To allow the style means of each of the dependent

variables to be adjusted to take account of inter-style

differences in the independent variables, the regression

coefficients bx and by are calculated for each of the
dependent variables. Equations (11) and (12) show the

regression coefficients for z±.

»x - —(11) and hy . YZi ty,i (IS) where XZl(W)
X(W) *(w)

represents the Within* sum of products of x and

*(W) 'Within* sum of squares of x and so on. The
experimental means x = X x and y = 2l ,y over all

Tn Zn
styles are calculated and used to compute the adjusted

style means shown in Table II.
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-
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-
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-
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In Table II,Xi, axe the initial style

weans fox- the independent variable and 1-^*.. Uie
initial style weans fox- the dependent variable*

is the wean of the dependent variable z± adjusted to

ta&e aecouiit of style differences iri the independent

variables; so that, for example, is ctle ffican

the z± Bccres adjusted to take account of inter-style

differences in x and y.

7. When an observed F is obtained in the final

adjusted analysis (Table I) which is larger than

in Snedecor's table, this indicates that the adjusted

style means hS{Mlj) anI Z13(Md; alrfer
slgnifioantly among themselves. Subsequent analysis of

the differences among the style means is carried out

using the modified ' tf test shown in equation (13) with

the appropriate standard error indicated by Gtoulden

(1952, p»157). For example, to test the significance

of the difference between and }, the
adjusted means of z^ for styles (1) and (2), 't' is
found from equation (13).

where is the 'Withln'-style mean square taken

from the analysis of c©variance; and n2 are the
numoere of observations in the respective style groups;

t = 2ll(Mj) - (13)

j. 4- i+ui-% + (?i-yg)
rtl a2 X(W) Y(W)
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Xg» Yjl* and Yg, the style means of the independent
variables x and yj and X($) and ai»e the 'Within*
sums of squares of x and y»

When equation (13) gives an observed 't* which is

larger than that indicated at 'tg#Qg for the appropriate
number of degrees of freedom (n^ + ng - 2) it snay be
concluded that there is a significant difference between

the adjusted style means of z2«

*
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APPENDIX VIII

ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

PRETEST VERSION



ATTITUDES TO PHYSICS

In this questionnaire I would like you to tell rne what you
think about PHYSICS. It is your own opinion that is important.
Your answers will not oe shown to anyone connected with the
school so please be frank. There are no right or wrong answers.
It is not a test.

The questionnaire contains a large number of statements. I want
to know whether you agree with them or not. On this page there
are some practice statements. Place the booklet slightly over¬
year answer sheet so.that the spaces for the answers are exactly
opposite the statements. You will see that there is a number 4-
in the answer box opposite statement A. The answer "Agree"
has been chosen here.
If your answer was "Agree" you would also write a 4.
If you felt more strongly than that you would write 5 for
"Strongly Agree".
If you disagreed you would write 2 or 1 for "Disagree" or
"Strongly Disagree".
If you did not know how you felt or if you were undecided you
would write 3 fox-1 "Uncertain".
Now try the practice statements yourself:

A. Mathematics is an interesting subject. 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

B. Girls do not need to learn mathematics. 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

C. Many people find mathematics difficult. 5 Strongly Agree
4- Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

D. Mathematics is no use to me at home. 5 Strongly Agree
4- Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

Please do not write anything on this book, and do not open it
until you are told to do so.

Read each statement carefully, decide which answer best
describes how you feel about the statement and put the number
of the answer in the correct box. Please choose only one
answer for each statement. Rub out or cross out clearly any
answer you wish to change.

Trust your first impressions and work quickly. Try not to
spend too long in thinking about any one answer.

Please give an answer to ALL the statements.



PADS 1

1. "Physicists should critise each 5 Strongly Agree
others work." 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

2, "I would enjoy doing scientific 5 Strongly Agree
work when I leave school." 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree-

3# "Mathematics is a great help to 5 Strongly Agree
physics." 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

4. "Physics is no use to anyone who is 5 Strongly Agree
going to be a physical education 4 Agree
teacher". 5 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

5. "Physics helps you to develop 5 Strongly Agree
hobbies outside school." 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 S trongly Disagree

6. "Physics is very useful in several 5 Strongly Agree
of my other school subjects." 4 Agree

. 3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
-1 Strongly Disagree

7. "If the .teacher and I do the same 5 Strongly Agree
experiment but get different 4 Agree
results, the teacher's result is 3 Uncertain
the right one." 2 Disagree

1 Strongly Disagree

8. "Only people who are going to do 5 Strongly Agree
scientific work should have to learn A. Agree
physics." • 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

9. "I am not interested in physics." 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 31rongly Disagree

.0. "The T.V. Programme "Tomorrow's World" 5 Strongly Agrees
is coring." 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree



PAGS 2

11. "Biologists studying plants and. 5 Strongly Agree
animals do not need to know 4 Agree
anything about electricity". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 S tron;<;ly D i sa erree

12. "Space research is no use to 5 Strongly Agree
ordinary people". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
-1
X Strongly Disagree

13. "If a famous physicist and an 5 Strongly Agree
unknoy/n physicist disagree we accept 4 Agree
the opinion of the famous physicist". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 S trongl.v Di sagree

14. "I enjoy physics". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

15. "Science clubs don't interest me". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

16. "Geography provides examples of 5 Strongly Agree
things we learn about in physics." 4 Agree

. 3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

17. "Physics needs the understanding, and 5 Strongly Agree
support of ordinary people". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 S trongiy Disagree

10. "Physios teachers know the 5 Strongly Agree
scientific truths". 4 Agree

. 3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

19. "I would not like to be a physicist". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

20. "There should be more programmes on 5 Strongly Agree
T.V. about physics". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree



PAGE 3

21. "If you were interested in studying 5 Strongly Agree
animals' eyes you would need to Know 4 Agree
some physics". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disarro

22. "Physics does not affect my daily 5 Strongly Agree
life at home." 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagre

23. "A good scientific theory does not 5 Strongly Agree
supply the final answer to 4 Agree
scientific questions". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disavre

24. "Physicists are boring people". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagre

25. "Astronomy is such an interesting 5 Strongly Agree
hobby that if I could afford it I 4 Agree
would buy an astronomical telescope". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disatre

26. "Physics does not help someone to 5 Strongly Agree
learn geography". 4 Agree

r?

o Uncertain
2 Disagree

*

1 Strongly Disarre

27. "Physics should be left to those who 5 Strongly Agree
are scientists or are going to be 4 Agree
scientists". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagre

28. "Experiments which give answers that 5 Strongly Agree
disagree with what the teacher expects 4 Agree
are useful". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
'

1 S t rong ly D i s agre

29. "I wish we had more physics in school". 5 Strongly Agree .

4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disa pe

30. "Newspapers seldom use physics in 5 Strongly Agree
discussirgnews items". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagre



PAO-is 4

51. "Physics would be very difficult if we
had no mathematics".

32. "New discoveries in physics are
important to everyone".

5 Strongly Agree
4- Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagr

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Pisa.gr£

33. "If a good physicist says that a
theory is true all other physicists
will believe him".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
5 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Dlsapr-:

34. "Physics is boring for me". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagrg

35. "I like tinkering with things like
old clocks and radios at home in my
spare time".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagr;

36. "Physics does not help you to learn
anything about music".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagre

37. "I make use of physics every day". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagrg

38. "Theories in physics supply the true
answer to physics questions".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagre:

39. "I hate physics". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
5 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagre:

i ,w fa. . . ——

40. "The school library should have a lot
more books about physics".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
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41. "Physics does not affect rne". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
Q Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

42. "Physics can help man to live more 5 Strongly Agree
comfortably". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

43. "Physics teaches us not to believe 5 Strongly Agree
everytuing we are told". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

44. "Physicists are very interesting- 5 Strongly Agree
people" . 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

4b. "I like listening to radio 5 Strongly Agree
programmes which are concerned 4 Agree
with physics". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

46. "Chemistry is of little help to 5 Strongly Agree
physics". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
p S trongly Disagree

47. "Everyone in the modern world needs 5 Strongly Agree
to learn physics". 4 Agree

3 U ncertain
V 2 Disagree

1 Strongly Disagree

48. "A useful theory in physics may not 5 Strongly Agree
be entirely correct". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 31rongly Disagr ee

49. "Physics is one of my favourite 5 Strongly Agree
subjects". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

50. "Pupils who enter for scientific b Strongly Agree
competitions like 'Science Pair' 4 Agree
are wasting their time". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree
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APPENDIX XX

ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE

FINAL VERSION



ATTITUDES TU riiYSIOS

In tnis questionnaire I would like you to tell me what you
think about PNYSIC3. It is your own opinion that is
important. Your answers will not oe shown to anyone
connected with the school so please oe frank. There are
no ri .11 or wrong answers. It it; not a test.
The questionnaire contains a large number of statements.
I want to know whether you agree with them or not. On this
page there are some practice statements. Place the booklet
slightly over your answer sheet so that the spaces for the
answers are exactly opposite the statements. You will see
that there is a number 4 in the answer box opposite
statement A. The answer "Agree" has been chosen here.
If your answer was "Agree" you would also write a 4.
If you felt more strongly than that you would write 5 for
"8 trongly Agree".
If you disagreed you would write 2 or 1 for "Disagree" or
"Strongly Disagree".
If you aid not know how you felt or if you were unaecided
you would write 3 for "Uncertain".
Now try the practice statements yourself:

A. Mathematics is an interesting subject. 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

B. Girls do not need to learn
mathematics.

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

G. Many people find mathematics
difficult.

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agr e e
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagr

D. Mathematics is no use to me at home. 5 Strongly Agree
4- Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

Please do not write anything on this book, and do not open it
until you are tola to ao so.

Read each statement carefully, decide which answer best
describes how you feel about the statement and put the
number of the answer in the correct box. Please cnoose

only one answer for each statement. Rub out or cross
out els ■>1 Xy any answer you wish to change.
Trust your first impressions and work quickly. Try not
to spend too long in tainting aoout any one answer.
Please give an answer to ALL the statements.



PAGD 1

1. "Physicists should criticise each
others work".

Strongly Agree
4 Agre

x

Uncertain
Disagree
S trong ly Pisa• rj

2. "I would enjoy doing scientific worn
when I leave school".

5
4-
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagrs

3. "mathematics is a great help to
physics".

5

3

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagrs

4. "I am not interested in physic; -i n q. ' I 5
4
3
2
x

Strongly Agree
Agree
Unc ertain
Disagree
S trongly Pi sagr.-

5. "Physics helps you to develop
hobbies outside school". 4

3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagre

6. "If the teacher and I do the same

experiment but get different results,
the teacher's result is the right one."

b

4

2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagm

7. "Physics is very useful in several of
ray other? school suojects".

5
4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Str-ongly Pisagre

8. "The T.V. programme "Tomorrow's
World" is boring".

5
4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
S trongly Pisa rye

9. "Only people who are going to do
scientific work, should have to
learn physics".

5
4

1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagre

10. "I enjoy physics". U

4
Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disaax
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11. "Biologists studying plants and
animals do not need to know
anything about electricity".

5
4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree

ialvto.,*..,

12. '"If a famous physicist and an unknown
physicist disagree we accept the
opinion of the famous physicist".

•5
4
ry

O

31r o rig Iy Agr ee
Agree
Uncertain

Disagree
Strongly Pisagr

13. "Space research is no use to
ordinary people".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

...—.—■—.. —-ik-. —sPL.

14. "Science clubs don't interest me". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

15. "Physics teachers know the
scientific truths".

Strongly Agree
At* n"o*'-

Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

16. "I would not like to be a physicist 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

17. "There should be more programmes
on T.V.* about physics".

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagreeg wmM- - _ ^ J

16. "A good scientific theory does net
supply the final answer to scientific
questions".

0

4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

19. "Physics does not help someone to
1 eam g eography11.

5 Strongly Agree
A. ActtpP

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

20. "Physicists are boring people" 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
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21. "Physics should be left to those who
who are scientists or are going to
be scientists".

4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly "Pisagrs£

22. "isxperiments which give answers
that disagree with what the
teacher expects are useful".

5 Strongly Agree
4- Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Djsagre

23. " x wisn we haa more physics m
school". 4-

3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

24. "New discoveries in physics are
important to everyone".

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
3 trongly Pisagree

25. "Physics is boring for me". 5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongl.y Disagree

26. "If a good physicist says that a
theory is true all other physicists
will believe him".

4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

27. "I like tinkering with things like
old clocks and radios at home in
my spare time".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

28. "I make use of physics every day".

29. "I hate physics".

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

5 Strongly Agree
4 Agree
3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

30. "'theories in physics supply the
true answer to physics questions",

5
4
3
2
1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
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31. "The school library should have a 3 Strongly Agree
lot more boohs about physics". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly 'Disagree

32. "Physicists are very interesting 5 Strongly Agree
people". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

33. "Physics teaches us not to believe 5 Strongly Agree
everything we are told". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

34. "I like listening to radio .
5 Strongly Agree

programmes which are concerned 4 Agree
with physics". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 S trongly Disagree

35. "Chemistry is of little help to 5 Strongly Agree
physics". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

36. "Physics is one of my favourite 5 Strongly Agree
subjects". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

37. "A useful theory in physics may 5 Strongly Agree
not be entirely correct". 4 Agree

3 Uncertain
2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree

38. "Pupils who enter for scientific 5 Strongly Agree
competitions like 'Science Pair' are 4 Agree
wasting their time". 3 Uncertain

2 Disagree
1 Strongly Disagree




